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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The World Wide Web (WWW or simply the Web) offers a rich means
for its users to publish, share, create, discuss, collaborate and even
earn a living. The diversity and magnitude of data created makes
it an interesting basis for many studies on user behavior in different
tasks, such as information seeking. Web content, however, is sur-
prisingly volatile, where 80% of Web pages may disappear within
one year [136]. Culture heritage institutions increasingly recognize
that such digital born data are as easily deleted as they are published,
thereby introducing risks to the world’s digital cultural heritage [153].
In order to preserve the content on the web, many national libraries
and archives have set up Web archiving initiatives. Web archives ad-
dress this problem by systematically preserving parts of the Web for
future generations. Web archiving involves a “process of collecting
portions of the web, preserving the collections in an archival format,
and then serving the archives for access and use” [107]. A Web archiv-
ing process, includes the following main tasks; selection, harvesting,
storage (preservation), and access [130, 100]. Since 1996, web archiv-
ing has been performed by international and national heritage insti-
tutions, pioneered by the Internet Archive [14]. In July 2003, twelve
institutions met at the National Library of France (BnF) to create the
International Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC) [12]. The aim
of IIPC is to develop tools for archiving the web, promoting the access
and use of web archives for research and cultural heritage.
Archiving the entire Web is an impossible task due its increasing
size, and the dynamic and ephemeral nature of its content. However,
with the effort of all Web archiving initiatives parts of the web are
being preserved. Web archives are created by crawling Web pages fol-
lowing a crawling strategy determined by the institutions, leading to
differences in scope and coverage of the Web archives. The National
Library of The Netherlands (KB) [16], for example, archives websites
selected on the basis of categories related to Dutch historical, social
and cultural heritage. The crawling frequency varies among the se-
lected websites: some are crawled yearly, biannually, quarterly, others
on daily basis, such as a news agency.
The research presented in this thesis was conducted within the We-
bART1 (Web Archive Retrieval Tools) project. WebART is part of the
Dutch Continuous Access To Cultural Heritage (CATCH) research




Research (NWO2). WebART is an interdisciplinary research project,
which combines expertise in Computer Science, Information Science
and New Media research from the University of Amsterdam, and the
Dutch national center for computer science and mathematics CWI
(Centrum for Wiskunde and Informatica). The cultural heritage part-
ner is the National Library of the Netherlands (KB). The WebART
project aims to critically assess the value of Web archives for realistic
research scenarios, and develop information access tools and meth-
ods that maximize the archive’s utility for research.
1.1 research questions
This thesis is divided into two parts, in each part we address a num-
ber of related research questions. In the first part (Part I – Study-
ing Large-Scale Web Archives), we apply a large-scale analysis on an
archive collection investigating the archived and unarchived content.
In the second part (Part II – Integrating Online & Crawled Web), we
investigate how to link information from the current Web (online) to
the past Web (archived).
Part I – Studying Large-Scale Web Archives focuses on the accessi-
bility and retrievability of Web archive collections. We do not only
focus on accessing Web pages that exist in the archive, but we also
study the uncrawled Web pages; pages that existed on the Web at
crawling time but have not been crawled. Web archives are known to
be incomplete; it is impossible to crawl the entire Web due its increas-
ing size and transient nature of its content, and new Web pages are
added constantly, new Web page content replaces old content with-
out preserving the old content. Therefore, we study the possibility
of finding traces of unarchived Web pages from the archived pages,
and whether they have been really lost forever because they were not
archived. More precisely, we go back in time and try to uncovering
and reconstruct the unarchived Web pages. We ask the following main
research question:
RQ1 Can we uncover and provide representations of unarchived Web pages
exploiting references to them from the archived Web pages?
In the field of Information Retrieval, Anchor Text has been used
to enrich the representation of Web page content to improve Web
search effectiveness [73, 85, 90, 110, 117, 119, 121, 132]. In the Web
archive context, hyperlink structure has been used to estimate what
is missing in the Web archive. Links and Anchor Text can be used to
locate missing Web pages, of which the original URL is not accessible
anymore [115]. We exploit the hyperlink structure of the crawled
content to derive evidence of the existence of unarchived pages. When
2 http://www.nwo.nl/
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we encounter references to Web pages that have not been crawled
from archived pages (we call this link evidence). Existence of a link
implies that the page existed on the Web at or before the crawling
time. It is not possible to go back in time and crawl the missing
pages. Instead, we show that it is possible to reconstruct unarchived
pages by providing basic representation about them, instead of losing
them. We build implicit representations of unarchived Web pages and
domains, based on link evidence and Anchor Text, and investigate the
richness (or sparseness) of the descriptions in the number of incoming
links and the aggregated Anchor Text. In order to study whether the
resulting derived representations of unarchived pages are useful in
practice, we setup a known-item search experiment.
Chapter 3 answers RQ1.
While we can archive Web pages, queries from the past have usually
not been preserved. We cannot go back in time and find out topics
(queries) that were of interest to users in the past; at crawling time.
Anchor Text exhibits characteristics similar to real user queries, and
similar to titles of Web pages [86]. This is based on the observation
that titles can be used as an approximation of queries [108]. We ex-
plore the use of time-aware Anchor Text, extracted from link structure
of a Web archive collection, in order to investigate what was popular
on the Web. We ask the following research question:
RQ2 Can we identify past popular topics using anchor text associated with
hyperlinks of the Web archive?
Chapter 4 answers RQ2.
As pointed out above, it is practically infeasible to archive the entire
Web due its increasing size, and the ephemeral nature of its content.
Therefore, institutes have to make decisions on the websites to be
included in the crawling process, the crawling frequency, and the
crawling strategy. The crawling strategy followed to create a Web
archive has a great influence on the data to be archived. One strategy
is to crawl a manually selected set of websites (called the crawler’s
seeds) and to harvest these websites in depth (depth-first crawl). An-
other strategy automatically crawls as many websites as possible, but
not in depth (breadth-first crawl). Both crawling strategies result in
incomplete crawls, as both strategies exclude websites. Depth-first ig-
nores websites outside the seed list, and breadth-first archives websites
incompletely as crawling cannot follow all links to sub-pages. We in-
vestigate the influence of these crawling strategies on the coverage of
topics from the past using Anchor Text. We address this by studying
two Web crawls created with different crawling strategies. That is our
third research question:
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RQ3 How does the crawling strategy impact the Web archive’s coverage of
past popular topics?
Chapter 5 answers RQ3.
Indexing and retrieving documents from a Web archive collection can
be difficult because multiple versions of the same document may
appear in the ranked search results. Dealing with exact- or near-
duplicates has been addressed in several studies, e. g. [94, 127]. Mea-
suring retrieval effectiveness of a search system is usually done ex-
perimentally by applying evaluation measures and test collections.
To complement the standard IR evaluations which focus on the as-
sessment of efficiency and effectiveness of IR systems, Azzopardi et
al. introduced a retrievability [39] metric to estimate the likelihood of
retrieving a document by a specific retrieval system by issuing a large
set of queries and analyzing the result sets. We investigate how we
can quantify retrieval bias in Web archives. Specifically, we ask the
following main research question:
RQ4 What can we learn about Web archive access from studying the col-
lection using a measure of retrievability?
Chapter 6 answers RQ4.
In Part II – Integrating Online & Crawled Web of the thesis, we in-
vestigate how to link information from the current Web (online) to
the past Web (archived). Our approach to investigate this research
question resulted in participating in the TREC Contextual Sugges-
tion (CS) track. The CS track provides an evaluation framework for
systems that recommend items to users given their geographical con-
text. The specific nature of this track allows the participating teams
to identify candidate documents either from the Open Web or from
the ClueWeb12 collection, a static crawl from the Web. In the 2013
and 2014 editions of the CS track, submissions based on the Open
Web outnumbered those based on the ClueWeb12 collection. How-
ever, to achieve reproducibility, ranking web pages from ClueWeb12
should be the preferred method for scientific evaluation of contextual
suggestion systems. It has been found that the systems that build
their suggestion algorithms on top of input taken from the Open Web
achieve consistently a higher effectiveness than systems based on the
ClueWeb12 collection. Most of the existing works have relied on pub-
lic tourist APIs to address the contextual suggestion problem. These
tourist sites (such as Yelp and Foursquare) are specialized in provid-
ing tourist suggestions, hence those works are focused on re-ranking
the resulting candidate suggestions based on user preferences.
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The finding that Open Web results achieve higher effectiveness
raises the question whether research systems built on top of the Clue-
Web12 collection are still representative of those that would work di-
rectly on industry-strength web search engines. Therefore, we focus
on analyzing reproducibility and representativeness of Open Web and
ClueWeb12 systems.
We study the gap in effectiveness between Open Web systems and
ClueWeb12 systems through analyzing the relevance assessments of
documents in each set, and overlap. In the judging pool of judged
documents, the documents from the Open Web and ClueWeb12 col-
lection are distinguished. Hence, each system submission should be
based only on one resource, either Open Web (identified by URLs) or
ClueWeb12 (identified by ids). We ask the following question:
RQ5 Do relevance assessments of Open Web differ (significantly) from
relevance assessments of ClueWeb12 documents? Can we identify an
overlap between the two sets, and the documents in the overlap were
judged?
Chapter 7 answers RQ5.
We propose an approach for selecting documents from ClueWeb12 col-
lection based on information obtained from location-based social net-
works on the Open Web. This makes an improvement step towards
partially bridging the gap in effectiveness between Open Web and
ClueWeb12 systems, while at the same time we achieve reproducible
results on well-known representative sample of the web. We mainly
ask the following research questions:
RQ6 Can we identify a representative sample from the ClueWeb12 collec-
tion by applying filters from the Open Web tourist APIs tailored for
the CS track?
Chapter 8 answers RQ6.
1.2 thesis structure
This thesis consists of six research chapters organized in two parts.
Part I – Studying Large-Scale Web Archives consists of Chapters 3, 4,
5, and 6, while Part II – Integrating Online & Crawled Web consists
of Chapters 7, and 8. Chapter 2 provides the related work of research
chapters. Each chapter anwers one of the main research questions
described in the previous section. The two parts can be read indepen-
dently. Chapter 9 draws the thesis conclusions, the graphical repre-
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Figure 1: Thesis Structure.
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Strange Case of Reproducibility vs. Representativeness in Contextual
Suggestion Test Collections. Information Retrieval Journal, 2015.
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The publications supporting Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 are based on
the two participation in the TREC Contextual Suggestion (CS) track;
CS 2013 and CS 2014. The technical publication appeared in the pro-
ceeding of the Text REtrieval Conference TREC.
CS 2013
CWI and TU Delft Notebook TREC 2013: Contextual Suggestion,
Federated Web Search, KBA, and Web Tracks. Alejandro Bel-
logín and Gebrekirstos G. Gebremeskel and Jiyin He andAlan
Said and Thaer Samar and Arjen P. de Vries and Jimmy Lin
and Jeroen B. P. Vuurens. Proceedings of The Twenty-Second
Text REtrieval Conference, TREC 2013, Gaithersburg, Maryland,
USA, 2013.
CS 2014
Better Contextual Suggestions in ClueWeb12 Using Domain Knowl-
edge Inferred from The Open Web. Thaer Samar and Arjen P. de
Vries and Alejandro Bellogín. Proceedings of The Twenty-Third
Text REtrieval Conference, TREC 2014, Gaithersburg, Maryland,
USA, 2014.
2
R E L AT E D W O R K
The content on the Web is very dynamic, pages are added, deleted,
and modified continuously. In 2004, Ntoulas et al. study the dynamic
nature of a Web crawl, they showed that 80% of Web pages are not
accessible after one year [136]. In the literature, there are several stud-
ies that investigated the Web dynamics. The experimental results on
the evolution of Web pages over time were used to propose an archi-
tecture for the incremental crawler [65]. In order to study the evolu-
tion of the Web, they employed active crawling of 720, 000 Web pages
on daily basis over four months. They found that 15% of the Web
pages have a change interval longer than one day and shorter than
a week, 20% of Web pages changed daily, and the rate of change de-
pends on the pages top-level domains. For example, more than 40%
of pages that change daily are from .com top-level domain. Web pages
from .edu and .gov top-level domains are very static, more than 50%
of pages from these domains did not change at all in four months of
crawling. This study was expanded by [88] in terms coverage and the
rate and degree of change. They crawled 150, 836, 209 Web pages on
a weekly basis over a span of 11 weeks. They found a strong relation-
ship between the top-level domains and the frequency of change of
a Web page, and a weak relationship between the top-level domains
and the degree of change. The largest study of Web evolution was
carried by [104] over an 18 years period (from 1996 to 2013) of the
German Web part archived by the Internet Archive. Based on the evo-
lution analysis of popular domains (websites and their sub-domains)
from current Web Amazon’s Alexa ranking [2], they observed that
70% of Web pages are younger than a year, and popular domains
have growing exponentially. Many institutions realized the impor-
tance of collecting and preserving the Web pages before they are lost.
Many projects have been initiated to preserve the Web, build tools
for facilitating access to Web archives. In the following sections, we
summarize the Web archiving process and tasks involved in this pro-
cess, introduce some of the projects that are involved in crawling the
Web and making the crawls available for researchers as well as to the
public, or projects building tools to facilitate access to Web archives.
In this chapter, we discuss the background for the research presented
in this thesis. First, we introduce the Web archiving process and
present projects involved in archiving the Web (Section 2.1). Then,
we discuss background of research related to the completeness of
Web archives (Section 2.2). The hyperlinks and Anchor Text play an
important role in the thesis. In Section 2.3, we introduce hyperlinks
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and Anchor Text, and work related to them in the context of Web
retrieval and Web archiving.
2.1 web archiving
Web archives process consists of the following tasks: selecting, har-
vesting, storing, preserving, and providing access to archived Web
content over time [130, 100].
Selection
The selection task is the process of selecting and deciding which web-
sites (seeds) to be collected from the Web using Web crawlers. Web
archives use different sources to maintains the seeds list based on
their goals. Many national libraries focus on archiving their national
Web domain fully or partially, this type of archiving is called do-
main archiving. For example, the National Library of the Nether-
lands (KB) [16] archives a manually selected list of websites [140]
of value for Dutch heritage. Web sites for preservation are selected
by the library per categories related to Dutch historical, social and
cultural heritage. Each selected website has been assigned a UN-
ESCO code corresponding to the category to which it belongs. The
National Library of France (BnF) [6] performs a broad crawl of the
entire french domain (.nl) in addition to the selection-based crawl. In-
ternet Archive [14] collects websites from the whole Web that are pub-
licly available and not excluded by robot.txt [24]. Other Web archives
are focused around a specific topic or event. For example, the UK
Web archive special collections [27] created by the British Library [26].
These collections are collections of websites grouped together on a
particular theme by librarians. These collections can be event-based
(e. g.UK General Election), or topical-based (e. g.The Credit Crunch Col-
lection), or subject-based (e. g.The British Countryside Collection).
Harvesting
The harvesting task or crawling is referred to the process of getting
content from the Web into archives. The programs collecting the Web
content are called Web crawlers. A crawler starts with the given list
of websites seeds as starting point. First, it retrieves the content of the
provided seeds. Then, extracts any hyperlink and adds the URL to the
queue of URLs to be harvested. The Web crawling has been widely
studied in the literature. Web crawlers are an important component
of Web search engines. Web search engines aim to maintain an index
of the Web and to give access to a recent copy of Web pages. In the
context of Web archiving, Web crawlers play an important role as they
are used by institutions to periodically crawl the Web and store it
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in the archives. Web crawling research involves different issues and
challenges, such as managing large dataset, the increasing size and
the dynamic nature of the Web which has an impact on the coverage
and freshness of the crawled content. These challenges are others are
discussed in [137], which is a survey about the crawling algorithms
and strategies, presents a chronology of Web crawlers development,
and outlines the fundamental challenges.
Storage
Web crawlers register additional information (metadata) about the har-
vested Web page such as the crawling timestamp. Collected material
are stored on a storage medium.
Preservation
Preservation is the process of saving the digital content of archived
Web pages and ensure a continued accessibility over time. Therefore,
to achieve this goal tools, standards are needed, for example, stan-
dards for archival format. The ARC [60] file format has been devel-
oped in 1996 by Brewster Kahle and Mike Burner from the Internet
Archive for storing and managing a large number of objects harvested
from Web as sequence of content blocks. Each block consists of a
metadata header which contains information about the crawl such as
the URI and the timestamp of the crawling date, and of the raw con-
tent of the crawled object. The WARC (Web ARChive) file format [29]
is an extension of the ARC format.
Access
In early stages of the Web archiving initiatives, the main focus was
on developing tools for collecting and preserving the Web content,
with less attention to the use of the Web archives [130, 102]. How-
ever, in addition to preserving Web data for the future, Web archives
provide a rich data source for researchers as well as for the general
public. Web archives should be available for access and use as stated
by the International Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC). Web
archives are increasing getting attention of researchers from different
disciplines. For example, a survey was conducted by the UK Web
archive to collect information about the scholarly use of their archive.
The majority of these researchers (94) are from Arts, Humanities, and
Social Sciences disciplines [102]. In the same study, they observed a
significant increase on the usage (such as number of users and page
views) of the UK Web archive in 2013 compared to the usage in 2012.
The increase was noticed since April 2013, when the non-print legal
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deposit regulations were effective in the UK and the Web archive was
frequently mentioned in the media.
In 2001, the Internet Archive1 made their Web archive accessible to
the public through the Wayback Machine. However, accessing Web
archives through the Wayback Machine is limited as it requires the
user to provide the URL for search and then view its archived snap-
shots over time. The open-source Wayback Machine2 has been widely
used by the Web archive initiatives to provide access to their collec-
tions.
Since the release of Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine in 2001,
searching for the URL has been the main way for accessing Web
archives. Recently, Web archive initiatives started to provide full-
text search. In a survey conducted by the National Library of the
Netherlands (KB), they reported that full-text search functionality was
ranked first in the list of top ten functionalities that users of the KB
Web archive would like to be implemented [141]. In order to under-
stand the information needs of Web archive users, data was collected
from users of the Portuguese Web Archive (PWA) [95], which is pub-
licly available since 2010 through search interface that allow users
to perform full-text and URL search [23]. Three methods were used
to collect the users data: search logs, an online questionnaire, and
a laboratory study [67]. The results of these methods were coinci-
dent, they found that users prefer full-text search over URL search.
Users perform navigational search without time restrictions, this re-
sult was inline with the KB survey, the time functionality wan not
among the top ten functionalities that users would like to have. The
time functionality was one of the least frequently used. However,
they observed that when the time functionality was used, it was used
to get the oldest documents.
The shift from single URL search to search interfaces was described
as a turning point in the history of Web archives [50]. Web archive
initiatives started to allow access to their archives through full-text
search using existing IR retrieval systems. Through a survey con-
ducted in 2010 of 42 Web archives initiatives across 26 countries [96].
They found that 89% of the initiatives support access to the Web
archive of a given URL. For instance, Internet Archive WayBack Ma-
chine [30] allows users to navigate and browse captures versions of
Web pages over time, the user has to know the URL in advance. 79%
enable searching meta-data and 67% provide full-text search for the
entire or part of their archived collection. The same survey was con-
ducted again in 2014 in order to observe the change in Web archiving
since 2010 [72]. In terms of access methods, the results of 2014 are the
same as in 2010.
1 https://archive.org/
2 http://archive-access.sourceforge.net/projects/wayback/
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Figure 2: The Internet Archive Wayback Machine URL-based search inter-
face. The screen shot was taken on September 1 2016 at 11:55 AM
(CEST).
2.1.1 Web Archiving Projects
In this section, we present projects initiated for improving Web
archive research or are active in crawling the Web and making col-
lections of snapshots from the Web available for research.
The Internet Archive is a non-profit foundation. In 1996, the Internet
Archive took the initiative to archive the entire Web with the goal to
build an Internet library and to make it accessible to the public. The
Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine [30] is the oldest and largest
Web archive that is available for public search, the unit of search is a
URL (see Figure 2). The user enters a URL of interest and gets a cal-
endar showing the crawls of the given URL over time (see Figure 3).
When the user clicks on a specific timestamps, the content of the
URL will be shown at was on that time. Internet Archive collaborates
with various national libraries to help them archives there national
domains. In 2006, Internet Archive created Archive-It [4] which a
Web archiving subscription service that helps organizations to crawl,
build and preserve collections of digital content. These organization
are able to manage the content of their archives (hosted on the In-
ternet Archive data centers) with full accessibility using a Web-based
application, a full-text search is available for them and their patrons.
Followed by the Internet Archive, different parts of the Web has been
preserved by different initiatives world wide [21], such as the national
libraries. Many of these institutes are members in the International
Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC) [12]. IIPC was established in
2003 with the goal to create a collaboration between organizations
who are doing Web archiving world wide including museums, li-
braries, national libraries, and culture heritage institutions. The mis-
sion of the IIPC is to acquire, preserve, and provide accessibility of
the preserved data for future generation [12]. Many tools have been
developed to support different stages of the Web archiving process
such as tools for crawling, for example Heritrix [11] software, tools for
accessing Web archives, indexing and searching tools such as Nutch-
WAX (Nutch with Web Archive eXtensions) and WERA (WEb aRchive
Access), a complete list of tools that are recommended and used by
members of the IIPC [13].
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Figure 3: Crawls of https://www.cwi.nl/ returned by the Internet Archive
Wayback Machine.
There are some projects which collect data from the Web for the
purpose of making data available to researchers as well as to the
public such as Common Crawl [7]. Common Crawl is a non-profit or-
ganization that crawls data from the Web and makes it available for
everyone. The availability of Web archives data lead to initiation of
research projects. The Living Web Archives (LiWA) [18] project (from
February 2008 until January 2011) focused on six research cases of
Web archiving [55]: Archive fidelity, Web spam filtering, archive co-
herence, archive interpretability, streaming application, and social
web application. The LiWA project was followed by the Longitudi-
nal Analytics of Web Archive data (LAWA) [17] project (from September
2010 until August 2013) aimed to develop infra-structure and tools
for aggregating, querying and analyzing large-scale Web archive data.
The Archiving Community Memories (ARCOMEM) project aimed to de-
velop innovative models and tools for selecting, preserving and ex-
ploiting the social Web. The Memento [155, 154, 19] project added
the temporal dimension to the HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol)
which allows users to go back in time and browse the past Web.
Users can send requests to obtain the archived versions (called Me-
mentos) of specified HTTP address and the desired date after adding
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Figure 4: Mementos of https://www.cwi.nl/ returned by the Memento
Time Travel portal. One Memento per archive which holds at least
one Memento.
the Memento Time Travel plug-in to their Web browser. Then, users
will seamlessly be able to access the Mementos if they exist on the
Web server that that holds the original archived resources and sup-
ports the Memento protocol. Otherwise, the Mementos will be served
by the Web archive which has the highest coverage of the requested
resource around the specified date. The Memento Time Travel por-
tal [20] allow users to find and reconstruct Mementos that can be found
in Web archives or in systems that support versioning such as wikis
and revision control systems, which natively support the Memento
Time Travel for the Web protocol. Using the find service, a list of Me-
mentos for the provided HTTP address and the given date and time
will be presented; for archives that hold at least one Memento, one
entry will be shown per archive, entries will be sorted based on how
Mementos are close to the specified date and time (see Figure 4).
The ALEXANDRIA project [3] aims to develop models and tools to
explore and analyse Web archives. The main goals of the project is de-
velop time-aware entity based enrichment and indexing, efficient in-
dexing, retrieving and exploration of entities and events from the past.
The Warcbase project [125, 28] is an open-source platform for storing
and managing Web archives built on Hadoop [9] and HBase [10]. War-
cbase was originally developed to take advantage of HBase by ingest-
ing Web archive records into HBase table and allows an efficient tem-
poral browsing using URL search (similar to Wayback machine). War-
cbase provides tools for analyzing Web archives using Hadoop/Mapre-
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duce, Apache Pig [22], and Apache Spark [25]. The ArchiveSpark [103, 5]
project is an Apache Spark framework that facilitates accessing, data
extraction, and analysis of Web archives.
2.2 web archives completeness
Experts in the Web archiving community discuss the shortcomings
of Web archiving crawlers in terms of the content they fail to capture
[129]. Some websites are intentionally excluded, breadth-first crawls
might not capture deeper pages of a website, and selective crawlers
exclude sites beyond the scope of the selection policy. However, as
argued by Day [76], in most cases, even the sites that meet selec-
tion guidelines on other criteria may include errors, be incomplete
or have broken links. Moreover, Web archiving crawlers often times
fail to capture specific content elements such as JavaScript, Flash, and
database-driven sites [76, 101, 129]. This prompts Web historian Brüg-
ger [56] to argue that almost every Web archive is incomplete to the
extent that it is hard to determine what is missing. Brügger [57]
described different levels of missing information from Web archives:
Web elements level such as images, sounds, and videos that might
not have been archived due to technical reasons, missing entire Web
pages from Web archive. The third is missing information about the
Web as a whole; information that were available when the archived
content was online on the Web such as search engine results, queries,
or open directories that provide statistics about the Web, for example
the Open Directory project of the Web (DMOZ) [8], and Internet World
Stats [15] which provide up to date statistics about the Web.
The limits of Web archives’ crawlers may result in partial and in-
complete Web archives. However, crawlers do encounter and register
additional information about a page they encounter, such as its out-
links, Anchor Text, and crawl and page timestamps. Rauber et al.
[142] have recognized the wealth of additional information contained
in Web archives which can be used for analytical purposes. Gomes
and Silva [92] used data obtained from the domain crawl of the Por-
tuguese Web archive to develop criteria for characterizing the Por-
tuguese Web. More recently, researchers from the LiWA project have
developed a prototype for an analytical user interface designed to
use these elements for analyzing large scale Web archives [151]. The
Memento project has expanded the scope of analysis of archived web
data beyond the boundaries of a single archive, in order to profile and
analyze coverage of archived websites across different web archives.
Memento [154] is an HTTP-based framework which makes it possible
to locate past versions of a given Web resource through an aggrega-
tor of resources from multiple Web archives. In a recent study, Alsum
et al. [36] queried the Memento aggregator to profile and evaluate the
coverage of twelve public Web archives. They found that the number
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of queries can be reduced by 75% by only sending queries to the
top three Web archives. Here, coverage (i.e. whether a resource is
archived and in which archive its past versions are located) was cal-
culated based on the HTTP header of host level URLs.
2.3 link structure and anchor text
One of the defining properties of the Internet is its hyperlink-based
structure. The Web’s graph structure is well studied, the first classic
work about the structure of the whole Web was published by Broder
et al. [54] in 2000. One of the main findings was the bow-tie structure
of the Web graph; a giant strongly connected component contain-
ing 28% of the nodes. They showed that the in-degree distribution,
the out-degree distribution, and the distribution of the sizes of the
strongly connected components are heavily tailed and followed the
power law. They used the AltaVista crawl of 200 million pages and
1.5 billion links. They tested and confirmed this result on a second
AltaVista crawl. Serrano et al. [149] analyzed four crawls gathered
between 2001 and 2004 by different crawlers with different param-
eters. Their main observation is that several Web crawl properties
are dependent on the crawling process. Other studies of Web crawls
based on different regional crawls gathered using different crawlers
showed different pictures of the Web graph [84, 44, 162]. The struc-
ture of the Web was revisited and studied in [133] at scale using a
Web crawl harvested by Common Crawl Foundation [7]. They found
that some graph features observed by Broder et al. [54] depend on the
crawling process, while other features appear to be more structural.
They confirmed the existence of a giant strongly connected compo-
nents, however they observed different properties of nodes that can
reach or that can be reached by the giant component, suggesting that
bow-tie structure is strongly dependent on the crawling process.
Methods to use this structure have widely been applied, especially
in the context of Web retrieval (for example PageRank [122] and HITS
[116]). The links which weave the structure of the Web consist of a
source URL, a destination URL, and Anchor Text which is the text
used to describe the target page in the link.. Aggregating Anchor
Text of links makes it for example possible to create representations
of target pages.
Anchor Text is a well-known resource to enrich the representations
of web page content to improve Web retrieval. Eiron and McCurley
[86] have investigated the properties of Anchor Text in a large intranet
corpus in order to understand why using Anchor Text improves the
quality of Web search. First, they showed empirically that Anchor
Text exhibits characteristics similar to real user queries. Second, they
hypothesize that Anchor Text is similar to web page titles, based on
the observation by Jin et al. [108] that titles can be used as an approx-
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imation of queries. They found that Anchor Text is indeed similar
to documents titles. Craswell et al. [73] explored the effectiveness
of Anchor Text in the context of site finding. Aggregated Anchor
Text for a link target were used as surrogate documents, instead of
the actual content of the target pages. Their experimental results
show that Anchor Text can be more effective than content words for
navigational queries (i.e. site finding). Work in this area led to ad-
vanced models that combine various representations of page content,
Anchor Text, and link evidence [110]. Fujii [90] presented a method
for classifying queries into navigational and informational. Their re-
trieval system used content-based or anchor-based retrieval methods,
depending on the query type. Based on their experimental results,
they concluded that content of webpages is useful for informational
query types, while Anchor Text information and links are useful for
navigational query types. Contrary to previous work, Koolen and
Kamps [119] concluded that Anchor Text can also be beneficial for ad
hoc informational search, and their findings show that Anchor Text
can lead to significant improvements in retrieval effectiveness. They
also analyze the factors influencing this effectiveness, such as link
density and collection size. In the context of Web archiving, link evi-
dence and Anchor Text could be used to locate missing webpages, of
which the original URL is not accessible anymore. Klein and Nelson
[115] computed lexical signatures of lost webpages, using the top n
words of link anchors, and used these and other methods to retrieve
alternative URLs for lost webpages. Anchor Text can also be used for
other purposes, for example for query suggestions.
Following Kleinberg [117], Dou et al. [85] took the relationships
between source pages of Anchor Text into account. Their proposed
models distinguish between links from the same website and links
from related sites, to better estimate the importance of Anchor Text.
Similarly, Metzler et al. [132] smoothed the influence of Anchor Text
which originates from within the same domain, using the ‘external’
Anchor Text: the aggregated Anchor Text from all pages that link to
a page in the same domain as the target page. Another aspect of
Anchor Text is its development over time: often single snapshots of
sites are used to extract links and Anchor Text, neglecting historical
trends. Dai and Davison [74] determined Anchor Text importance
by differentiating pages’ inlink context and creation rates over time.
They concluded that ranking performance is improved by differenti-
ating pages with different in-link creation rates, but they also point to
the lack of available archived resources (few encountered links were
actually available in the Internet Archive).
In the preceding works, the Anchor Text of a page has been con-
sidered as a resource that is complementary to the page content, but
treated as two independent representations. Dou et al. [85], Klein-
berg [117] took the relationship between source and Anchor Text into
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account. Their model distinguished between links from the same
website and links from related sites to better estimate the importance
of Anchor Text. Similarly, Metzler et al. [132] has overcome the prob-
lem of Anchor Text sparsity by smoothing the influence of Anchor
Text originating from within the same domain by using ‘external’ An-
chor Text: the aggregated Anchor Text from all pages that link to a
page in the same domain as the page to be enriched. In the context
of Web archiving, link evidence and Anchor Text could be used to
locate missing webpages, of which the original URL is not accessible
anymore. Klein and Nelson [115] computed lexical signatures of lost
webpages, using the top n words of link anchors, and used these and
other methods to retrieve alternative URLs for lost webpages.
So far, we have described works that studied the structure of the
Web and how the link structure analysis was exploited for improv-
ing retrieval effectiveness. However, all of them focused on using
single snapshot of archived websites. Now, we summarize studies
that focused on the Web evolution by studying the link development
over time. Web link structure is very dynamic and grows following a
power law [123]. In the IR community, several works used the tempo-
ral information of archived material to improve search effectiveness.
Li and Croft [124] proposed a time-based language model based on
studying the correlation between time and relevance. Based on the
heuristic that the probability of a document being relevant is higher
for the most recent documents, they boosted the relevance of recent
documents. Jones and Diaz [109] exploited the distribution of docu-
ment versions over the timeline as an indication of the interval of time
relevant to a query. Elsas and Dumais [87] found that documents
that are more dynamic over time tend to be more relevant. Finally,
Dai and Davison [74] quantified Anchor Text importance by differ-
entiating pages with different incoming link creation rate over time
and different historical incoming link context. They concluded that
incorporating the importance of Anchor Text over time in the rank-
ing model improves the performance, but they also point to the lack
of available archived resources (few encountered links were actually
available in the Internet Archive).
Costa et al. [71] improved the effectiveness of searching Web
archives by incorporating temporal features such as number of ver-
sions available for the document in the archive, and life span between
first and last version of the document. They studied the relation be-
tween Web document persistence and relevance. They presented an
approach that learns and combines multiple ranking models specific
for each period of time based on their believe that a single generic
ranking model cannot predict the variance of Web characteristics over
a long period of time. They work on a test collection constructed from
the Portuguese Web Archive (PWA) in order to be used as ground
truth for Web Archive Information Retrieval (WAIR) research [69].
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The dataset is publicly available at [1], including 269,801 assessed
Web document versions. The assessed documents were returned
by different ranking models in response to 50 navigational queries.
Queries were randomly sampled from the PWA’s query log. The
PWA consists of archived documents from the Portuguese Web in the
period from 1996 to 2009. They found that there is no correlation be-
tween lifespan and number of versions, but both are correlated with
the relevance of documents. They found that 36% of documents have
a life span less than one year; notice that this percentage is different
from the percentage found by [136] which is 80%.
Kanhabua and Nejdl [111] studied the evolution of Anchor Text
extracted from edit history of Wikipedia. First, they identified a set
of entities using the approach introduced by Bunescu and Pasca [59],
for each Wikipedia snapshot. The snapshots were generated by parti-
tioning revisions of Wikipedia pages based on one-month granularity.
Then, they generate a set of entity-anchor relationships, based on the
Anchor Text derived from links pointing to the entities. They found
that Anchor Text with temporal information can be candidates for
capturing and tracing entities evolution.
Brewington and Cybenko [53] studied the Web pages rate of
change. They used the last-modified timestamp and the downloading
time of Web pages to collect those that are observed over an average
of 37 days. Koehler [118] claims that a collection of Web pages tends
to stabilize once it reaches a considerable age. They performed ac-
cessibility test on a collection of 361 URLs randomly selected from
a Web crawl during a period of 4 years between December 1996 and
February 2001 crawled on weekly basis. Cho and Garcia-Molina [66]
proposed estimators for the frequency of change of Web pages by
counting the number of accessible days of each Web page. They col-
lected a daily collection of 720,000 pages from 270 popular sites dur-
ing a period of four months. Fetterly et al. [89] studied the frequency
and degree of change of Web pages, they found that the average de-
gree of change varies widely across top-level domains, and the larger
pages change more often than smaller pages. They observed that a
significant amount of changes on the Web consists of small modifica-
tions. Their collection was collected by weekly crawling 150 million
URLs , spanning 11 weeks time-interval in 2002. Ntoulas et al. [136]
collected Web pages from 154 popular sites gathered from Google Di-
rectory. The Web pages were crawled on weekly basis in one year.
They observed a high birth and death rates of Web pages and higher
turnover rate for hyperlinks. They also observed that most pages that
persist over time exhibit only minor changes in their content. Gomes
and Silva [93] studied the persistence of both the URLs and the Web
page content. They found that most URLs have a short life, and mi-
nor fraction of Web pages persist for long period of time. Bordino
et al. [52] performed a statistical analysis on a time-aware graph ob-
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tained by crawling 190, 000 URLs from the .uk domain at monthly
basis. The URLs were obtained from the Open directory project [8].
Their goal was to investigate whether the link graph is reliable over
time by checking it dependent on the a appearance and disappear-
ance of links, or the crawling settings. More over, they quantified
turnover rate of Web pages and links inspired by [136]. However,
the two collections are different as they are collected based on dif-
ferent crawling settings. The collection used by [52] consists of 133
million pages and 5 billion links gathered by crawling of a real Web
domain. while, the collection studied in [136] is limited because it
was collected from 154 sites collected by picking up the top-ranked
pages from Google Directory. Although, the two collection were col-
lected based on different crawling settings, the statistical analysis of
the birth and death rates of Web pages were aligned.
Dai and Davison [74] determined Anchor Text importance by dif-
ferentiating pages’ inlink context and creation rates over time. They
concluded that ranking performance is improved by differentiating
pages with different in-link creation rates, but they also point to the
lack of available archived resources (few encountered links were ac-
tually available in the Internet Archive). Kanhabua and Nejdl [111]
studied the evolution of Anchor Text extracted from edit history of
Wikipedia. They found that Anchor Text with temporal information
can be candidates for capturing and tracing the entity evolution.
The link structure and Anchor Text constructed from the archived
pages play an important role in assessing the completeness of Web
archives. It is impossible to archive the entire Web due its increas-
ing size and evolving content. Therefore, the archived parts of
the Web are incomplete. Web archiving theorists acknowledge that
the archived parts of the Web is both incomplete and over com-
plete [58, 129]. It is impossible to crawl the Web in a way that all
websites and pages are included, for example the depth-first crawl-
ing strategy excludes websites not in the seeds list, and the breadth-
first strategy does not crawl discovered websites in depth. Thus both
strategies result in an incomplete crawl. On the other hand, Web
archives are over complete, as they do not only contain the raw con-
tent but also metadata, such as the MIME-type and the date of the
crawling time. More over, information that can be constructed from
the archived pages, for example, the link structure and Anchor Text.
The wealth of information available in the Web archives has been
discussed in [142]. Links and Anchor Text can be used to locate miss-
ing webpages, of which the original URL is not accessible anymore.
Klein and Nelson [115] computed lexical signatures of lost webpages,
using the top n words of link anchors, and used these and other
methods to retrieve alternative URLs for lost webpages. The use of
the link structure and Anchor Text to uncover and reconstruct target
pages that were not archived was studied in [106], based on a depth-
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first crawl of manually selected websites. They used the link structure
extracted from archived Web pages to uncover target URLs that were
not archived. Links extracted from the archived pages contain evi-
dence of the existence of unarchived target URLs. Based on the link
evidence, Huurdeman et al. found that the number of unarchived
Web pages is roughly as high as the number of the archived Web
pages. Then, they used link evidence to reconstruct basic representa-
tions of target URLs. This evidence includes the aggregated Anchor
Text, crawl date, and source URLs.
Part I
A C C E S S I B I L I T Y O F W E B A R C H I V E C O N T E N T
A L O N G T H E T I M E A X I S – S T U D Y I N G A
L A R G E - S C A L E W E B A R C H I V E C O L L E C T I O N

3
U N C O V E R I N G T H E U N A R C H I V E D W E B
Web archives preserve the fast changing Web, yet are highly incom-
plete due to crawling restrictions, crawling depth and frequency, or re-
strictive selection policies—most of the Web is unarchived and there-
fore lost to posterity. We propose an approach to recover significant
parts of the unarchived Web, by reconstructing descriptions of these
pages based on links and anchors in the set of crawled pages, and
experiment with this approach on the Dutch Web archive.
Our main findings are threefold. First, the crawled Web contains
evidence of a remarkable number of unarchived pages and websites,
potentially dramatically increasing the coverage of the Web archive.
Second, the link and anchor descriptions have a highly skewed distri-
bution: popular pages such as home pages have more terms, but the
richness tapers off quickly. Third, the succinct representation is gen-
erally rich enough to uniquely identify pages on the unarchived Web:
in a known-item search setting we can retrieve these pages within the
first ranks on average.
3.1 introduction
The advent of the Web has had a revolutionary impact on how we
acquire, share and publish information. The vast amount of digital
born content is rapidly taking over other forms of publishing, and
the overwhelming majority of online publications has no parallel in
a material format. Memory and heritage institutions increasingly rec-
ognize that such digital born data are as easily deleted as they are
published, thereby introducing unprecedented risks to the world’s
digital cultural heritage [153]. Web archives address this problem by
systematically preserving parts of the Web for future generations. It
involves a “process of collecting portions of the World Wide Web,
preserving the collections in an archival format, and then serving
the archives for access and use” [107]. Pioneered by the Internet
Archive and later joined by many national libraries, Web archiving
initiatives have archived petabytes of Web data. Despite the impor-
tant attempts to preserve parts of the Web by archiving, a large part
of the Web’s content is unarchived and hence lost forever. It is im-
possible to archive the entire Web due to its ever increasing size and
rapidly changing content. However, even the parts that have been
preserved are incomplete at several levels.
There are two basic strategies for Web archiving, performed by
Web crawlers. The first strategy focuses on the automatic harvest-
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ing of websites in large quantities (usually a national domain), also
known as ‘breadth-first crawls’. The second strategy is based on a
specific selection policy, where the crawler settings are intended to
ensure the complete preservation of specific websites, also known as
‘deep crawls’ [129, 76, 101]. On the one hand, consider a breadth-first
crawl intended to harvest a top-level domain of a country such as
the Netherlands. Being the fifth largest top-level domain in terms
of registered domains [64], such a crawl may take several months to
complete. Additionally, since its settings are designed to discover as
many new links as possible, the crawl may not preserve all internal
pages within hosts. On the other hand, selective archives might cap-
ture more deep levels of harvested websites, since they are focused on
crawling specific websites. However, a large degree of linked pages
will not be preserved, since the applied crawler settings typically ex-
clude encountered links outside the seed list, even if relevant to a
country’s cultural heritage.
The overall consequence is that our Web archives are highly incom-
plete, and researchers and other users treating the archive to reflect
the Web as it once was, may draw false conclusions due to unar-
chived content. The main research question of this chapter is: can we
recover parts of the unarchived Web? This may seem like a daunt-
ing challenge or a mission impossible: how can we go back in time
and recover pages that were never preserved? Our approach is to
exploit the hyperlinked structure of the Web, and collect evidence of
uncrawled pages from the pages that were crawled and are part of
the archive. We show empirically that it is possible to recover signif-
icant parts of the unarchived Web, by reconstructing descriptions of
these pages based on links and anchors in the crawled pages. We
refer to the recovered Web documents as the Web archive’s aura: the
Web documents which were not included in the archived collection,
but are known to have existed—references to these unarchived Web
documents appear in the archived pages.
Specifically, we investigate the following research questions:
RQ1 Can we uncover and provide representations of unarchived Web pages
exploiting references to them from the archived Web pages?
RQ1.1 Can we uncover (a fraction) of unarchived Web pages and
hostnames from references in the archived Web pages?
We exploit the link structure of the crawled content to derive
evidence of the existence of unarchived pages, and investigate
their number of pages and of domains or hostnames.
RQ1.2 How rich are the representations that can be created for
unarchived Web pages?
We build implicit representations of unarchived Web pages and
domains, based on link evidence and Anchor Text, and inves-
tigate the richness (or sparseness) of the descriptions in the
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Table 1: Number of documents per year






number of incoming links and the aggregated Anchor Text, and
break this down over unarchived home pages and other pages.
RQ1.3 Are the resulting derived representations of unarchived
pages sufficient to make them retrievable among millions of archived
pages?
As a critical test, we study the effectiveness of the derived rep-
resentations of unarchived home pages and deep pages in a
known-item search setting. Only if the derived representation
characterizes the unique page’s content, we have a chance to
retrieve the page within the first ranks.
3.2 experimental setup
This section describes our experimental setup: the approach, the
dataset, the link extraction methods and the way the links were ag-
gregated for analysis.
3.2.1 Data
This study uses data from the Dutch Web archive at the National
Library of the Netherlands (KB). The KB currently archives a pre-
selected (seed) list of more than 5,000 websites [140]. Websites for
preservation are selected by the library based on categories related
to Dutch historical, social and cultural heritage. Each website in the
seed list has been categorized using a UNESCO classification code.
Our snapshot of the Dutch Web archive consists of 76,828 ARC files,
which contain aggregated Web content. A total number of 148M doc-
uments has been harvested between February 2009 and December
2012, resulting in more than 7 Terabytes of data (see Table 1). Basic
harvest metadata is available (crawl dates, page modification dates,
etc.). Additional metadata is available in separate documentation,
which includes the KB’s selection list, dates of selection and the man-
ually assigned UNESCO codes by the curators of the KB. In our study,
we focus on the documents crawled in 2012.
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In our extraction, we differentiate between four different types of
URLs found in the Dutch Web archive:
1. URLs that have been archived intentionally as they are included
in the seedlist,
2. URLs that have been unintentionally archived due to the
crawler’s configuration,
3. unarchived URLs, of which the parent domain is included in
the seedlist, and
4. unarchived URLs, which do not have a parent domain that is
on the seedlist.
3.2.2 Link Extraction
We created our dataset by implementing a specific processing
pipeline. This pipeline uses Hadoop MapReduce and Apache Pig for
data extraction and processing. The first MapReduce job processed
all archived webpages contained in the archive’s ARC files, and used
JSoup to extract links from their contents. For each link, the source
URL, target URL, crawldate, Anchor Text and (MD5) hashcode of the
source page were kept. Subsequently, this file was matched against
the KB’s list of seed domains and assigned UNESCO codes, to cre-
ate a set with an indication if a specific URL is on the seedlist at the
moment of crawling, and if it has a UNESCO classification code. A
second MapReduce job built a temporary index of all URLs (with
their associated crawldate) that occur in the Dutch Web archive, al-
lowing lookups to validate if a given URL exists in the archive or
not. Subsequently, the processed files have been joined to create the
following list:
(sourceURL, sourceUnesco, sourceInSeedProperty, targetURL, targe-
tUnesco, targetInSeedProperty, anchorText, crawlDate, targetInArchive-
Property, sourceHash)
In our study, we look at the content per year. Therefore, additional
steps in our data preparation included deduplication of links per year,
to correct for different harvesting frequencies of sites in the archive.
While some sites are harvested yearly, other sites are captured bian-
nually, quarterly or even daily. This could result in a large number
of links from duplicate pages. To prevent this from influencing our
dataset, we deduplicated the links based on their values for year, An-
chor Text, source, target, and (MD5) hashcode. The hashcode is a
unique value representing a page’s content, and is used to detect if a
source has changed between crawls. We keep only links to the same
target URLs if it originates from a unique source URL.
In our dataset, we include both inter-server links, which are links
between different servers (external links), and intra-server links,
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which occur within a server (site internal links). We also performed
basic data cleaning and processing: removing non-alphanumerical
characters from the Anchor Text, converting the source and target
URLs to the canonicalized SURTURL format, removing double and
trailing slashes, and removing http(s) prefixes (see http://crawler.
archive.org/apidocs/org/archive/util/SURT.html).
3.2.3 Link Aggregation
Our next step consisted of aggregating the extracted links by target
URL, retaining the captured metadata. In this process, we create
a representation that includes the target URL and properties, and
grouped data elements with source URLs, Anchor Text and other as-
sociated properties. Using another Apache Pig script, we counted
different elements, for example the unique source sites and hosts,
unique anchor words, and the number of links from seed and non-
seed source URLs. We also split each URL to obtain separate fields
for TLD, domain, host and filetype. To retrieve correct values for the
TLD field, we matched the TLD extension from the URL with a list
of all TLDs, while we matched extracted filetype extensions of each
URL with a list of common Web file formats.
This aggregated representation containing target URLs, source
properties and value counts was subsequently inserted into a MySQL
database (13M rows), to provide easier access for analysis.
3.3 expanding the web archive
In this section, we study RQ1.1 Can we uncover (a fraction) of unar-
chived Web pages and hostnames from references in the archived Web pages?
We investigate the contents of the Dutch Web archive and quantify
the unarchived material that can be uncovered via the archive. Our
finding is that the crawled Web contains evidence of a remarkable
number of unarchived pages and websites, potentially dramatically
increasing the coverage of the Web archive.
3.3.1 Archived Content
We begin by introducing the actual archived content of the Dutch
Web archive in 2012, before characterizing the unarchived contents in
the next subsection. Here, we look at the unique text-based webpages
(based on MD5 hash) in the archive, totaling in 11,041,113 pages. Of
these pages,
10,158,586 were crawled in 2012 as part of the KB’s seedlist (92%).
An additional 882,527 pages are not in the seedlist but included in
the archive (see Table 2). Each ‘deep’ crawl of a website included in
the seedlist also results in additional (‘out of scope’) material being
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Table 2: Unique archived pages (2012)
on seedlist % not on seedlist % total
pages 10,158,586 92.0 882,527 8.0 11,041,113
Table 3: Unique archived hosts, domains & TLDs
on seedlist % not on seedlist % total
hosts 6,157 14.2 37,166 85.8 43,323
domains 3,413 10.1 30,367 89.9 33,780
TLDs1 16 8.8 181 100 181
Table 4: Coverage in archive
mean page count on seedlist not on seedlist
per host 1,650 24
per domain 2,976 29
per TLD 634,912 4,876
harvested, due to crawler settings. For example, to correctly include
all embedded elements of a certain page, the crawler might need to
harvest pages beyond the predefined seed domains. These uninten-
tionally archived contents amount to 8% of the full Web archive in
2012.
We can take a closer look at the contents of the archive by calculat-
ing the diversity of hosts, domains and TLDs contained in it. Table 3
summarizes these numbers, in which the selection-based policy of the
Dutch KB is reflected. The number of hosts and domains is indicative
of the 3,876 selected websites on the seedlist in the beginning of 2012:
there are 6,157 unique hosts (e.g. papierenman.blogspot.com) and 3,413
unique domains (e.g. okkn.nl).
The unintentionally archived items reflect a much larger variety of
hostnames and domains than the items from the seedlist, accounting
for 37,166 unique hosts (85.8%), and 30,367 unique domains (89.9%
of all domains). The higher diversity of the non-seedlist items also
results in a lower coverage in terms of number of archived pages
per domain and per host (see Table 4). The mean number of pages
per domain is 2,976 for the sites included in the seedlist, while the
average number of pages for the items outside of the seedlist is only
29.
According to the KB’s selection policies, sites that have value for
Dutch cultural heritage are included in the archive. A more pre-
cise indication of the categories of websites on the seedlist can be
obtained by looking at their assigned UNESCO classification codes.
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DUTCH WEB ARCHIVE!
1. PAGES IN ARCHIVE!
    & ON SEEDLIST (10.1M)!
2. PAGES IN ARCHIVE!
    & NOT ON SEEDLIST (0.8M)!
3. INNER AURA: PAGES NOT IN ARCHIVE !
    & PARENT ON SEEDLIST (5.5M)!
4. OUTER AURA: PAGES NOT IN ARCHIVE !
    & PARENT NOT ON SEEDLIST (5.2M)!
Figure 5: ‘Layers’ of contents of the Dutch Web Archive (2012)
Table 5: Unarchived aura unique pages (2012)
inner aura % outer aura % Total
pages 5,505,975 51.5 5,191,515 48.5 10,697,490
In the archive, the main categories are Art and Architecture (1.3M
harvested pages), History and Biography (1.2M pages) and Law and
Government Administration (0.9M pages). For the sites harvested
outside of the selection lists, no UNESCO codes have been assigned.
A manual inspection of the top 10 domains in this category (35% of all
unintentionally harvested pages) shows that these are heterogeneous:
3 sites are related to Dutch cultural heritage, 2 are international social
networks, 2 sites are related to the European Commission and 3 are
various other international sites.
3.3.2 Unarchived Content
To uncover the unarchived material, we used the link evidence and
structure of crawled contents of the Dutch Web archive. We refer to
these contents as the Web archive’s aura: the pages that are not in
the archive, but which existence can be derived from evidence in the
archive.
The unarchived aura has a substantial size: there are 11M unique
pages in the archive, but we have evidence of 10.7M additional link
targets that are not in the archive. In the following sections, we will
focus on this aura, and differentiate between the inner aura (unar-
chived pages of which the parent domain is on the seedlist) and the
outer aura (unarchived pages of which the parent domain is not on the
seedlist). The inner aura has 5.5M (51.5%) unique link targets, while
the outer aura has 5.2M (48.5%) unique target pages (see Figure 5 and
Table 5).
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Table 6: Unarchived unique hosts, domains & TLDs
inner aura % outer aura % total
hosts 9,039 1.8 481,797 98.2 490,836
domains 3,019 0.8 369,721 99.2 372,740
TLDs 17 6.6 259 100 259
Table 7: Unarchived aura coverage (2012)
mean page count inner aura outer aura
per host 609 10
per domain 1,823 14
per TLD 323,881 20,044
Table 8: Unarchived aura filetypes
inner aura count % outer aura count %
http 4,281,750 77.77 http 3,721,059 71.68
html 351,940 6.39 php 585,024 11.27
php 321,095 5.83 html 582,043 11.21
asp 38,0964 6.92 asp 181,963 3.51
pdf 70,371 1.28 jpg 30,205 0.58
Like the number of pages, also the number of unique unarchived
hosts is quite substantial: while in the archive there are 43,323 unique
hosts, we can reveal a total number of 490,836 hosts in the unarchived
aura. There is also a considerable number of unique domains and
TLDs in the unarchived contents (see Table 6).
The tables above also show the difference between the inner and
outer aura. The outer aura has a much larger variety of hosts, domains
and TLDs compared to the inner aura (Table 6). On the other hand,
the coverage in terms of the mean number of pages per host, domain
and TLD is much greater in the inner aura than the outer aura (see
Table 7). This can be explained by the fact that the pages in the inner
aura are closely related to the smaller set included in Web archive’s
seedlist, since they have a parent domain which is on the seedlist.
Finally, to get an overview of the nature of the unarchived re-
sources, we have matched the link targets with a list of common Web
file extensions. From this data, we can derive that the majority of ref-
erences to the unarchived aura points to textual Web content. Table 8
shows the filetype distribution: the majority consists of URLs without
an extension (http), html, asp and php pages for both the inner and
outer aura. Only a minority of references are other formats, like pdfs
and non-textual contents (e.g. jpg files in the outer aura).
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Table 9: TLD distribution
inner aura count % outer aura count %
1 nl 5,268,772 95.7 1 com 1,803,106 34.7
2 com 130,465 2.4 2 nl 1,613,739 31.1
3 org 52,309 1.0 3 jp 941,045 18.1
4 net 44,348 0.8 4 org 243,947 4.7
5 int 8,127 0.2 5 net 99,378 1.9
6 other 1,954 <0.1 6 eu 80,417 1.6
7 uk 58,228 1.1
8 de 44,564 0.9
9 be 43,609 0.8
10 edu 29,958 0.6
3.3.3 Characterizing the “Aura”
Here, we characterize unarchived contents of the archive based on
the top-level domain distribution and the domain coverage.
From the top-level domains (TLDs) we derive the origins of the
unarchived pages surrounding the Dutch Web archive. Table 9 shows
that the majority of unarchived pages in the inner aura (95.69%) have
Dutch origins. The degree of .nl domains in the outer aura is lower,
albeit still considerable, with 31.08% of all 1.8M pages. The distribu-
tion of TLDs in the outer aura seems to resemble the TLD distribution
of the open Web. Even though the regional focus of the selection pol-
icy of the Dutch Web archive is apparent in the distribution of the
top 10, the comparison does provide indications that the outer aura
is more comparable to the full Web. The prominence of the .jp TLD
can be explained by the fact that some Japanese social networks are
included in the unintentionally harvested pages of the Dutch archive.
Another way to characterize the unarchived contents of the Dutch
Web is by studying the distribution of the target domain names. This
distribution is quite distinct in the two subsets of the aura: while
the inner aura contains many specific Dutch sites, as selected by the
KB (e.g. noord-hollandsarchief.nl and archievenwo2.nl), the outer aura
contains a much more varied selection of sites, which include both
popular international and Dutch sites (e.g. facebook.com and hyves.nl),
and very specific Dutch sites potentially related to Dutch heritage (e.g
badmintoncentraal.nl).
To get more insights into the degree of popular sites in the unar-
chived aura, we compare the domains occurring in the aura against
publicly available statistics of websites’ popularity. Alexa, a provider
of free Web metrics, publishes online lists of the top 500 ranking
sites per country, on the basis of traffic information. Via the In-
ternet Archive, we retrieved a contemporary Alexa top 500 list for
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Table 10: Coverage of most popular Dutch sites (Alexa position)
inner aura count outer aura count
nu.nl (6) 74.2K twitter.com (9) 266.7K
wikipedia.org (8) 17.4K facebook.com (3) 227.0K
blogspot.com (15) 3.5K linkedin.com (7) 184.9K
kvk.nl (90) 2.2K hyves.nl (11) 125.6K
anwb.nl (83) 1.7K google.com (2) 106.4K
sites in the Netherlands (specifically, http://web.archive.org/web/
20110923151640/alexa.com/topsites/countries/NL). We counted
the number of sites in Alexa’s top 100 that occur in the inner and
outer aura of the Dutch archive (summarized in Table 10). The in-
ner aura covers 7 sites of the top 100 Alexa sites (including Dutch
news aggregator nu.nl and wikipedia.org), while the outer aura covers
as much as 90 of the top 100 Alexa sites, with a considerable number
of unique target pages. For these 90 sites, we have in total 1,227,690
URL references, which is 23.65% of all unarchived URLs in the outer
aura of the archive. This means that we have potentially many rep-
resentations of the most popular websites in the Netherlands, even
though they have not been captured in the selection-based archive
itself.
Summarizing, in this section we have quantified the size and di-
versity of the unarchived sites surrounding the selection-based Dutch
Web archive. We found it to be substantial, with almost as many
references to unarchived URLs as pages in the archive. These sites
complement the sites collected based on the selection policies, and
provide context from the Web at large, including the most popular
sites in the country. The answer to our first research question is re-
soundingly positive: the indirect evidence of lost Web pages holds
the potential to significantly expand the coverage of the Web archive.
However, the resulting Web page representations are different in na-
ture from the usual representations based on Web page content. We
will characterize the Web page representations based on derived de-
scriptions in the next section.
3.4 representations of unarchived content
In this section, we study RQ1.2 How rich are the representations that
can be created for unarchived Web pages? We build implicit representa-
tions of unarchived Web pages and domains, based on link evidence
and Anchor Text, and investigate the richness (or sparseness) of the
resulting descriptions in the number of incoming links and the ag-
gregated Anchor Text, and break this down over unarchived home
pages and other pages. Our finding is that the link and anchor de-























indegree (unique source pages)!
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Figure 6: Number of unique source pages (based on MD5 hash) compared
to subset coverage
Table 11: Link types
inner aura % outer aura %
intra-server 5,198,479 94.4 2,065,186 39.8
inter-server 289,412 5.3 3,098,399 59.7
inter & intra-server 18,084 0.4 27,930 0.5
scriptions have a highly skewed distribution: popular pages such as
home pages have more terms, but the richness tapers off quickly.
3.4.1 Indegree
In general, the representation of a target page is richer if it includes
Anchor Text contributed from a wider range of source sites, i.e. has
a higher indegree. Therefore, we looked at the number of incoming
links for each target URL in our uncovered archive. This is shown
in Figure 6, which shows a highly skewed distribution: all target
representations in the outer aura have at least 1 source link, 18% of
the collection of target URLs has at least 3 incoming links, and 10%
has 5 links or more. The pages in the inner aura have a lower number
of incoming links than the pages in the outer aura. To check whether
this is related to a higher number of intra-server (internal site) links,
we also assessed the types of incoming links.
We differentiate between two link types that can be extracted from
archived Web content: intra-server links, pointing to the pages in
the same domain of a site, and inter-server links, that point to other
websites. Table 11 shows the distribution of these types of links of
the uncovered aura. It shows that the inner aura has a majority of
links from the same source server (i.e. a site on the seedlist), while
the outer aura has a much smaller degree of intra-server links. There























unique word count (anchor text)!
inner aura!
outer aura!
Figure 7: Number of unique words compared to subset coverage
are very few link targets with both intra-server and inter-server link
sources in the inner and outer aura.
3.4.2 Anchor Text Representations
An influence on the utility of possible representations of sites is also
richness of the Anchor Text. In the aggregated Anchor Text represen-
tations, we counted the number of unique words in the Anchor Text.
Figure 7 shows the number of unique words compared to subset cov-
erage. Like the previous distribution of incoming source links, the
distribution of unique Anchor Text is rather skewed. While 95% of
all target URLs in the archive have at least 1 word describing them,
30% have at least 3 words as a combined description, and around
3% have 10 words or more (though still amounting to 322,245 unique
pages). The number of unique words per target is similar for both the
inner and outer aura.
3.4.3 Homepage Representations
As mentioned in section 2.3, anchors have been used for homepage
finding, since links often refer to homepages. To verify to what extent
our dataset contains homepages, we looked at whether a homepage
is available for each captured host in the outer aura. We calculated
this number by counting the slashes in the target URLs, keeping the
pages with a slashcount of 0, and by creating a set of manual filters
for homepages (e.g. URLs that contain ‘index.html’) for pages with
slashcount higher than 0. The results of this analysis indicate that
for a total of 481,797 hosts, actually 336,387 homepages are available.
In other words, 69.8% of all hosts have their (likely) homepage cap-
tured in our dataset. This can be important from a preservation and
research perspective, since homepages are essential elements of web-
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Table 12: Target structure distribution
slashcnt inner aura % slashcnt outer aura %
0 3,765 0.1 0 324,782 6.3
1 373,070 6.8 1 921,719 17.8
2 587,416 10.7 2 1,543,129 29.7
3 662,573 12.0 3 535,293 10.3
4 1,098,947 20.0 4 417,361 8.1
5 535,564 9.7 5 284,237 5.5
sites, but also for the representations that we can generate from the
link evidence, because homepages often have a higher indegree and
more available Anchor Text.
To obtain a better view of the distribution of pages at different site
depths, we also looked at the slashcount of the absolute URLs (see
Table 12). From this analysis, we can see that the pages in the outer
aura are mainly located at the first levels of the site (i.e. homepage to
third level). The links towards the inner aura are pointing to pages
that are deeper in the hierarchy, probably because 94% of this subset
consists of intra-site link targets (links within a site).
3.4.4 Qualitative Analysis
Finally, we provide some examples of representations that we can
create for target URLs in this dataset. We start with a homepage
with a high indegree from our evaluation sample: vakcentrum.nl, a
Dutch site for independent professionals in the retail sector. It has 142
inlinks from 6 unique hosts (6 different Anchor Text strings), resulting
in 14 unique words. In Table 13 (A) 9 of the unique words (excluding
stopwords) are displayed. They provide a basic understanding of
what the site is about: a branch organization for independent retailers
in the food sector.
For other non-homepage URLs it is harder to represent their
contents based on the Anchor Text alone. Take for example
knack.be/nieuws/boeken/blogs/benno-barnard, a page that is not available
on the live web anymore. It only has 2 Anchor Text words: ‘Benno’
and ‘Barnard’. From the URL, however, we can further characterize
the page: it is related to news (‘nieuws’), books (‘boeken’) and pos-
sibly is a blog. Hence, we have discovered a ‘lost’ URL, of which
we can get an (albeit basic) description by combining evidence. Of
course, this varies for each recovered target URL2, but based on the
number of unique words in both Anchor Text and URL, we can get
an estimate of the utility of the representation.
2 e.g. facebook.com/filmhuisbussum has only few URL words and as Anchor Text ’face-
book’
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Table 13: Sample aggregated Anchor Text words
(A) vakcentrum [domain] (B) nesomexico [non-domain]
vakcentrum.nl (6) mexico (3)
detailhandel (2) government (1)
zelfstandige (2) overheid (1)
ondernemers (2) mexican (1)
levensmiddelen (2) mexicaanse (1)
brancheorganisatie (1) beurzen (1)
httpwwwvakcentrumnl (1) nesomexico (1)
vgl (1) scholarship (1)
vereniging (1) programmes (1)
Other pages have a richer description, even if the source links
only originate from one unique host. For example nesomexico.org/dutch-
students/study-in-mexico/study-grants-and-loans is a page that is not avail-
able via the live web anymore (3 incomplete captures are located in
the Internet Archive). The Anchor Text, originating from utwente.nl
(a Dutch University website), has 10 unique words, contributed from
2 unique anchors. In Table 13 the combined anchor and URL words
are shown, providing an indication of the page’s content.
Summarizing, the inspection of the richness of representations of
unarchived URLs indicates that the incoming links and the number
of unique Anchor Text words have a highly skewed distribution: for
few pages we have many descriptions which provide a reasonable
number of anchors and unique terms, while the opposite holds true
for the overwhelming majority of pages. The succinct representa-
tions of unarchived Web pages are indeed very different in nature.
The answer to our second research question is mixed. Although es-
tablishing their existence is an important result in itself, this raises
doubts whether the representations are rich enough to characterize
the page’s content. We decide to investigate this in the next section.
3.5 finding unarchived pages
In this section, we study RQ1.3 Are the resulting derived representations
of unarchived pages sufficient to make them retrievable among millions of
archived pages? We focus on the retrieval of unarchived Web pages
based on their derived representations in a known-item search set-
ting. Our finding is that the succinct representation is generally rich
enough to identify pages on the unarchived Web: in a known-item
search setting we can retrieve these pages within the first ranks on
average.
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3.5.1 Evaluation Setup
To evaluate the utility of uncovered evidence of the unarchived Web,
we indexed 5.19M representations that are in the outer aura of the
unarchived Web archive contents. These representations consist of a
unique assigned ID, the unarchived URL and aggregated Anchor Text
of the pages in the outer aura. We indexed these documents using
the Terrier 3.5 IR Platform [138], utilizing basic stopword filtering and
Porter stemming. Three indexes were created. The first index uses
only the aggregated anchor words (anchT). We also created a second
index (urlW), which uses other evidence: the words contained in the
URL. Non-alphanumerical characters were removed from the URLs
and the remaining words of 20 characters or less were indexed. The
third index consists of both aggregated Anchor Text and URL words
(anchTUrlW).
To create known-item queries, a stratified sample of the dataset was
taken, consisting of 500 random non-homepage URLs, and 500 ran-
dom homepages. Here, we define a non-homepage URL as having
a slashcount of 1 or more, and a homepage URL as having a slash-
count of 0. These URLs were checked against the Internet Archive
(pages archived in 2012). If no snapshot was available in the Internet
Archive (for example because of a robots.txt exclusion), the URL was
checked against the live Web. If no page evidence could be consulted,
the next URL in the list was chosen, until a total of 150 queries per
category was reached. The consulted pages were used by two an-
notators to create known-item queries. Specifically, after looking at
the target page, the tab or window is closed and the topic creator
writes down the query that he or she would use for refinding the tar-
get page with a standard search engine. Hence the query was based
on their recollection of the page’s content, and the annotators were
completely unaware of the Anchor Text representation (derived from
pages linking to the target). As it turned out, the topic creators used
5-7 words queries for both homepages and non-homepages. The set
of queries by the first annotator was used for the evaluation (n=300),
the set of queries by the second annotator was used to verify the re-
sults (n=100). We found that the difference between the annotators
was low: the average difference in resulting MRR scores between the
annotators for 100 homepage queries in all indexes was 8%, and the
average difference in success rate was 3%.
Subsequently, we ran these 300 queries against the anchT, urlW and
anchTUrlW indexes created in Terrier using its default InL2 retrieval
model based on DFR, and saved the rank of our URL in the results
list. To verify the utility of anchor, URL words and combined repre-
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Table 14: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
MRR # Queries anchT UrlW anchTUrlW
homepages 150 0.327 0.317 0.489
non-homepages 150 0.254 0.384 0.457
combined 300 0.290 0.351 0.473
sentations, we use the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) for each set of









The MRR (1) is a statistical measure that looks at the probability of
retrieving correct results. It is the average over the scores of the first
correct result for each query (calculated by 1rank ). We also compute
the success rate at rank 10, that is, for which fraction of the topics do
we actually retrieve the correct URL within the first 10 ranks.
3.5.2 Availability of Pages
We used unarchived pages uncovered from the Dutch Web archive,
that are either available in the Internet Archive, or still available on
the live Web, in order to have the ground truth information about
the page’s content. This potentially introduces bias—there can be
some difference between the pages that still are active, or have been
archived, and those that are not—but the URLs did not suggest any
striking differences. Out of all randomly chosen homepages sur-
veyed, 79.9% were available via either the Internet Archive or the
live Web. However, this was not the case for the non-homepages (ran-
domly selected pages with a slash count of 1 or more), as only 49.8%
could be retrieved via the Internet Archive or the live Web. The un-
derlying reasons that many URLs could not be archived include re-
strictive robots.txt policies (e.g. Facebook pages), contents specifically
excluded from the archive (e.g. Twitter accounts and tweets), but also
links resulting from page scripts (e.g. LinkedIn ‘share’ buttons). The
unavailability of URLs strengthens the potential utility of generated
page representations, for example via aggregated Anchor Text, since
no page evidence can be retrieved anymore.
3.5.3 MRR and Success Rate
MRR scores were calculated for the examined homepages and non-
homepages to test to what extent the generated representations suf-
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Table 15: Success rates (target page in top 10)
Success@10 # Queries anchT UrlW anchTUrlW
homepages 150 46.7% 39.3% 64.0%
non-homepages 150 34.7% 46.0% 55.3%
combined 300 40.7% 42.7% 59.7%
fice to retrieve unarchived URLs. The final results of the evaluation
based on MRR are summarized in Table 14. We found that the
MRR scores for the homepages and non-homepages are quite simi-
lar, though some differences can be seen. Using the Anchor Text in-
dex, the homepages score higher than the non-homepages, possibly
because of the richer representations available for these homepages.
The scores for the URL words index are naturally higher for the non-
homepages: they have longer URLs and therefore more words that
could match the words used in the query. Finally, we can see that the
combination of anchor and URL words evidence significantly boosts
the retrieval effectiveness: the MRR is close to 0.5, meaning that in
the average case the correct result is retrieved at the second rank.
We also examined the success rate, that is, for which degree of
the topics do we actually retrieve the correct URL within the first 10
ranks? Table 15 shows that again there is some similarity between
the homepages and non-homepages. The homepages score better
using the Anchor Text index than the non-homepages: 46.7% can be
retrieved. On the other hand, the non-homepages fare better than
the homepages using the URL words: 46.0% of the non-homepages
is included in the first 10 ranks. Again, we see that combining both
representations results in a significant increase of the success rate: we
can retrieve 64% of the homepages, and 55.3% of the non-homepages
in the first 10 ranks.
The MRR scores indicate that Anchor Text in combination with to-
kenized URL words can be discriminative enough to do known-item
search: the correct results can usually be retrieved within the first
ranks. Secondly, the success rates show that by combining Anchor
Text and URL word evidence, 64% of the homepages, and 55.3% of
the deeper pages can be retrieved. This provides positive evidence
for the utility of these representations.
The performance on the derived representations is comparable to
the performance on regular representations of webpages [97]. Here
we used a standard retrieval model, without including various priors
tailored to the task at hand [120].
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Table 16: Division based on indegree of unique hosts
indegree pages word count MRR anchT homepage
1 251 2.9 0.29 42.6%
2 28 3.8 0.19 82.1%
3 12 4.5 0.29 100%
4+ 9 7.3 0.49 88.9%
3.5.4 Impact of Indegree
Another aspect of the evaluation examines the influence of the num-
ber of unique inlinks on the richness of Anchor Text representations.
For example, the Centre for European Reform (cert.org.uk) receives
links from 3 unique hosts: portill.nl, europa-nu.nl and media.europa-
nu.nl, together contributing 5 unique anchor words, while the page
actionaid.org/kenya has 1 intra-server link from actionaid.org, contribut-
ing only 1 anchor word. For the combined 300 topics (domains and
non-domains together), we calculated the mean unique word count,
the MRR and the degree of homepages in the subset. Table 16 sum-
marizes these results.
It shows that, depending on the number of inlinks from unique
hosts, the mean word count rises, but it also illustrates the skewed
distribution of our dataset: the majority of pages (251 out of 300)
have links from only one source host, while a much smaller set (49
out of 300) have links from 2 or more unique source hosts. The table
also provides evidence of the hypothesis that the homepages have
more inlinks from unique hosts than non-homepages: at an indegree
of 2 or more, the homepages take up more than 80% of the set of
pages. We can also observe from the data that the MRR using the
Anchor Text index in our sample is highest when having links from
at least 4 unique hosts.
Summarizing, we investigated whether the derived representations
characterize the unique content of unarchived webpages in a mean-
ingful way. We conducted a critical test cast as a known-item find-
ing task, requiring to locate unique pages amongst millions of other
pages—a true needle-in-a-haystack task. The outcome is clearly pos-
itive: with MRR scores of about 0.5, we find the relevant pages at
the second rank on average, and for the majority of pages the rele-
vant page is in the top 10 results. The answer to our third research
question is again positive: we can reconstruct representations of unar-
chived webpages that characterize their content in a meaningful way.
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3.6 discussion and conclusions
In this study, we proposed a method for deriving representations
for unarchived content, by using features extracted from a dataset of
archived webpages. We used link evidence to firstly uncover target
URLs outside the archive, and secondly to reconstruct basic represen-
tations of target URLs outside the archive. This evidence includes
aggregated Anchor Text, source URLs, assigned classification codes,
crawl dates, and other extractable properties. Hence, we derived
representations of URLs that are not archived, and which otherwise
would have been lost.
We tested our methods on the data of the selection-based Dutch
Web archive in 2012. The analysis presented above first character-
ized the contents of the Dutch Web Archive, from which the repre-
sentations of unarchived pages were subsequently uncovered, recon-
structed and evaluated. The archive contains almost as many men-
tions of unarchived pages as the number of the actually archived
pages. Hence, using data extracted from archived pages, information
can be recovered about unarchived pages which once closely inter-
linked with the pages in the archive.
The recovery of the unarchived pages surrounding the Web archive,
which we called the ‘aura’ of the archive, can be used for assessing
the completeness of the archive, and may help to extend the seedlist
of the crawlers of selection-based archives. Additionally, representa-
tions of pages could also be used to enrich the index and provide ad-
ditional search functionalities. Including the representations of pages
in the outer aura, for example, is of special interest as it contains evi-
dence to the existence of top websites that are excluded from archiv-
ing, such as Facebook and Twitter. This is supported by the fact that
only two years since the data was crawled, 20.1% of the found unar-
chived homepages and 45.4% of the non-home pages could no longer
be found on the live Web nor the Internet Archive.
The evaluation of the unarchived pages described in this study
shows that the extraction is rather robust, since both unarchived
homepages and non-homepages received similar satisfactory MRR
average scores. However, there are some limitations to the method
described in this study. The first concerns the aggregation of links by
year, which may over-generalize timestamps of the unarchived pages
and therefore decrease the accuracy of the representation. Second,
the recovered representations are rather skewed, hence most of the
uncovered pages have relatively sparse representations, while only a
small fraction has rich representations. Third, we used data from a
selective archive, whose crawler settings privilege select hostnames
and are instructed to ignore other encountered sites. This affects the
relative distribution of home pages and non-homepages, both in the
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archive as well as in the unarchived pages. In future work we will
examine the impact of the crawling strategy.
Web archives preserve Web content for posterity, assuming that
what is not selected for archiving might be lost forever. This study
shows that it is still possible to recover representations of pages that
were not selected for archiving. We have developed a method for un-
covering evidence of unarchived pages from Web archives, and for
reconstructing representations of their past existence based on link
and anchors in crawled pages. Our analysis of the Dutch Web archive
crawled in 2012 shows that the number of unarchived pages that can
be uncovered is as large as the number of the intentionally archived
pages. Although the representation of the unarchived pages based
on Anchor Text and link structure is skewed (that is, few uncovered
pages have very rich representation while the representation of most
pages is relatively poor), our analysis shows that Anchor Text and
link information suffice to retrieve the unarchive pages within the
first two ranks on average. Our initial results are based on straight-
forward descriptions of pure Anchor Text and URL components and
standard ranking models. In follow up research we will examine the
effect of including further contextual information, such as the text sur-
rounding the anchors, and advanced retrieval models that optimally
weight all different sources of evidence.
4
T E M P O R A L A N C H O R T E X T A S P R O X Y F O R PA S T
U S E R Q U E R I E S
Web archives preserve the fast changing web. While we can archive
the web pages, the popularity of queries in the past has usually not
been preserved. Previous studies have observed the importance of
Anchor Text for improving the quality of text search, and have shown
that Anchor Text is similar to real user queries and documents titles.
Other studies have shown that documents titles are similar to the real
user queries. We propose an approach to reconstruct the past topics
of interest to users that would be provided by query log using tem-
poral Anchor Text. First, we study the link graph of four years of Web
archive in order to show how the target hosts and Anchor Text evolve
over time. Second, we investigate the importance of Anchor Text over
time. Our approach is to rank Anchor Text based on their popular-
ity in the archive at specific time. Then, we check the importance of
the top ranked Anchor Text in the public Web at the same time. In
order to achieve this, we used the WikiStats dataset which aggregates
page views of Wikipedia pages. Using exact string matching between
top ranked Anchor Text and Wikipedia titles in the WikiStats dataset,
we find a high percentage of overlap (approximately 57%). Our data
strengthens the hypothesis that Anchor Text may be used as a proxy
for actual query volume.
4.1 introduction
Despite the important attempts to preserve parts of the web by archiv-
ing, a large part of the web’s content is unarchived and hence lost
forever. In practice it is not feasible to archive the entire web due
to its ever increasing size and rapidly changing content. The overall
consequence is that our web archives are highly incomplete. On the
other hand the Web archive is too complete because it it contains ad-
ditional information about a Web page, more than its content, such
as archived date, outlinks and Anchor Text.
Queries that represent the past interests of real users, using the
archived Web as it was, are usually not available, because they were
not preserved. Motivated by studies which showed that Anchor Text
is similar to documents titles and real users queries [86, 108], we
use the important (popular) Anchor Text as proxy for queries in the
past. In this chapter, we study how the link graph evolves over time;
specifically, we focus on target hosts and Anchor Text. We investigate
evolution of the Anchor Text over time in order to understand what
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Table 17: Number of seeds and archived objects over the years






was important in Web. In different words, we use Anchor Text with
their associated timestamps to reconstruct past popular topics. We
use topic to refer to user information needs which might consists of
one or multiple words.
RQ2 Can we identify past popular topics using anchor text associated with
hyperlinks of the Web archive?
4.2 setup
4.2.1 Dataset
This study uses data from the Dutch Web archive at the National
Library of the Netherlands (KB). The KB currently archives a pre-
selected (seed) set of more than 5,000 websites [140]. Websites for
preservation are selected by the library per category related to Dutch
historical, social and cultural heritage. Our snapshot of the Dutch
Web archive consists of 76,828 ARC files, which contain aggregated
web content. Each ARC file contains multiple archived records (con-
tent plus response header). A total number of 148M documents has
been harvested between February 2009 and December 2012, resulting
in more than 7 Terabytes of data. Basic harvest metadata is available
(crawl dates, page modification dates, etc.). Additional metadata is
available in separate documentation, which includes the KB’s selec-
tion list, date of selection, and manually assigned UNESCO codes
(by curators of the KB). Table 17 summarizes the number of web-
sites added to the selection list and the total number of Web objects
archived over the years.
4.2.2 Link Extraction & Aggregation
We extract a link structure from the archived objects that have
text/html as MIME-type. The main percentage (approximately 70%,
per year) of the archived web objects are HTML-based textual content.
In order to extract the links from the archive, we use MapReduce to
process all archived web objects contained in the archive’s ARC files.
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During processing of the archived objects, JSoup1 was used to extract
anchor links from web objects that have text/html as MIME-type.
For each found anchor link, we keep the source URL (which is the
URL of the page that has the link), target URL (which is the URL of
the page that the link is pointing to), and the Anchor Text of the link
(a short text describing the target page). The archived pages have
meta data of about the archived page such as the crawl date. We com-
bine the year and the month of the crawl date with link information
(YYYYMM). In addition to that, we keep the hash code (MD5) of the
source page. More precisely, we keep the following information:
(sourceURL, targetURL, linkType, anchorText, crawlDate,
sourceHash)
The link type (linkType) indicates whether the link is internal link or
external link. An internal link has the same domain-name for both
source and target (intra-domain), while an external link the domain-
name of the source URL is different from that of the target URL (an
inter-domain link). We use linkType to keep only external links. We
partition these links based on one-year, and one-month granularity.
In each partition, we deduplicate the links based on their values for
sourceURL, targetURL, Anchor Text, year and a hash of the source’s
content. Different sites in the seeds list are harvested at different
frequencies; while most sites are harvested only once a year, some
sites are crawled more frequently. At the end of the pipeline, we
keep the following information:
(sourceURL, targetURL, anchorText, crawlDate)
4.2.3 Wikipedia Page Views Statistics
The query log that would provide the topics that are of interest
to users in the past is not available. Therefore, we used different
source as indicator of past popular topics. Motivated by the studies
which showed that Anchor Text is similar to document titles and user
queries, we used the WikiStats project dataset [135]. The WikiStats
dataset is an aggregated dataset from the Page view statistics for
Wikimedia projects2, which keeps the request history of articles
from Wikipedia or from another projects. For each article, it keeps
the title and the number of requests. WikiStats consists of weekly ab-
solute views for Wikipedia pages in the period from January 2008 and
January 2015. This gives the number of page views for the Wikipedia
pages, the top-level domain (TLD) of the page (such as NL for the
Netherlands), and the page’s title. Because our snapshot of the Dutch
Web archive covers the period between February 2009 and December
1 http://jsoup.org/
2 http://dumps.wikimedia.org/other/pagecounts-raw/
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2012, we focused on the same period of the WikiStats dataset. We par-
titioned the dataset in this period based on one-month granularity
and one-year granularity, keeping only Wikipedia titles which have
more than 1, 000 page views.
4.3 analysis
4.3.1 Hosts Evolution
In Section 4.2.2, we introduced our approach of extracting the link
graph from the archived text/html pages combined with metadata
such as the crawl date, generating different partitions at different
granularities. In this section study the importance of hosts (sites)
in the archive over time.
First, we experiment with partitions based on the year granular-
ity. For each partition, we generate the host of both the source
page and target page in each link. For example, the host of https:
//www.cwi.nl/research/groups/information-access URL is cwi.nl.
Multiple links from the same source host will be considered one, we
do that by deduplicating the data based on the source host, target
host, and Anchor Text.
After that we aggregate the links by target host. Finally, we rank
the target hosts based on the number of incoming links; which corre-
sponds to the number of unique source hosts pointing to them. Ta-
ble 19 shows the top ranked hosts per year. We observe that the ranks
of the top hosts vary over the years. By considering the top 1, 000
hosts per year, we find no correlation (using Kendall’s τ) between
the ranked lists of hosts in different years; the strongest negative cor-
relation τ was −0.982 between 2011 and 2012. Table 18 shows the
percentage of new hosts in our crawls over the years, considering dif-
ferent thresholds of the top hosts. Here, a host is considered new in
a particular year if it does not appear in any previous year.
Next, we experiment with aggregating links by target host, based
on the one-month granularity. Table 20 and Table 21 show the top
hosts per month in 2009, illustrating that the top hosts vary over the
months as well. The number of target hosts varies per month, with an
average of 53, 215 hosts per month, where 25% these hosts are new.
4.3.2 Anchor Text Evolution
In this section, we look into the usage of Anchor Text over time. For
each partition At at a given time granularity, we aggregate links by
Anchor Text. The number of links using Anchor Text a represents
the frequency of a in partition At. We used this relative frequency
to represent the importance of Anchor Text a in the archive at spe-
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Table 18: Percentage of new target hosts over the years considering the top
1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 hosts.
year Top 1,000 Top 5,000 Top 10,000
2010 37.5 38.3 38.9
2011 26.8 27.3 27.4
2012 19.1 21.2 21.4
Mean 27.80 28.9 29.2
cific time granularity t (archive-based popularity), computing the





where f(a,At) is the frequency of Anchor Text a in partition At, and




First, we investigate the evolution of Anchor Text over time. There-
fore, for the Anchor Text in partition At, we compute the percentage
of new Anchor Text at the time of t. An Anchor Text is considered
new in At if it does not appear in any previous partition.
new(a, t) =
1, if a /∈ ∪i<tAi0, otherwise (4)
where Ai represents any partition with time granularity less than
the time granularity of At. Based on the partitions of one-year gran-
ularity, with an average of 999, 695 distinct Anchor Text per year, we
find that 59% of Anchor Text are new (average across the percent-
age of all years). Based on the partitions of one-month granularity,
17, 024 links with distinct Anchor Text exist per month. The average
percentage of new Anchor Text per months is 34%.
4.3.3 Matching Anchor Text To Wikipedia Title
In the related work chapter (Section 2.3), we have discussed a series of
studies that showed that document titles are close to real user queries,
and that Anchor Text is similar to both document titles and real user
queries. We therefore hypothesize that we may be able to reconstruct
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Table 19: Top ranked hosts over the years.
2009 2010 2011 2012
vriezenveners.nl hetutrechtsarchief.nl wikipedia.org twitter.com
mi-website.es wikipedia.org hetutrechtsarchief.nl hetutrechtsarchief.nl
startpagina.nl europa-nu.nl biblion.nl wikipedia.org
fd.nl bibe.library.uu.nl twitter.com europa.eu
z24.nl twitter.com europa-nu.nl bibe.library.uu.nl
wikipedia.org belastingdienst.nl europa.eu wordpress.com
blogspot.com europa.eu bibe.library.uu.nl blogspot.com
deviantart.com vriezenveners.nl blogspot.com europa-nu.nl
co.uk startpagina.nl co.jp youtube.com
volkskrant.nl minszw.nl youtube.com vriezenveners.nl
gencircles.com uva.nl co.uk co.uk
sitestat.com readspeaker.com wordpress.com google.com∗
belastingdienst.nl blogspot.com leidenuniv.nl leidenuniv.nl
web-log.nl co.uk google.com∗ ebay.com
startkabel.nl google.com∗ belastingdienst.nl rijksoverheid.nl
imageshack.us sitestat.com startpagina.nl marktplaats.nl
readspeaker.com amazon.com vriezenveners.nl overheid.nl
google.com∗ wordpress.com amazon.com co.jp
hva.nl youtube.com readspeaker.com knaw.nl
digischool.nl ebay.com ligfiets.net volkskrant.nl
nrc.nl omroep.nl zijpermuseum.nl nuzakelijk.nl
trouw.nl volkskrant.nl co.cc zie.nl
wordpress.com web-log.nl ebay.com startpagina.nl
photobucket.com ligfiets.net kennisnet.nl facebook.com
ugo.com nrc.nl tue.nl tue.nl
past popular topics based on Anchor Text used in the past. Similar to
the use of wikipedia in [157], we used the WikiStats dataset (described
in Section 4.2.3) in order to find how the important Anchor Text in
the archive were related to popular queries in the past on the public
Web. We consider the number of page views of Wikipedia titles that
match Anchor Text to represent the importance of that Anchor Text
in the public Web (web-based popularity). We study the similarity
between Anchor Text and Wikipedia titles varying temporal granular-
ity. We used exact string matching to match Anchor Text with titles
of Wikipedia pages in the WikiStats dataset, using the same time gran-
ularity. Matching was done after transforming both Anchor Text and
Wikipedia titles into lower case. For each partition at time t, we rank
the Anchor Text based on archive-based popularity, after which we
check at different thresholds k how many of the top-k Anchor Text
occurrences in the WikiStats dataset (in the partition at time t of the
WikiStats dataset). Table 22 summarizes the percentage of Anchor
Text that have a matched Wikipedia title. As we observe in the Ta-
ble, a high percentage of the top ranked Anchor Text has a matching
Wikipedia title. For example, 56% of the top-1k Anchor Text occur-










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 22: Absolute count and percentage of Anchor Text per year that has a
Wikipedia title match at different thresholds.
Top-1k Top-5k Top-10k
year count % count % count %
2009 559 55.9 2488 49.8 4259 42.59
2010 585 58.5 2326 46.5 3350 33.50
2011 572 57.2 2466 49.3 3995 39.95
2012 564 56.4 2340 46.8 4186 41.86
the WikiStats dataset. We observe that the percentage of overlap be-
tween Anchor Text and the WikiStats dataset partitions decreases as
we increase the threshold of the top-k. The percentage reaches 26%
(averages across all partitions) when we consider all Anchor Text in
the one-year partition.
Table 23 shows a comma-separated sample of Anchor Text taken
from the top-1k popular Anchor Text in 2012 which do not have a
match of any Wikipedia titles in 2012 of the WikiStats dataset. Some
of these are uninformative having a specific purpose, such as login to
proceed. Some Anchor Text have no match because of limitations due
to our approach of looking for exact string match between the Anchor
Text and the Wikipedia titles. For example the Anchor Text filmpje has
no match but in the WikiStats dataset there is a page with title filmpje!.
Likewise, nunl has no exact match, however there is a Wikipedia page
with title nu.nl. In the future, our approach should consider these
cases by applying additional pre-processing steps like stemming and
stopping, and generalizing from exact match to matches with low
edit distance. The list of Anchor Text at the top-1k in 2012 that have
a match with Wikipedia title is shown in Table 24. We observe that
some of the Anchor Text correspond to cities in the Netherlands such
as Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Groningen, Utrecht and Den Haag (all are
major cities in the Netherlands). Another category of the top Anchor
Text is related to social websites such as twitter, linkedin, flickr, and
vimeo. A different category of Anchor Text consists of the major
Dutch daily newspapers such as de Volkskrant, Telegraaf, Trouw, and
NRC handelsblad. The ‘uitzending gemist’ occurrence is related to a
web service of the Dutch Public Broadcasting (NPO) that offers a free
on demand video for nation broadcasts. The ‘belastingdienst’ Anchor
Text is about a governmental service related to the Dutch national tax
office.
Based on the one-month granularity, on average 26% of all Anchor
Text over all months has an exact match with a Wikipedia title (using
all domains). The highest percentage of Wikipedia titles that match
the Anchor Text originate from the NL domain (around 55%). By
ranking the Anchor Text per each one-month granularity based on
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Table 23: List of Anchor Text in the top-1k of 2012, that have no matching
Wikipedia title.
ga naar website van de fabrikant, word vaste donateur of
doneer online via de website van dit goede doel, create your
own free blog on wordpresscom, filmpje, vacatures, log in
to proceed, wordpresscom, view more information, grotere
kaart weergeven, inlichtingen, routebeschrijving, powered
by wordpresscom, more information, projectinformatie, volg
ons op twitter, nunl, eigen homepage, inschrijven,
Table 24: List of Anchor Text the top-1k of 2012 which have matching
Wikipedia titles.
twitter, tweet, linkedin, hyves, jaarverslag, onderzoek, pers-
bericht, pdf, weblog, wordpress, flickr, rapport, rss, vimeo,
bron, amsterdam, programma, blogger, de volkskrant, brief,
trouw, utrecht, details, samenvatting, rotterdam, groningen,
joomla, volkskrant, klik, webwinkel, uitzending gemist,
belastingdienst, deel, nrc handelsblad, bericht, den haag, de
telegraaf, nrc,
the archive-based popularity, we find that 42.5% of Anchor Text in
the top-1k has match with Wikipedia titles.
4.4 conclusions and future work
In this study, we looked into the viability of a new approach of us-
ing the evolution of Anchor Text over time to reconstruct information
that would be similar to real user queries in the past. Our hypoth-
esis is based on studies that have shown that Anchor Text behaves
similar to both real user queries and documents titles. We used the
link structure extracted from the Dutch Web archive to identify the
most popular target hosts over time, and to get the most popular An-
chor Text over time. The link structure was extracted from archived
text/html archived pages in the Dutch Web archive in the period be-
tween February 2009 and December 2012. In order to understand the
importance of the Anchor Text, we rely on the WikiStats dataset, which
provides an aggregation of page views of Wikipedia pages. We inves-
tigate the exact matches between Anchor Text and Wikipedia titles,
where both datasets (the link structure and the WikiStats) were par-
titioned based on one-month and one-year granularity. Our analysis
of the target hosts shows that target hosts evolve significantly. Based
on the one-month granularity, on average 25% among all hosts per
month are new. We experiment with finding popular Anchor Text per
time granularity, by ranking Anchor Text based on their popularity
in the archive. We find that a high percentage of Anchor Text in the
top ranks have a match with Wikipedia titles in the WikiStats dataset.
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Based on the one-year granularity, we found that 57% of the top-1k
Anchor Text has matching Wikipedia titles. We conclude from our data
that the most important Anchor Text provides a view of entities in the
Netherlands. We cannot however conclude that evolution of Anchor
Text serves as a proxy for past query logs . There are some limita-
tions that will consider in the future work. First, matching Anchor
Text and Wikipedia titles analysis, suggests a room for improving our
approach by applying additional pre-processing steps like stemming
and stopping, and generalizing from exact match to matches with low
edit distance. Second, we test our approach on a ‘deep crawl’ which
is based on a few thousands of seeds. In the future, we will test our




C O M PA R I N G T O P I C C O V E R A G E I N
B R E A D T H - F I R S T & D E P T H - F I R S T C R AW L S
Web archives preserve the fast changing Web by repeatedly crawl-
ing its content. The crawling strategy has an influence on the data
that is archived. We use link Anchor Text of two Web crawls cre-
ated with different crawling strategies in order to compare their cov-
erage of past popular topics. One of our crawls was collected by the
National Library of the Netherlands (KB) using a depth-first strategy
on manually selected websites from the .nl domain, with the goal
to crawl websites as completes as possible. The second crawl was
collected by the Common Crawl foundation using a breadth-first strat-
egy on the entire Web, this strategy focuses on discovering as many
links as possible. The two crawls differ in their scope of coverage,
while the KB dataset covers mainly the Dutch domain, the Common
Crawl dataset covers websites from the entire Web. Therefore, we
used three different sources to identify topics that were popular on
the Web; both at the global level (entire Web) and at the national level
(.nl domain): Google Trends, WikiStats, and queries collected from
users of the Dutch historic newspaper archive. The two crawls are
different in terms of their size, number of included websites and do-
mains. To allow fair comparison between the two crawls, we created
sub-collections from the Common Crawl dataset based on the .nl do-
main and the KB seeds. Using simple exact string matching between
Anchor Text and popular topics from the three different sources, we
found that the breadth-first crawl covered more topics than the depth-
first crawl. Surprisingly, this is not limited to popular topics from
the entire Web but also applies to topics that were popular in the .nl
domain.
5.1 introduction
Web archives are created by crawling Web pages following a crawl-
ing strategy defined by the institutions. One strategy is to crawl a
manually selected set of websites (called the crawler’s seeds) and to
harvest these websites in depth (depth-first crawl). Another strategy
automatically crawls as many websites as possible (usually the na-
tional domains), but not in depth (breadth-first crawl). Both crawling
strategies result in incomplete crawls, as both strategies exclude web-
sites. Depth-first ignores websites outside the seeds list, and breadth-
first archives websites incompletely as it does not follow the links
to sub-pages. On top of the content of websites, Web archives also
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preserve information registered by crawlers such as the date of the
crawl, the timestamp of the last modification of the page, the MIME-
type, and information that can be derived from the archived pages,
for example hyperlinks and Anchor Text.
Web archives preserve content which may no longer be available
on the Web. We explore how well the collections resulting from dif-
ferent crawling strategies cover content related to topics that were
in the focus of Web users in a particular time period. We perform
our analysis on two Web archive collections harvested in 2014 us-
ing different crawling strategies. The first collection is a crawl from
the entire Web harvested by the Common Crawl foundation using the
breadth-first crawling strategy. The second collection is the Dutch Web
archive collection preserved by the National Library of The Nether-
lands1 (KB). Here, the depth-first strategy was applied to manually
selected websites (KB seeds) related to the Dutch history, social, and
culture heritage. We propose to use Anchor Text specified in hyper-
links extracted from the two collections to investigate their coverage
of the topics that were of interest to users in the same year (2014).
Users of Web search engines express their information needs by issu-
ing queries. User queries collected from major search engines would
be the best record of popular topics. However, these queries were not
available for us. Therefore, we used different sources as indicators
of the trending topics on the Web at the time when the crawls we
used were collected (2014). Since our crawls originate from the entire
Web (Common Crawl crawl) and from the Dutch domain (KB crawl),
we looked for popular topics both worldwide and on the national
level. Our first source is Google Trends. Google provides a list of
the top searched terms on the entire Web, and in the given country
domain. The second source is the WikiStats which aggregates page
views of Wikipedia pages. Again we focus on all Wikipedia pages
(in all languages), and the pages written in Dutch. Finally, we use
queries collected from users searching the Dutch digital newspaper
archive via the KB’s Delpher2 interface. These are three heteroge-
neous sources, the first and the third are real user queries, the second
consists of Wikipedia titles associated with their frequency of views
over time. We use these sources to represent users interests, which
we refer to as topics. We use topic to refer to user information needs
which might consists of one or multiple words.






In this section we describe the two crawls on which we base our
analysis. Then, we introduce the pipeline of extracting hyperlinks
and Anchor Text from the crawls. After that, we discus how we zoom
in the link structure of Common Crawl dataset to generate subsets
based on filters synthesized from the KB dataset in order to allow a




The KB archives a pre-selected set of more than 10, 000websites (seeds)
with the aim to crawl these websites as complete as possible. The se-
lection is based on categories related to Dutch historical, social and
cultural heritage. The websites are categorized by curators of the
KB using the UNESCO classification code. The crawling frequency
varies between yearly, biannually, quarterly, and daily, for example
news agency websites (such as nu.nl). Our snapshot of the Dutch Web
archive between February 2009 and May 2015 consists of 150, 557 files
in ARC3 format, which contain aggregated web content. Each ARC
file contains multiple Web objects, in total, 251, 591, 618 objects exist
in the ARC files. We focus on data crawled in 2014, as we have only
access to Common Crawl pages crawled in that year.
Common Crawl dataset
Common Crawl4 is a non-profit organization aiming to build and
maintain an openly accessible repository of archived Web crawls. We
use the crawl collected in March 2014, which consists of 2.8 billion
Web pages.
5.2.2 Anchor Links Extraction
From the two datasets, we extracted hyperlinks from the archived
objects with text/html as MIME-type. For that we used MapReduce
to process all archived web objects contained in the archive’s ARC
files. During the processing of the archived objects, we used JSoup5
to extract anchor links (a) in order to be able to focus on links between
textual content. For each anchor link, we kept the URL of the page
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Text specified in the link. Based on the crawl-date, we keep pages
crawled in 2014. The Anchor Text pointing to the target pages was
used in that year. Depending on the source URL and target URL, the
link can be an internal link or external link. An internal link has the
same domain-name for both source and target (intra-domain), while
for an external link the domain-name of the source URL is different
from that of the target URL (an inter-domain link). We limit our
analysis to the external links as it is of more interest to look into
links between different hosts (sites). By discarding internal links we
exclude links from menus and other non-content information. The
exact URLs may change frequently, while we are really interested
in Anchor Text used by one site to link to another site. Therefore,
we replace both the source URL and the target URL by their hosts
(site name) before we analyze the data. This pre-processing can be
viewed as a process to smooth the graph structure to maintain the
most salient information. We deduplicate the links based on their
values for source, target, and Anchor Text for KB dataset (Common
Crawl dataset consists of one crawl). This prevents the differences
in crawling frequency to influence our analysis. At the end of this
pipeline, we keep (sourceHost, targetHost, anchorText). We refer to the
links extracted from the KB dataset as KBlinks, and links extracted
from the Common Crawl dataset as CClinks.
5.2.3 Link Subsets from Common Crawl
The two crawls differ in terms of size, number of crawled websites
and web pages, and the domains of the crawled websites. These dif-
ferences are reflected in the extracted links structure. The number of
links extracted from the Common Crawl dataset is 559x times larger
than the number of KB links, (see Table 25). Therefore, in addition
to performing one-to-one comparison between the two crawls, we
generate subsets from the CClinks by mapping it to the Dutch do-
main in two different ways: First, we focused on pages that originate
from the .nl domain. This was done by keeping only links from the
CClinks whose source hosts are from the .nl domain. We refer to the
set as CClinks ∩NLtld. Second, the KB crawl is based on a list of
manually selected websites (KB seeds). We used the hosts of the KB
seeds to generate another subset of links from the CClinks, based
on links with source hosts from the KB seeds. We refer to this subset
as (CClinks ∩KBseeds). Finally, we investigate the impact of Anchor
Text associated with targets of links in the KB dataset on the topic
coverage of the CClinks. In order to do that, we dropped links from
CClinks in which the target hosts are targets of links in the KBlinks.
We refer to this set of filtered links as (CClinks \ KBtargets). These
subsets allow us to investigate whether the KB seeds list comprises
the part of the Dutch Web that is essential from the perspective of
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Table 25: Number of unique links in each dataset.






topic coverage, or whether a broader and less deep crawl would still
contain sufficient information.
5.2.4 Sources of Topics
Our assumption is that the Common Crawl (a breadth-first crawl) covers
more global topics, and that the KB (a depth-first crawl) covers more
topics from the .nl domain. In order to validate our assumption, we
use different sources to identify which topics were popular on the
Web, topics that attracted attention in the entire Web (global) and
topics that were only picked up in the .nl domain.
Google Trends
Google Trends6 is a public resource, which lists the most searched
queries in the global Web or per country in a given year. For our anal-
ysis, we use global trends and the trends searched in the Netherlands
in 2014 (the year of our crawls).
Wikipedia Page Views Statistics
The WikiStats dataset [135] consists of the number of views for
Wikipedia pages. The goal is to show how the interest in Wikipedia
pages changes over time, and allows comparison between chosen
Wikipedia pages. The views are aggregated from the Page view statis-
tics for Wikimedia projects7, which aggregates the request history of ar-
ticles from Wikimedia projects8. For each page, this project provides
the page title, the number of requests (on hourly basis), the language
in which the page is written, and the name of the project. The Wik-
iStats data set consists of the weekly views of Wikipedia pages in
the period from January 2008 to January 2015. We select Wikipedia
pages viewed in 2014, then aggregate their page view counts, and
those pages viewed more than 1, 000 times. Finally, we created two
6 $http://www.google.com/trends/topcharts?hl=en#date=2014&geo=$
7 http://dumps.wikimedia.org/other/pagecounts-raw/
8 These projects are: wikibooks, wiktionary, wikinews, wikivoyage, wikiquote, wik-
isource, wikiversity, and wikipedia
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Table 26: Number of unique topics per source.
Topics Source Count
Google global trends 84




datasets: the first contains all Wikipedia pages from all domains (Wik-
iStats global), and the second contains only pages written in Dutch
language (WikiStats .nl).
User Queries
Under conditions of strict confidentiality, the KB made anonymized
user logs available, collected between March 2015 and December 2015
from users visiting the public digital newspaper archive on a webser-
vice called Delpher. The collection consists of newspapers articles
published in the Netherlands since 1618. The data set made avail-
able consists of 10 million OCRed newspaper pages in DIDL XML
format9.
Sources summary
We processed all topics from the sources mentioned with the same
pre-processing pipeline, which includes lower casing, stopwords (En-
glish and Dutch) removal, and the removal of short terms with a
length of less than three characters. The resulting dataset statistics
are summarized in Table 26.
5.3 analysis
Using Anchor Text we investigate the coverage of topics in Common
Crawl (a breadth-first crawl), and KB (a depth-first crawl). Since Anchor
Text usually describes target pages, we first provide a deep analy-
sis of them with regard to their hosts and top-level domains (TLDs).
Then, we present a detailed analysis of Anchor Text associated with
hyperlinks. Finally, we investigate the Anchor Text coverage of topics
from the three sources described in Section 5.2.4.
9 http://www.xml.com/pub/a/2001/05/30/didl.html
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Table 27: Analysis of hosts: For both the target and source pages, we
present the absolute count of unique hosts (first row), the fraction of
hosts from KBlinks that were found in the corresponding dataset
in column header (second row), and present information about tar-
get hosts that has been crawled in each link dataset (absolute count
and percentage).
KBlinks CClinks CClinks ∩NLtldCClinks ∩KBseedsCClinks \KBtargets
Target Hosts
442,296 30,416,854 800,957 529,962 30,100,936
100.0% 71.4% 38.5% 24.2% 0%
Source Hosts
31,829 9,715,414 120,498 2,942 8,237,940
100.0% 57.8% 28.5% 8.5% 42.9%
Crawled Target Hosts
28,640 7,260,773 67,854 2,363 6,183,964
6.5% 23.9% 8.5% 0.4% 20.5%
5.3.1 Target Pages
For all link datasets, the number of unique hosts in the target pages
is higher than the number of unique hosts of source pages (see Ta-
ble 27). In KBlinks, the number of unique target hosts is 442, 296,
which is 14 times higher than the number of source hosts (31, 829).
In CClinks, the ratio between the target hosts (30, 416, 854) and the
source hosts (9, 715, 414) is lower, here, the number of target hosts is
only 3 times higher than the number of source hosts. These numbers
of source hosts and target host shows the big difference between the
two dataset. However, subsets from Common Crawl dataset have com-
parable numbers. The crawling strategy clearly affects the percentage
of target hosts that have been crawled. The percentage of the crawled
target hosts differ between the link datasets, (see Table 27). For exam-
ple, only 6.5% of KBlinks target hosts were crawled, whereas 23.9% of
target hosts in CClinks were crawled. However, both crawling strate-
gies showed that large fractions of target hosts were not crawled, and
we cannot find their raw content. This suggests that the use of tar-
get hosts, and Anchor Text as a means to describe them is a valuable
resource.
We also looked into the overlap of target hosts between the datasets.
A high percentage (71.4%) of target hosts in KBlinks were also targets
of links in CClinks. The percentage of overlap decreases to 38.5% af-
ter subsetting the Common Crawl dataset based on source pages from
the .nl domain (CClinks ∩NLtld), and decreases to 24.2% after pro-
jecting the KB seeds on CClinks (CClinks ∩ KBseeds). Recall, that
there is no overlap between KBlinks and CClinks \ KBtargets, be-
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Table 28: TLDs of target pages: The count of unique TLDs, and the top-10
TLDs.
KBlinksCClinksCClinks ∩NLtldCClinks ∩KBseedsCClinks \KBtargets
nl com nl com com
com org com org org
org net org nl net
net de net net de
de info de de info
be nl be be nl
eu ru eu it it
info it info ro ru
fr fr it fr fr
it pl fr info pl
cause all links whose target hosts are the same as the target hosts in
KBlinks were dropped from CClinks. In terms of the source hosts not
only the number of hosts is lower compared to the number of target
hosts, but also the overlap between KBlinks and the other datasets is
smaller (see Table 27).
Top-level Domains
Another way of looking at the difference between the link datasets is
based on the TLDs of the target pages. The TLDs represent the target
domains of the crawled pages. In CClinks, a high percentage of links
points to the pages from the .nl domain, and the majority (60.5%) of
the target pages are from the .com TLD, see Table 28. The majority of
target pages (45.6%) in KBlinks are from the .nl domain, which is ex-
pected because the KB crawl was harvested based on websites mainly
from the Dutch Web. The target pages in CClinks ∩NLtld has the
same distribution of top-ranked TLDs of target pages in KBlinks. In
the distribution of TLDs for CClinks ∩ KBseeds, the .com is the most
prevalent TLD; 49% of target pages belong to this domain, not all
websites in the KB seeds were found in Common Crawl dataset, only
43.6% (unique) were found. The KB seeds are not all from the .nl
domain, only 88% of the seeds belong to the .nl domain. The remain-
ing seeds (12%) belong to different TLDs: 5% from the .org domain,
3.4% from the .com domain, 1.2% from the .net domain, 0.6 from the
.eu domain, and 0.5% from the .info domain. The distribution of the
top TLDs is similar in CClinks and CClinks \ KBtargets. The only
difference is the number of target pages per TLD, which decreases
for some TLDs in CClinks \ KBtargets compared to CClinks. This
is caused by dropping links whose target hosts are the same as the
target hosts in KBlinks. Thus the highest relative decrease was for
the .nl domain.
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Table 29: Anchor Text summary: For each link dataset, we present the num-
ber of unique Anchor Text, and the overlap of Anchor Text between
KBlinks and the corresponding dataset. Considering all Anchor
Text in KBlinks (%overlap_all), and by considering Anchor Text
used at least twice in KBlinks (%overlap_GT1).
Links Dataset Count %overlap_all %overlap_GT1
KBlinks 1,581,013 100.0 13.0
CClinks 83,920,299 23.6 49.9
CClinks ∩NLtld 2,613,774 13.7 40.5
CClinks ∩KBseeds 1,289,803 9.2 26.7
CClinks \KBtargets 61,153,447 15.3 34.4
5.3.2 Anchor Text
Some Anchor Text are used by multiple links and the frequency of the
Anchor Text represents its popularity in the archive. We processed
the Anchor Text with the same pre-processing pipeline we used for
the topics (Section 5.2.4) and computed the frequencies of all unique
Anchor Text for each link dataset. The number of unique Anchor
Text varies strongly among the datasets (see Table 29). When we
compared the percentage of overlap between Anchor Text in KBlinks
and all other link datasets based on exact string matching, we found
that 23.6% of the unique Anchor Text in KBlinks exist in the unique
Anchor Text of CClinks. The frequency of Anchor Text in KBlinks
shows a long tail distribution (Figure 8). A high percentage (87%) of
the Anchor Text in KBlinks occurs only once. We investigated the
overlap considering only Anchor Text with a frequency larger than
one. This results in an increase of the percentage of overlap between
KBlinks with all datasets. We can use the frequency as threshold to
focus on most popular Anchor Text.
5.3.3 Topic Coverage
An Anchor Text describes the target page with a brief text which is
known to resemble user queries. Therefore analyzing the Anchor
Text’ overlap with queries is a good proxy for assessing whether the
crawls are likely to contain answers to user queries and popular top-
ics. Not all target pages that are linked to from the crawled pages
are harvested by the crawler. As mentioned earlier, Web archives
are incomplete, and the advantage of Anchor Text is its availability
for both crawled and not crawled target pages. In order to investi-
gate the topic coverage, we used exact string matching between pre-
processed Anchor Text from the five link datasets with topics from
the sources (described in Section 5.2.4). Topic coverage varies among








































































































































































































































Figure 8: Anchor Text frequency distribution of KBlinks in log scale repre-
sentation.
the datasets for the different sources of topics, (see Table 30). For
some cases we found high coverage, for example Anchor Text from
CClinks matched 60.7% of Google global trends and 49.1% of the
Dutch Wikipedia pages in the WikiStats. After sorting all Anchor Text
in descending order based on their frequencies, we investigated the
relation between the percentage of topics covered and the frequency
(popularity) of Anchor Text. We report on exact string matches be-
tween the top Anchor Text and both, Wikipedia titles and real user
queries, considering different rank cutoffs c; c = 1k, 10k, and 100k.
The percentage of matched Anchor Text with WikiStats (global and .nl
domain) decreases as c increases for all link datasets (see Table 32).
The lowest overlap corresponds to the case when all Anchor Text are
used to match Wikipedia titles.
In general, the percentage of overlap between Anchor Text from the
different datasets and the user queries is low. For example, we found
that only 1.7% of the user queries had a match in KBlinks when we ap-
plied exact string matching with all Anchor Text. We found the high-
est percentage of overlap with user queries (4.9%) for Anchor Text in
CClinks (see Table 30). When we compared the top-c Anchor Text in-
stead of the complete set of Anchor Text, we found a relation between
the top ranked Anchor Text and the percentage of the topic coverage.
A high percentage of the most frequently used Anchor Text matched
user queries, and the percentage of overlap decreases while the cutoff
c increases, see Table 33. We found the highest overlap of topics and
Anchor Text in CClinks, suggesting that the breadth-first crawl covers
more topics than the depth-first crawl. This result holds for both, the




























































































































































Table 32: The fraction of top-c ranked Anchor Text matching document
titles in WikiStats, fraction in percentage (num. matches/c). In
addition to the percentage of matching when all Anchor Text are
used (num. matches/num. all Anchor Text).
WikiStats global
Links Dataset top-1k top-10k top-100k all
KBlinks 44.6 39.1 22.1 5.1
CClinks 51.3 56.9 38.2 1.6
CClinks ∩NLtld 45.2 37.3 24.7 4.7
CClinks ∩KBseeds 70.6 65.6 33.9 9.0
CClinks \KBtargets 71.2 63.5 28.1 1.8
WikiStats .nl domain
Links Dataset top-1k top-10k top-100k all
KBlinks 32.4 24.3 10.2 1.6
CClinks 11.5 14.4 7.4 0.1
CClinks ∩NLtld 32.0 23.9 11.8 1.2
CClinks ∩KBseeds 32.0 23.3 8.3 1.5
CClinks \KBtargets 19.5 14.7 4.2 0.1
global and the national (.nl) topics. Focusing on the Dutch part of the
Common Crawl dataset (CClinks ∩NLtld) showed that this part covers
more topics than topics covered in KBlinks. However, the comparison
is based on the absolute count of found topics in each links dataset.
That does not necessarily mean that all topics covered by KBlinks,
are identical with those found, for instance, in CClinks. For all topic
sources, we analyzed the topics that were found in KBlinks but not
in the other datasets (see Table 31). For example, we found that all
Google trends (both the global and the .nl domain) that were found
in KBlinks, were also found in CClinks. On the other hand, 54.9%
Table 33: The fraction of top-c ranked Anchor Text matching user queries,
same notation as in Table 32.
Links Dataset
Real Queries
top-1k top-10k top-100k all
KBlinks 26.4 23.2 9.7 1.7
CClinks 17.2 18.2 7.0 0.9
CClinks ∩NLtld 33.5 26.0 12.8 1.5
CClinks ∩KBseeds 30.0 20.5 6.9 1.2
CClinks \KBtargets 28.5 23.0 6.9 0.1
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of Google’s global trends and 18.4% of Google’s .nl trends found in
CClinks were not found in KBlinks. Regarding the WikiStats dataset,
not all topics found in KBlinks were found in CClinks. The percent-
age of topics that were found in KBlinks is higher for the Wikipedia
pages from the .nl domain (16.5%), while 6.1% of Wikipedia pages
(global) found in KBlinks were also found in CClinks.
These results suggest that Anchor Text can be used as a resource
for finding topics that were popular with users from the past. The
coverage of topics was higher for the most frequently used Anchor
Text in the crawls. Anchor Text from the breadth-first crawl covers
more topics than the Anchor Text from the depth-first crawl. However,
some topics were only covered by the depth-first crawl.
5.4 conclusions
We studied the influence of the crawling strategy on the coverage of
topics that were of interest to users on the Web. We performed our
analysis on two Web crawls created by following different crawling
strategies; the Common Crawl dataset, (a breadth-first crawl) collected
from the entire Web, and the KB dataset (a depth-first crawl) harvested
by the KB based on manually selected websites). We made use of An-
chor Text to investigate the topic coverage in the two crawls. We
extracted Anchor Text from the raw content of documents in crawls,
and compared them with other sources that identify popular topics
on Web at the time of the crawls (2014). The two crawls differ in
terms of scope. While Common Crawl covers domains from the entire
Web, KB covers mainly the Dutch domain. Therefore, we used dif-
ferent sources as a proxy of topics that were popular in 2014, both
worldwide (entire Web) and national (.nl domain).
Using exact string matching between Anchor Text and topics from
different sources, we found that the percentages of matches vary be-
tween the topic sources and the two crawls. For example, CClinks
covers 61% of Google global trends, and 5% of real queries (submitted
by users to the search system of the Dutch digital newspaper archive).
KBlinks covers 32% of Google .nl trends, and 2% of the real queries.
This suggests that Anchor Text are a useful resource for investigating
popular topics from the past. We found a correlation between the
frequency of Anchor Text in the archive and the percentage of topic
matches.
When we compared the topic coverage between the Common Crawl
and the KB datasets, we found that the percentage of overlapping
topics is higher in the Common Crawl dataset, for both global and .nl
topics. This result holds for the CClinks ∩NLtld (only focusing on
links in Common Crawl originating from the .nl domain). More over,
using the CClinks ∩ KBseeds (was created using KB seeds to subset
CClinks) has comparable result to KBlinks. However, not all topics
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found by the depth-first crawl were found by the breadth-first crawl.
We conclude that the coverage in the breadth-first crawl is higher even
for topics of national interest, but there are topics that are covered
only by depth-first crawl.
In future work, we can investigate the topic coverage in the crawls




Q U A N T I F Y I N G R E T R I E VA L B I A S I N W E B A R C H I V E
S E A R C H
A Web archive usually contains multiple versions of documents
crawled from the Web at different points in time. One possible way
for users to access a Web archive is through full-text search systems.
However, previous studies have shown that these systems can induce
a bias, known as the retrievability bias, on the accessibility of docu-
ments in community-collected collections (such as TREC collections).
This bias can be measured by analyzing the distribution of the re-
trievability scores for each document in a collection, quantifying the
likelihood of a document’s retrieval.
We investigate the suitability of retrievability scores in retrieval sys-
tems that consider every version of a document in a Web archive as
an independent document. We show that the retrievability of docu-
ments can vary for different versions of the same document, and that
retrieval systems induce biases to different extents.
We quantify this bias for a retrieval system which is adapted to
handle multiple versions of the same document. The retrieval system
indexes each version of a document independently and we refine the
search results using two techniques to aggregate similar versions. The
first approach is to collapse similar versions of a document based on
content-similarity. The second approach is to collapse all versions of
the same document based on their URLs. In both cases, we found
that the degree of bias is related to the aggregation level of versions
of the same document.
Finally, we study the effect of bias across time using the retriev-
ability measure. Specifically, we investigate whether the number of
documents crawled in a particular year correlates with the number of
documents in the search results from that year. Assuming queries are
not inherently temporal in nature, the analysis is based on the times-
tamps of documents in the search results returned using the retrieval
model for all queries. The results show a relation between the num-
ber of documents per year and the number of documents retrieved
by the retrieval system from that year. We further investigated the
relation between the queries’ timestamps and the documents’ times-
tamps. First, we split the queries into different time-frames using a
one-year granularity. Then, we issued the queries against the retrieval
system. The results show that temporal queries indeed retrieve more
documents from the assumed time-frame. Thus, the documents from
the same time-frame were preferred by the retrieval system over doc-
uments from other time-frames.
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6.1 introduction
Indexing and retrieving documents from a Web archive can be chal-
lenging. Web archive collections are different from conventional static
Web collections. The main reasons are the continuously increasing
size of Web archives and the existence of multiple versions of the
same document collected at different moments in time. The different
versions may appear multiple times in search results and thereby ren-
der other documents inaccessible for a user. Despite these challenges,
Web archive initiatives make an effort to make their collections better
accessible. For example, Gomes et al. conducted a survey in 2010 on
42 Web archive initiatives around the world (26 countries) [96]. They
found that 89% of the initiatives support access to the Web archive
by a given URL, 79% support searching meta-data, and 67% provide
full-text search over their archives. The same survey was conducted
again in 2014 in order to observe the change in Web archiving since
2010 [72]. They noticed an increase in the number of initiatives (68)
and the number of countries involved in Web archiving (33 countries).
However, in terms of access methods, the results of 2014 are the same
as those for 2010.
Previous studies showed that applying existing Information Re-
trieval (IR) models on Web archives leads to unsatisfactory re-
sults [70, 69]. Measuring the effectiveness of IR systems can be done
using test collections. A test collection consists of a set of topics
(queries), a document collection, and a set of relevance assessments.
Costa and Silva extended this approach by taking the characteristics
of Web archives into account [69]. Their approach includes the de-
sign of a test collection and constructing topics from the users’ query
log of a functioning Web archive search system. Getting relevance
judgments, however, is a costly process. An additional complication
is the dependency on query logs, as they are seldomly available for
research.
To complement standard methods of IR evaluation, that focus on
the assessment of efficiency and effectiveness of IR systems, Az-
zopardi et al. introduced retrievability as a measure for potential bias
in the access of documents in a collection [39]. The retrievability score
of a document counts how often the document is retrieved when a
large representative set of queries is issued on the retrieval system.
The overall bias in the scores among all documents in the collection
induced by a retrieval system can be quantified using measures such
as the Lorenz Curve [91] and the Gini Coefficient [91]. While the
Lorenz Curve can be used to visualize the bias, the Gini Coefficient
can be used to quantify the extent of bias for different experimental
conditions.
We follow an approach similar to [39] to study how retrievability
can be used to quantify retrieval bias induced by different retrieval
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systems on a subset of the Dutch Web archive collection from the
National Library of The Netherlands1 (KB).
Our main goal is to investigate how to use retrievability to evaluate
a Web archive retrieval system, and how the number of document ver-
sions and the method of aggregation of crawls influence the retrieval
bias in the Web archive.
Specifically, we address the following research questions:
RQ4 What can we learn about Web archive access from studying the col-
lection using a measure of retrievability?
RQ4.1 Is access to the Web archive collection influenced by a re-
trievability bias? Can we evaluate and compare retrieval systems on
the Web archive collection using the retrievability measure to quantify
their retrieval bias?
We follow the approach of [39] to quantify the overall bias im-
posed by different retrieval systems using the Gini Coefficient
and the Lorenz Curve constructed using retrievability scores of
documents in the collection.
RQ4.2 How does the number of versions of documents in the Web
archive collection influence the retrievability bias of a retrieval system?
The number of versions per document in the archive varies, for
example because documents have been crawled with different
frequency or because they were added to the crawler’s seed list
at different points in time. We show how the multiple versions
impact the retrieval bias when the granularity of retrieval in
the search results is the document’s version. We compute the
retrievability score of a document by accumulating the retriev-
ability score of its versions; a document with more versions
gets higher retrievability score. Then, we show the change in
bias when the multiple versions are handled by the retrieval
system using two approaches to collapse documents’ versions:
first, based on their content-similarity; second, based on their
URLs.
RQ4.3 Does a retrieval system favor specific subsets of the collec-
tion?
The Web archive collection of the KB consists of snapshots
of websites from different points in time spanning four years.
Therefore, we investigate what subset of the archive is most af-
fected by retrieval bias.
1 www.kb.nl
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The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. After dis-
cussing related work (Section 6.2) we describe our approach to an-
swer the research questions introduced in this section (Section 6.3).
We discuss the experimental setup in detail in (Section 6.4) and an-
swer research questions RQ4.1-4.3 in Sections 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7, re-
spectively. Finally, we discuss conclusions drawn from our findings
(Section 6.8).
6.2 related work
Understanding the information needs of Web archive users is
an important step towards developing good access methods for
Web archives. Several studies showed that full-text search is pre-
ferred [67, 68, 96, 141]. This shift from single URL search to search
interfaces was described as a turning point in the history of Web
archives [50].
Research in temporal IR aims to exploit temporal information in doc-
uments and queries for better query understanding and time-based
ranking [35, 62, 112]. In [69], Costa and Silva created a temporal test
collection from the Portuguese Web Archive [95], to enable evaluation
of temporal methods in IR. A test collection consists of queries (top-
ics), documents, and the judgments by users of their relevance to the
queries. When a new system is built then its effectiveness can be mea-
sured based on the test collection using evaluation metrics such as
precision (for example P@10). The collection developed by Costa and
Silva consists of crawls in the period from 1996 to 2009. The queries
(topics) were selected from query logs, and the documents retrieved
by the retrieval system were manually judged. Their method extends
the Cranfield paradigm with consideration of the temporal aspect of
Web archive collections. Other studies used crowdsourcing to collect
relevance judgments. For example, Berberich et al. used Amazon
Mechanical Turk to collect queries and relevance assessments [51].
Retrievability was introduced to measure how likely a document
is to be retrieved given an IR system [40, 41, 39]. Computing the re-
trievability scores requires the availability of a large query set, but
without the need for relevance judgments. Queries can be simulated
by drawing them from the content of documents in the collection.
The retrievability score of a document r(d) gives an indication of
how retrievable the document is compared to other documents in
the collection. It is computed by accumulating the number of times
this document appears in the ranked list provided for all queries, at
a given cutoff rank. In order to quantify the retrievability bias across
all documents in the collection, the Lorenz Curve [91] is used to visu-
alize the bias and the Gini Coefficient [91] is used to summarize the
bias. In economics, the Lorenz Curve is used to visualize the distribu-
tion of wealth or income of a population. If the wealth or income is
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equally distributed in the population, the accumulative distribution is
a diagonal line (called the line of equality). The larger the inequality
is within a population, the more the curve deviates from the equal-
ity line. The Gini Coefficient summarizes the overall inequality into
a value which ranges from zero (perfect equality) to one (perfect in-
equality). The Gini Coefficient quantifies the retrievability inequality
among documents. In the context of retrievability, the population cor-
responds to the document collection and wealth corresponds to the
retrievability scores.
Retrievability has been used to compare different retrieval models
based on the bias they impose on a given collection, and to study
whether the retrieval system favors documents with particular fea-
tures. For example, the system might favor long documents over
shorter documents. In the following, we discuss a few studies that
used retrievability. Retrievability was applied in the patent search do-
main [43, 47], which is recall-oriented, to quantify the retrieval bias of
retrieval systems on the patent collection. The correlation between re-
trievability and the query set was considered in several studies. Based
on a limited set of queries, the correlation between retrievability score
and query relevance to the document 2 was analyzed [45]. Their ex-
perimental results showed that 90% of highly retrievable documents
when all queries were considered, are not highly retrievable consider-
ing only their relevant queries. The influence of query characteristics
on retrieval bias was explored in [48]. They showed that different
query characteristics increase or decrease the retrieval bias differently.
Query expansion was used to improve document’s retrievability [46].
Other studies investigated the relation between a system’s retrieval
bias and its effectiveness. For example, Azzopardi et al. [37] showed
that a positive relation exists between effectiveness and retrievabil-
ity. Measuring effectiveness using precision at 10 (P@10) & Mean
Average Precision (MAP), the results showed that as the effectiveness
increases, the retrievability bias tends to decrease. This relationship
between retrievability and effectiveness has been used to tune sys-
tems [158]. Bashir and Rauber investigated the impact of query ex-
pansion on the retrievability bias [46]. They showed that standard
query expansion methods caused an increase in effectiveness and re-
trieval bias. They explained the increase in retrieval bias due to the
assumption of query expansion methods that the top-ranked docu-
ments are relevant. However, some documents in the top-ranked re-
sults might be noise. Therefore, in order to decrease the retrieval
bias, they proposed a query expansion approach based on document
clustering, and they showed that their approach reduces the bias.
2 The relevance of the document to each query in a small sample was assessed by
experts
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6.3 approach
We explore how we can use retrievability to assess the retrieval bias
of retrieval systems providing access to four years of the Dutch Web
archive. In order to investigate our first research question, RQ4.1, we
use three well-known IR models and two large query sets. For every
model and query set, we compute the retrievability score (r(d)) for
document versions at different rank cutoffs c. Parameter c represents
the willingness of the user to explore a certain number of documents
in the search results, therefore it is independent from the retrieval
model. In our study we experiment with c = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100,
and 1, 000. Users are known to rarely evaluate more than the first 10
search results, however, we also consider high values for c to find out
whether the inequality bias would still exist if the users were willing
to explore higher numbers of results. In order to allow the compari-
son of the retrieval models in terms of retrieval bias they impose on
the documents, we need a measure to quantify the overall bias given
a collection, a query set, and a retrieval system. We use the Gini
Coefficient to summarize the retrieval bias, and the Lorenz Curve to
visualize the retrieval bias, following [39].
A certain fraction of documents is not-retrieved by any of the re-
trieval models. This fraction is especially high for smaller c’s, and
has a strong influence on the overall bias measured by the Gini Co-
efficient. Therefore, we compute two variants of the Gini Coefficient.
In the first variant, all documents in the collection are included; if
a document is not retrieved by the model, its retrievability score is
zero (r(d) = 0). Here, the number of documents is the same for all
models at all c’s (number of retrieved documents plus number of
not-retrieved documents = whole collection). In the second variant,
only documents that are retrieved using at least one of the three re-
trieval models at a given c are considered. We do this by creating
a union set of unique documents retrieved using at least one of the
three models at the given c (3Models_union_c) for each query set. If a
document was retrieved using model A, but not with model B, then
the retrievability score of that document given model B is assigned a
value of 0 (rB(d) = 0). The number of documents will be the same
for all models at the same c (num. retrieved plus num. not-retrieved
= 3Models_union_c). Therefore, this can still be considered to provide
a fair comparison across the retrieval models for a given c. Using the
second variant will reduce the impact of a high fraction of documents
with r(d) = 0. A model that does not retrieve a large number of doc-
uments that were retrieved using other models, will get a higher Gini
Coefficient, that is, it is considered to be more biased.
In order to understand the relation between the retrievability scores
and the ability to find a document in the collection, we use a known-
item-search setup based on the approach proposed in [38, 42].
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We quantify the impact of multiple versions of the same document
on the inequality of retrieval bias, RQ4.2. First, we investigate the
retrieval of all versions of a document. At indexing and retrieval time
we consider the document’s version as an independent document. In
order to check how that affects the document’s retrievability, we com-
pute the retrievability of a document by aggregating the retrievability
scores of its versions retrieved at a given c, and thus the overall bias
imposed by the model. Second, we collapse similar versions of the
same document and again compute the retrievability score and the
overall bias. Third, to explore the impact of the number of versions
on the bias, we linearly combine the scores given by the models with
a prior based on the number of versions. This allows us to measure
retrieval bias at the granularity of the document, instead of a specific
version.
Finally, we address our last research question, RQ4.3. Our Web
archive collection is an accumulation of several crawls over time. We
are interested in whether the bias imposed by a given retrieval sys-
tem, among subsets based on the time of crawling, correlates with the
number of crawled documents in that year. To explore this research
question, we focus on the documents retrieved using the BM25 model;
as we show in the results, it provides the least bias. Using the times-
tamps of the crawling time associated with documents, we split the
search results for BM25 into four subsets at different c’s, and then
measure the retrieval bias per subset.
6.4 experimental setup
In Section 6.4.1, we describe the components used to measure retriev-
ability on the Web archive collection. In Section 6.4.2, we describe
the known-item search setting to investigate the relation between re-
trievability score of a document and the difficulty level of finding that
document.
6.4.1 Retrievability Experimental Setup
First, we introduce the Dutch Web archive collection (Section 6.4.1.1).
Then, we describe how we pre-processed and indexed the collection
(Section 6.4.1.2). After that, we discuss how we designed the query
sets that are used to retrieve documents from the collection (Sec-
tion 6.4.1.3). Finally, we discuss how to measure retrievability scores
and how to quantify the overall bias imposed by a given retrieval
model (Section 6.4.1.4).
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Table 34: Summary of the archived objects over the years, with more de-
tails on documents of text/HTML content-type. The mean value of
number of versions was computed by dividing the total number
of document versions crawled per year over the unique number of
documents (URLs). The number of original URLs for All years is
the number of unique URLs in the four years.
Year
archived text/HTML documents
objects all versions % original Mean
all types (mementos) URLs (#versions)
2009 17,014,067 12,232,831 71.9 9,764,370 1.25
2010 38,157,308 22,596,291 59.2 17,093,870 1.32
2011 53,604,464 30,275,150 56.5 19,491,258 1.55
2012 38,865,673 19,464,431 50.1 13,191,771 1.48
All 147,641,512 84,568,703 57.3 47,836,163 1.77
6.4.1.1 Data Set
In their Web archive, the KB preserves a growing seed set of cur-
rently more than 10, 000 websites [140]. For our research, the KB
provided us with a subset of the Dutch Web archive that has been
harvested between February 2009 and December 2012, consisting of
76, 828Archive (ARC3) files. Each ARC file contains multiple archived
records (content plus the response header), which yields a total of
148M documents. Table 34 shows the total number of archived ob-
jects, raw count and the percentage of text/html. We refer to tex-
t/HTML content-type objects as documents. These documents form
our collection D on which we focus our analysis. Every crawled doc-
ument has its own URL and the timestamp of the crawling time in
addition to its content on the Web at the time of the crawl. Every
document d may have multiple versions crawled at different points
in time ti,
d := {dt1v ,d
t2
v , ...,dtnv }
where dt1v is the document’s version crawled at time t1. The mean value
of number of versions (total number of versions over the number of
unique documents based on URLs) increases over the years, as more
crawls have been added to the archive (see Table 34). The distribution
of the number of versions per document is skewed (see Figure 9, in a
log scale).
6.4.1.2 Pre-Processing & Indexing
Pre-processing consists of removing HTML tags, tokenization, remov-
ing stopwords, removing terms of length less than 3 characters, re-
3 http://archive.org/web/researcher/ArcFileFormat.php
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Figure 9: Distribution of number of versions of documents in the Dutch Web
archive collection in log scale representation.
moving numbers with fewer than 4 digits, and stemming. For every
document’s version dtiv , we keep the following data:
dtiv := {URL, docId, crawl-date, pre-processed-content}
where the docId is a unique identifier defining the document’s ver-
sion, while the URL is the same for all versions of the same document.
We used the Lemur toolkit4 to index our collection. The documents
in our collection are in Dutch, but unfortunately, a Dutch stemmer is
not available in the Lemur toolkit. Therefore, we applied stemming in
the pre-processing stage5 and switch off stopword removal and stem-
ming at indexing time (as these have already been applied in the pre-
processing stage). The index granularity is the document’s version
dtiv . For indexing and retrieval, we used the same IR systems as [39],
motivated by their widespread application in IR [128]: BM25, TF*IDF
and LM1000 (Language Modeling with Bayes Smoothing, µ = 1, 000).
6.4.1.3 Query Set
In order to compute the retrievability score of all documents in the
collection, we need a set of queries to run against a given retrieval
system. Ideally, we would use queries collected from users search-
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for the Web archive. However, there are reasonable alternatives for
generating the query set. First, we follow the approach used in [39]
by simulating the queries from the content of the documents in the
collection. Second, we use the hyperlink’s Anchor Text in the Web
archive. One of the defining properties of the Internet is its hyper-
link-based structure. The structure of the Web graph is defined by
its hyperlinks which consist of a source URL, a destination URL, and
an Anchor Text describing the destination. The hyperlink structure
is a rich source of information about the content of a Web collection
which has been widely used, especially in the context of Web retrieval,
including the PageRank algorithm for ranking Web documents [139],
and Kleinberg’s approach to infer hubs and authorities [117]. An-
chor Text has been widely used in the IR field to improve search
effectiveness [73, 85, 90, 110, 119, 121, 132]. Empirical studies have
shown that Anchor Text exhibits characteristics similar to both user
queries and document titles [86]. Language models generated from
document titles also can be used as an approximation of a user query
language model [108]. In addition to this, Anchor Text is available
not only for pages in the archive, but also for pages that have not
been archived when there are pointers to them from pages in the
Web archive [115, 106, 142].
simulated query sets The first choice for generating a large set
of queries is to draw them from the text content of documents in
the collection following [39]. Their approach exploits the idea behind
query based sampling [61], a method that summarizes the content
of a database in a non-cooperative distributed search setting starting
with a set of keywords. From the pre-processed documents, as de-
scribed in Section 6.4.1.2, we generate queries of one or two terms.
The single-term query set was constructed by taking the most fre-
quent 2 million terms in the collection. The frequencies of the single-
term queries range from 5 to 204, 517, 438. The bi-term query set
was constructed by generating all possible two consecutively occur-
ring terms (bigrams) from the content of the pre-processed documents.
Then, we selected the first 2million bigrams after ranking them based
on number of occurrences. The frequencies of the bi-term queries
range from 20 to 35, 490, 632. The single-term and bi-term queries
constitute query set Qs (4 million queries).
anchor text query set The second set of queries consists of An-
chor Text constructed from links which we extract from the collection.
A link consists of the source URL (the URL of the page where the link
was placed), target URL (the URL of the page that the link points to),
and the Anchor Text of the link (a short text describing the target
page). To extract the links from the archive, we process all archived
web objects contained in the archive’s ARC files. During the process-
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Table 35: Summary of the query sets.




Qs 4,000,000 1.5 2,000,000
Qa 1,763,668 2.4 755,589
ing, JSoup6 was used to extract links. For each found anchor link,
we keep the source URL, the target URL, and the Anchor Text. We
extract the crawl date from a document’s metadata, and combine the
date with the link information. More precisely, we keep:
<sourceURL, targetURL, anchorText, crawlDate>
We only use the Anchor Text from external links, where the domain-
name of the source URL is different from that of the target URL (an
inter-domain link). Different seeds are harvested at different frequen-
cies: while most sites are harvested only once a year, some sites are
crawled more frequently. Therefore, we deduplicate the links based
on their values for source, target, Anchor Text, and the year of the
crawl date. We aggregate the link entries by Anchor Text and sort
them based on their frequency (number of times used to point to the
target). Finally, we apply stopword removal and stemming; we refer
to this query set as Qa.
summary of query sets Table 35 provides the total number of
queries, average query length based on the number of terms used per
query, and the total number of terms used in each query set (vocab-
ulary of each query set). The number of terms in the vocabulary of
the Qs query set is high. Recall that the simulated queries were ex-
tracted from the content of the documents after pre-processing. The
terms that were excluded are the Dutch stopwords, terms of length
less than 3 characters, and numbers of less than 4 digits. Terms that
pass these filters are included, such as numbers, for example dates,
telephone numbers, and terms in different languages. After calculat-
ing the frequency of terms in the Qs query set (i.e., the number of
queries using each term), we found that a high percentage (45%) of
terms were used by one query.
We found that there are 357, 258 terms in the overlap between the
vocabulary of the two query sets, which is 47.3% of terms in the Qa
vocabulary, and 18.0% of the Qs vocabulary. To get insights whether
the terms in the overlap are the most or least frequent terms, we
sorted the vocabulary terms of each query set in descending order
based on their frequency; a term frequency is the number of queries
using that term. Then, we computed the percentage of overlap at
6 http://jsoup.org/
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Table 36: Percentage of overlap between the vocabulary of the query sets at
different cutoff levels after sorting terms in descending order.







Table 37: Query length distribution of queries in the Qa query set.







different rank cutoff levels. The percentage of overlap was decreasing
by increasing the cutoff of the top frequent terms (see Table 36). In
terms of query length, the mean query length (number of terms) of
the Qs query set is 1.5 terms; half of the queries are single-term, and
the other half are bi-term queries. The mean query length is 2.4 terms
for the Qa query set. 22.6% of the queries are single-term queries,
32.8% are bi-terms queries, and 25.2% are three-terms queries (see
Table 37).
6.4.1.4 Retrievability Assessment
For each of the three IR models discussed above, we issue queries in
the query setQ, where {Q := Qs,Q := Qa}. For each q ∈ Q, we collect
a ranked list of 1, 000 documents. Each document in the ranked list
has an associated score representing its estimated relevance to the
query, and a number representing its position in the ranked list for
the retrieval model. The retrievability r(d) of a document d with





oq · f(kdq, {c,g}) (5)
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where q is a query from a query set Q, kdq is the rank at which
document d is retrieved for q, and f(kdq, {c,g}) is the access func-
tion which indicates how retrievable is d for given q at rank cutoff
c. The parameter c represents the effort that the user makes to ex-
plore more documents from the provided ranked list. In other words,
f(kdq, {c,g}) = 1 if d is retrieved for q in the given c, otherwise
f(kdq, {c,g}) = 0. For each query set and retrieval model, we com-
pute the retrievability score for all documents in the collection using
different c ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 1, 000}. Based on Equation 5, the
more queries retrieve d at a given c, the higher is r(d). The oq co-
efficient represents the importance of the query. If we have a real
user log, then this coefficient can be the likelihood of using the query;
this relates to the number of times the query was issued by users. In
our analysis, we consider oq = 1 for all queries as the queries were
simulated from the collection, not issued by real users.
In order to quantify the global retrievability bias across all docu-
ments in the collection, we follow [39] in using the Lorenz Curve [91]
and the Gini Coefficient (G) which was proposed to summarize the
bias in the Lorenz Curve [91]. If a system imposes no bias on the col-
lection and all documents are equally retrievable, then G = 0. On the
other extreme, if G = 1, then the same document is always retrieved
for every q ∈ Q and the remaining documents in the collection are
never retrieved. The Lorenz Curve curve visually shows the retrieval
bias variation between the retrieval models. The more the curve of a
retrieval model deviates from the linear line of equality, the greater
the bias imposed by that retrieval model.
6.4.2 Known-Item Search Setup Based on Retrievability Scores
In our known-item search experiment, a query formulated from a
document (target document) is used to find that document, and the
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is computed based on the position of
the target document. In order to validate the relation between a doc-
ument’s retrievability score and the difficulty level of finding that
document, we split documents into bins after sorting them based on
their retrievability scores. We perform a known-item search experi-
ment on queries simulated from the results of BM25, based on the
two query sets, Qa and Qs. We select a high c, as more documents
were retrieved (r(d) > 0); precisely we select c = 100, and c = 1, 000.
Based on the Qs query set, BM25 retrieved 50.2% of the documents
in collection at c = 100, and 71.8% at c = 1, 000. Based on the Qa
query set, 34.7% was retrieved at c = 100, and 64.9% was retrieved at
c = 1, 000 by BM25. We perform the known-item experiment based
on the following steps:
1. Based on the documents’ retrievability scores (which will be dis-
cussed in Section 6.5), we divide the collection into 4 bins. In ad-




















































Qa, c = 100
Figure 10: Distribution of retrievability scores r(d) for BM25 based on all
documents in the collection at c = 100.
dition to the retrieved documents, we include the non-retrieved
(r(d) = 0) as they are the most difficult to retrieve.
1.a) Azzopardi et al. sort the documents in ascending or-
der based on their retrievability scores and divide them into 4
bins [39].
1.b) In our setup this way of binning would mean that the
non-retrieved documents dominate the first bins. The fraction
of non-retrieved documents at c = 100 is 49.8% for theQs query
set, which would mean that two bins would contain only those.
The percentage of (r(d) = 0) based on the Qa is higher, 35.1%
at (c = 1, 000) and 65.3% at (c = 100). Instead, we chose to
partition the documents based on the wealth distribution. The
wealth is computed by multiplying each retrievability score by
the number of documents having that retrievability score. We
accumulate the wealth until 25% of the total wealth is reached





















































Qa, c = 1, 000
Figure 11: Distribution of retrievability scores r(d) for BM25 based on all
documents in the collection at c = 1, 000.
and we assign the corresponding documents to the bin. We
show the values of documents’ retrievability scores that con-
tribute to the wealth of each bin based on the results of the
BM25 model using the Qs and the Qa query sets at c = 100 (see
Figure 10) and c = 1, 000 (see Figure 11), e. g.the first bin based
on the Qs query set at c = 100 contains all documents whose
retrievability score is between 0 and 7.
2. From each bin, we randomly pick 1, 000 documents. Then, we
formulate a query from each document, with a randomly cho-
sen length between 3 to 7 terms. Then, terms that formulate the
query were picked from the most frequent terms in the docu-
ment until we get the required length. Stopwords, terms with
less than 3 characters or a document frequency less than 2, and
terms that occur in more than 25% of the documents in the
collection are excluded. Finally, we issue these queries (1, 000
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Table 38: Gini Coefficients for all retrieval models with different values of
c; all documents in the collection are used for computing the Gini
Coefficient. The retrievability score was computed based on the
document version granularity.
Query Set Ret. Model c
10 100 1000
Qa
TFIDF 0.96 0.86 0.73
BM25 0.95 0.85 0.73
LM1000 0.96 0.88 0.79
Qs
TFIDF 0.91 0.78 0.65
BM25 0.90 0.76 0.63
LM1000 0.93 0.84 0.77
queries per bin) against the index of the whole collection using
BM25.
6.5 retrievability bias
First, we examine whether the search results obtained using three re-
trieval models on a Web archive collection are biased RQ4.1 Is access
to the Web archive collection influenced by a retrievability bias? Can we
evaluate and compare retrieval systems on the Web archive collection using
the retrievability measure to quantify their retrieval bias? and investigate
the extent of this bias. For this analysis we assumed that a user is
looking for an exact version of a document dtiv . Every document’s
version was considered as a separate document at indexing time, and
thus the relevance granularity was computed at the document’s ver-
sion granularity.
To compare the bias within the different result sets we computed
the Gini Coefficients using the results of the three models at different
cutoff values using the two query sets (Qa and Qs described in Sec-
tion 6.4.1.3) (see Table 38). At c = 10, the Gini Coefficients are very
high. For example, G = 0.96, G = 0.95, and G = 0.96 for TF*IDF,
BM25 and LM1000, respectively, based on the Qa query set. These
values are close to total inequality (G = 1). For higher values of c, the
Gini Coefficients decrease. This trend is the same for the three models
using the two query sets. However, even for c = 1, 000, the Gini Co-
efficients are still high. The least bias is found in the combination of
BM25 and the Qs query set at c = 1, 000 (G = 0.63). The largest bias
is induced by LM1000 using the Qa query set at c = 10 (G = 0.96).
The differences in retrieval bias between the retrieval models, and
between different values of c, are visualized in Figure 12. BM25 in-
duces the smallest inequality for both query sets and can therefore be
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Qs, c = 10 Qa, c = 10
Qs, c = 1, 000 Qa, c = 1, 000
Figure 12: Retrievability scores inequality among documents in the entire
collection visualized with Lorenz Curve.
considered to be the fairest model. This is in line with the findings
of [39, 152].
For each setup a number of documents in the collection are never
retrieved by any retrieval model (r(d) = 0). For the Qa query set at
c = 10, only 8% of the documents in the collection were retrieved by
TF*IDF, 7.3% by LM1000, and 8.5% by BM25. The large fraction of
documents that were not retrieved has a strong influence on the high
values of the Gini Coefficients. This effect can be seen in the flat line
of Lorenz Curves for all c’s. For example the Lorenz Curve of BM25
at c = 10 deviates more from the equality line compared to the curve
at c = 1, 000, and has a longer flat line. When only the documents
in the union data set were used to assess the bias, the deviation from
the equity line was smaller (see Figure 13), all models exhibit less
bias compared to the case when all documents in the collection were
included computing the bias.
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Qs, c = 10 Qa, c = 10
Qs, c = 1, 000 Qa, c = 1, 000
Figure 13: Retrievability scores inequality among documents in the 3Mod-
els_union_c visualized with Lorenz Curve.
Table 39 shows the Gini Coefficient for all models based on the
documents in the 3Models_union_c set. We cannot directly compare
the Gini Coefficient values across the c’s as they have been computed
with different set sizes. However, we can still compare the models
against each other at the same c, for example, we find that the BM25
model induces the least inequality for both query sets at all values of
c.
We are interested in how many of the documents have a chance to
be found using the models. The percentage of retrieved documents
is the fraction of unique documents retrieved using any of the three
models at a given c to the total number of documents in the collec-
tion. As c increases, more documents are retrieved (see Table 39). For
example, based on the Qa query set results, approximately 11% of
the documents were retrieved using at least one model at c = 10; the
remaining (89%) were not retrieved at all. The documents retrieved
with BM25 show the highest overlap with the 3Models_union_c at dif-
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Table 39: Gini Coefficients for all retrieval models with different values of c;
document versions in the 3Models_union_c at the corresponding c
are considered for computing the Gini Coefficient. The % retrieved
is the fraction of retrieved document versions using the models
from the whole collection at corresponding c.
Query Set Ret. Model c
10 20 30 40 50 100 1000
Qa
TFIDF 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.60
BM25 0.57 0.59 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.61 0.59
LM1000 0.67 0.69 0.69 0.70 0.70 0.71 0.68
% retrieved
11.4 17.9 22.7 26.4 29.4 39.2 66.3
union
Qs
TFIDF 0.55 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.51
BM25 0.53 0.54 0.54 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.49
LM1000 0.65 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.69 0.70 0.69
% retrieved
21.1 30.8 36.6 40.6 43.6 52.0 72.4
union
ferent c’s. For example, considering the 3Models_union_c set created
at c = 10, the percentage of overlap between the set of retrieved docu-
ments using the BM25 model and the 3Models_union_c set equals 75%
(for query set Qa) and 87% (for Qs). On the other hand, for LM1000
these percentages equal 64% and 75%, respectively.
6.5.1 Retrievability and Findability
We explore the relation between the retrievability score and the find-
ability of a document. We test the hypothesis in [39] which states that
the lower the retrievability score of a document, the more difficult it
should be to find it, even if the query is tailored to retrieve the tar-
get document. We use the known-item search setup as described in
Section 6.4.2 to validate this hypothesis.
We computed the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) to measure the
effectiveness of the queries from each bin (see Table 40). We compare
the MRR distributions of the first three bins with the fourth bin and
test whether the differences between the bins are significant using
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. We found that the bins with higher
retrievability scores also have a higher mean MRR score. The largest
difference in the MRR distributions is between the first bin and the
fourth bin for the two query sets and for both c = 100, and c =
1, 000. Using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, we can confirm that it is
significantly easier to find documents from the fourth bin compared
to documents from the first bin. This confirms our hypothesis and is
in line with the findings presented in [42].
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Table 40: Effectiveness of known-item queries measured by MRR. The first
bin consists of the least retrievable documents, while the fourth
bin contains the most retrievable documents. An ∗ indicates that
the difference between the corresponding bin and the fourth bin is
not significant using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (p > 0.05).
Query Set
Rank Bins
cutoff c 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Qa
c = 100 0.12 0.35 0.37* 0.40
c = 1000 0.12 0.25 0.25 0.31
Qs
c = 100 0.09 0.30* 0.31* 0.30
c = 1000 0.07 0.23* 0.25* 0.24
6.6 impact of number of versions on the retrievability
bias
In Section 6.5, we showed that all retrieval models impose a retriev-
ability bias on the Web archive collection when we use the docu-
ment’s version as the basis. In this section, we explore the effect
of varying numbers of versions of the same document on the retriev-
ability bias RQ4.2 How does the number of versions of documents in the
Web archive collection influence the retrievability bias of a retrieval system?.
First, we show how collapsing similar versions of the same docu-
ment based on content similarity influences the retrieval bias (Sec-
tion 6.6.1). Then, we use the number of versions per document to
refine the search results after linearly combining a prior based on the
number of versions with a score given using the retrieval model. In
this approach, we collapse versions of the same documents based on
their URLs (Section 6.6.2).
6.6.1 Collapsing Similar Versions
We first consider as a successful retrieval when the system returns
any version of a specific document. In this scenario, the retrievability
score of a document is computed by aggregating the retrievability
scores of its versions. In a second scenario, we take the view that
the content of the document’s versions may have changed over time.
Therefore, we cluster versions of the same document based on the
similarity of their content, and we aggregate the retrievability scores
at the cluster level. We believe that this experiment can be helpful
when deciding which version(s) of a document to show to the user in
the result lists as it allows other documents to appear in the top of the
ranked results. We base the following experiments on the document’s
versions retrieved using the models, and using the two query sets
(discussed in Section 6.5).
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Table 41: Gini Coefficients for all retrieval models based on the two query
sets. Any version.
Query Set Ret. Model c
10 20 30 40 50 100 1000
Qa
TFIDF 0.68 0.70 0.70 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.69
BM25 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.69 0.69 0.69
LM1000 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.75
% retrieved
11.7 17.3 21.4 24.7 27.3 36.0 62.5
union
Qs
TFIDF 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.67 0.61
BM25 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.60
LM1000 0.71 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.73
% retrieved
21.2 29.3 34.2 37.7 40.3 48.0 68.9
union
6.6.1.1 Any version
In this experiment, we consider finding any version of a document d
at a given c a success. We compute the retrievability score r(d) of a
document d by accumulating the retrievability scores of its versions
r(dtiv ). In the previous section, the retrievability scores were com-
puted for document versions. In order to compute the retrievability
score for documents, we map every document’s version identifier to
its URL. After that, we compute the Gini Coefficients for the three
models with different c based on the documents in the union (see
Table 41).
We found that the aggregation at document level increases the in-
equality bias for all retrieval models at all c’s for the two query sets.
We can derive that from the comparison of the Gini Coefficients in
Table 41 with those in Table 39 (when the retrievability scores were
computed at document version granularity). This can be explained
by the varying number of versions per URL. On average every docu-
ment is represented with 1.8 versions in the collection (see Table 34).
Documents with a higher number of versions obtain higher retriev-
ability scores as their versions are likely to appear multiple times in
the ranked results at a given c. A similar trend exists for the other
models, and also for the Qs query set. In order to find out whether
documents with a higher number of versions obtain higher retriev-
ability scores, we plot the number of versions vs. retrievability scores.
We did that by first sorting documents based on their number of
versions and dividing them into bins. Each bin consists of 20, 000
documents. For each bin, we calculated the mean retrievability score.
We found that as the number of versions increases, the retrievability
score increases as well (see Figure 14).









































































































































































































































Qs, c = 1000
Figure 14: Number of versions vs. retrievability score, for the BM25 model.
6.6.1.2 Clustering Versions (Content-based Similarity)
In the previous experiment, we showed that the inequality increases
when the r(d) was computed at document (URL) granularity, by ag-
gregating the retrievability score of all versions of the same docu-
ment. As a next step, we explore the effect of grouping the most
similar versions of the same document into two clusters. For every
document in the Web archive collection, we first collect all versions
of that document. We create a term frequency vector for each ver-
sion and compute the cosine similarity between the versions. Finally,
we split them into two clusters based on their similarity. We modify
the retrieved results by the models by replacing the document’s ver-
sion identifier with the corresponding cluster identifier. Based on the
mapping between document’s version and cluster IDs, we compute
the retrievability scores for every cluster.
Table 42 shows the Gini Coefficient for all retrieval models based on
the Qa and the Qs query sets. Comparing the Gini Coefficients with
those in Table 41 shows that the bias is smaller in the case of cluster-
ing compared to the any version case. Also the percentage of retrieved
cluster IDs in the union of all models at given c is higher than the
percentage of retrieved versions in the union at the corresponding c.
The Lorenz Curves show that the least bias is found when the re-
trievability score was computed at the document’s version level (see
Figure 15). The bias increases when the retrievability score was com-
puted at the document’s level considering the two scenarios; the red
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Qa, c = 10 Qs, c = 10
Qa, c = 100 Qs, c = 100
Qa, c = 1, 000 Qs, c = 1, 000
Figure 15: Lorenz curves visualizing the inequality of retrievability scores
induced by BM25 for three scenarios; exact match (green), any
match (blue), and cluster match (red).
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Table 42: Gini Coefficients for all retrieval models based on the two query
sets. Cluster version.
Query Set Ret. Model c
10 20 30 40 50 100 1000
Qa
TFIDF 0.69 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.65
BM25 0.67 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.65
LM1000 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.72
% retrieved
18.6 27.5 33.7 38.5 42.3 54.0 81.5
union
Qs
TFIDF 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.58
BM25 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.57
LM1000 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.72
% retrieved
34.2 45.8 52.4 56.7 59.9 68.5 87.3
union
and the blue curves are more deviated from the equality line. The
bias is less based on the clustering of similar versions (red curve)
compared to any match (blue curve); the difference is bigger at higher
c.
6.6.2 Collapsing Versions (URL-based)
We showed that multiple versions of the same document impact the
retrievability bias. This bias was the highest when the retrieval gran-
ularity was the document’s version. In this section, we investigate
the change in the retrieval bias when all versions of the same doc-
ument are merged into one entry in the search result list based on
their URLs. However, we take the number of versions into account
for ranking documents, by embedding a prior based on the number
of versions, with the retrieval models.
When a query q is issued, the retrieval model is used in computing
a score (IRscore) for each document d in the collection based on how
relevant its content is to the query q. Then the documents are ranked
based on their relevance scores.
Including the temporal aspect of Web archives into retrieval models
was discussed in [69]. In their model, they linearly combined a prior
which favors documents with more versions or longer existence (time
span between first version and last version) with known IR models.
They showed that this approach achieved significant improvement
over the baseline IR model.
We copy their approach and linearly combine the relevance score
given to a document using a retrieval model (IRscore) with a score
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based on the number of versions for that document using the follow-
ing formula:
IRversionsscore = λ ∗ IRscore + (1− λ) ∗ priorversions (6)
where IRscore is the relevance score as computed using the
retrieval model for a document d and a given query q. The
priorversions is a prior based on the number of versions; this prior
is independent from the retrieval model. The value of this prior in-





The number of versions per document is divided by the maximum
log(max.#Versions) in order to normalize the values to range from
0 to 1. We also normalize the values of IRscore given using the mod-
els to the same range. The retrieved documents are ranked from 1
to 1, 000 using the retrieval model for each query, and every docu-
ment is assigned a score (IRscore). If the same document appears
multiple times, then we take the maximum score. We adjusted the
search results for each query by computing and sorting documents
based on the new scores using Equation 6. Finally, we computed the
retrievability score using the documents in 3Models_union_c.
We compared the Gini Coefficients of this experiment (Table 43)
with results obtained by accumulating the retrievability scores of ver-
sions of the same document (Section 6.6, Table 41). We found that the
inequality decreases for all models at all c’s. This means that collaps-
ing the versions of the same document reduces the retrievability bias
induced by all models. However, the bias is still high, with the Gini
Coefficient in the range between 0.51 and 0.75.
The percentage of retrieved documents increases because the re-
trieved items in the search results are the documents instead of the
document’s versions. We see a similar pattern for all values of c until
we reach 1, 000; the percentage decreases as it approaches the maxi-
mum number of documents retrieved for the query. The difference
in percentage retrieved in this experiment and the any match case in-
creases as c increases.
6.7 quantification of retrieval bias over the years
We investigated how the bias imposed by the retrieval system corre-
lates with the number of documents aggregated over the years RQ4.3
Does a retrieval system favor specific subsets of the collection?. The Web
archive collection consists of several crawls accumulated over time,
and the number of websites included in the crawling process in-
creased over the years. Therefore, the number of crawled documents
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Table 43: Gini Coefficients for the three retrieval models based on the two
query sets, after embedding the prior based on number of versions
with content similarity weight.
Query Set Ret. Model c
10 20 30 40 50 100 1000
Qa
TFIDF 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.62
BM25 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.65 0.65 0.66 0.61
LM1000 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.70
% retrieved
13.8 20.4 24.8 28.2 30.9 39.7 60.9
union
Qs
TFIDF 0.60 0.61 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.53
BM25 0.58 0.60 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.51
LM1000 0.70 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.70
% retrieved
24.5 33.0 38.1 41.6 44.2 51.8 66.6
union
varies. We explore whether the number of documents crawled in one
year has an impact on the number of documents retrieved. For this
experiment, we focused on BM25 as it induced the smallest bias (see
Section 6.5).
As mentioned in Section 6.4.1.1, every document’s version in the
Web archive collection has an associated crawling timestamp. We
used this timestamp to divide the retrieved documents according to
the year in which they were archived. This led to four subsets, 2009,
2010, 2011, and 2012. We apply the time-based splitting using the
retrievability scores of documents computed for BM25, using the two
query sets at different values of c: c = 10, 100, and 1, 000.
For every subset, we computed the mean retrievability score. We
did not find a relation between mean retrievability score and subset
size (see Table 44). The result is in line with [39]; for subsetting based
on website domains, they found that there is no relation between
subset size and the mean retrievability score computed per domain
subset. As expected, we found a relation between subset size and
the percentage of retrieved documents. The larger a subset is, the
higher the percentage of retrieved documents. For every subset, we
computed the fraction of retrieved documents at given c, where the
subset size is the same for all c’s. The percentage of retrieved doc-
uments increases over the years until 2011, then drops for 2012 (see
Table 44). We can explain this behavior by the number of documents
that were crawled in each year. For example, the largest number of
documents was crawled in 2011, and the highest percentage retrieved
using BM25 at all c’s is from that same year.
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Table 44: Retrievability subset analysis using BM25 results. For every sub-
set, query set, and c: We present the fraction of retrieved docu-
ments from the subset in percentage (num. retrieved / subset size)
(first column). The mean retrievability score of retrieved docu-
ments (second column). The fraction of retrieved documents from
the corresponding subset to the number of all retrieved (num. re-
trieved per subset / all retrieved (all subsets)) in percentages (third
column); sum of the percentage in this column is equal to 100%.
Q: Qa
subset (size) c = 10 c = 100 c = 1, 000
2009 (12,232,831) 5.5 2.2 9.4 23.6 4.8 9.8 47.3 23.4 10.5
2010 (22,596,291) 7.9 2.1 24.7 33.0 5.0 25.4 63.0 25.2 25.9
2011 (30,275,150) 8.9 2.1 37.3 37.0 5.0 38.1 68.4 25.9 37.7
2012 (19,464,431) 10.6 2.2 28.6 40.4 5.4 26.7 73.1 28.1 25.9
Q: Qs
subset (size) c = 10 c = 100 c = 1, 000
2009 (12,232,831) 12.5 2.7 9.9 34.9 7.9 10.0 53.8 39.4 10.8
2010 (22,596,291) 17.3 2.6 25.2 48.6 7.8 25.8 71.4 39.5 26.5
2011 (30,275,150) 19.3 2.5 37.7 53.6 7.9 38.2 75.1 41.1 37.4
2012 (19,464,431) 21.7 2.6 27.3 56.9 8.3 26.0 79.0 43.8 25.3
6.7.1 Time-based Subsets based on Time-based Queries
By binning the retrieved documents by year, we showed that the per-
centage of retrieved documents from a particular subset correlates
with the number of documents in the bin. This analysis was based
on simulated queries. Therefore, the number of queries we extracted
from one year is directly linked to the number of documents that
were crawled in that same year.
We further explore the relation between the queries’ timestamps
and the documents’ timestamps. We focused our analysis on Qa
because the Anchor Text is known to be a good substitute for both
documents’ titles and real queries. Recall that in Section 6.4.1.3, we
generated the Qa query set with a timestamp for each query which
represents the crawling date. We divided the queries into 4 subsets,
one for each year. We refer to these query sets as Qa _YYYY, e.g., Qa
_2009 represents Anchor Text extracted from links that were extracted
from pages crawled in 2009. The number of Anchor Text increases
over years (see Table 46), but then drops for 2009. Because some doc-
uments exist in multiple versions, we expected to have overlapping
Anchor Text across the subsets. Therefore, along with the number of
queries, we also show the number of unique queries per year com-
pared to all previous years (see Table 46). For example, 41.9% of
Anchor Text from 2012 are new; they did not exist in any year before.
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Table 45: Query length distribution in the Qa query set per year.
query length 2009 2010 2011 2012
1 26.2 23.2 23.7 23.9
2 33.5 34.9 34.1 34.4
3 24.2 24.9 24.9 23.5
4 11.8 12.7 12.9 13.0
5 3.8 3.8 3.9 4.7
6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
The average query length is almost the same for all subsets (see Ta-
ble 46). The distribution of query lengths is the same over the years
(see Table 45).
Qa _2011 has the highest vocabulary size (see Table 46). The num-
ber of queries in 2012 is less than the number of queries in 2011 be-
cause fewer documents were crawled in 2012 compared to 2011 (see
Table 34). In total, there are 100, 908 terms shared across the vocabu-
lary of the four query subsets.
We repeated the retrievability assessment as discussed in Sec-
tion 6.4.1.4, with the four query subsets. We issued every q ∈
Qa _YYYY for all subsets against the index of the entire collection.
The query subsets are generated from the Qa query set. Therefore, in
order to explore the influence of these query subsets on the bias, we
used the documents in the 3Models_union_c set and the Qa query set.
When we compare the Gini Coefficients for the three retrieval models,
we see that BM25 leads to the smallest bias for the four query subsets
at all of the studied values of c (see Table 47). The percentage of re-
trieved documents has an effect on the extent of the retrieval bias for
all retrieval models. For example, the Qa _2009 query set shows the
highest inequality for all retrieval systems because it has the smallest
percentage of retrieved documents, whereas the Qa _2011 shows the
smallest bias and has the highest percentage of retrieved documents.
The result of this experiment confirms a relation between retrieval
bias and number of documents crawled per year. We further inves-
tigate the relation between the timestamps of the queries and the
timestamps of retrieved documents.
We performed a subset analysis based on the documents retrieved
with BM25 using the four query subsets, to measure differences in
the retrieval bias over the years. For example, using the timestamps
of documents retrieved with the BM25 model using the Qa _2009
query subset, we partitioned the documents into 4 subsets, at differ-
ent c’s. For each subset and c we computed the mean retrievability
score and the percentage of documents in that subset relative to the
total, as we did in the subset analysis based on the Qa. In addition
to that, we computed the relative increase in the fraction of retrieved
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Table 46: Summary of query subsets of Qa query set. For each subset, we
show the number of queries. In parentheses is the number of
unique queries in the corresponding subset (year) compared to
previous years. For example, the Qa _2012 is compared against
2009, 2010, and 2011. For the 2009 subset the percentage of unique
Anchor Text is N/A as it is the first, and the percentage decreases
across the years.




Qa _2009 358,745 (N/A) 2.3 201,198
Qa _2010 664,678 (69.0%) 2.4 326,725
Qa _2011 998,350 (59.1%) 2.4 475,590
Qa _2012 848,999 (41.9%) 2.4 411,263
documents compared to running the Qa query set (Table 44). This
gives us an indication of how many documents we can retrieve from
2009 by running 2009 queries (Qa _2009) compared to those we get
by running queries from all years (Qa). Running queries from a par-
ticular year causes the highest increase in the fraction of retrieved
documents from that year (see Table 48). There is a relation between
the timestamp of the queries and the timestamps of the documents.
For example, using Qa _2009 at c = 10, 14.2% with retrieved docu-
ments using BM25 originated from 2009, while by using all Anchor
Text from all years (Qa) at the same c, 9.4% of retrieved documents
were from 2009. Running 2009 queries therefore results in a +4.8%
increase of documents retrieved from that year. However, this effect
decreases for higher c’s.
6.8 discussion & conclusions
In Web archives, the main focus has been on preserving the content
from the Web before it is lost. Recently, Web archive initiatives started
to make their Web archive collections available for search through
full-text search systems, so as of yet, there are not many studies into
the evaluation of Web archive search systems. The lack of queries
with judged relevant documents for web archives complicates such
research. Retrievability has been proposed as an alternative that does
not require relevance assessment, a measure that allows to quantify
accessibility bias. Retrievability has been applied in various studies
on community-collected test collections such as the TREC collections.
The documents in Web archives differ however from those in previ-
ously studied collections, because they are typically available in mul-
tiple versions which can be an implicit source of bias. We used the
retrievability score per document and the overall bias measured by
the Gini Coefficient and the Lorenz Curve of the retrievability scores
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Table 47: Gini Coefficients for the three models at different c’s using differ-
ent query subsets, using documents in the 3Models_union_c gener-
ated based on running the Qa query set.
Query Set Ret. Model c
10 20 30 40 50 100 1000
TFIDF 0.85 0.84 0.82 0.81 0.81 0.77 0.64
BM25 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.80 0.79 0.76 0.64
Qa LM1000 0.88 0.87 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.82 0.72
_2009 % retrieved 3.7 6.6 9.0 11.2 13.2 20.8 56.4
union
TFIDF 0.76 0.75 0.74 0.73 0.72 0.70 0.60
BM25 0.74 0.73 0.72 0.71 0.70 0.68 0.60
Qa LM1000 0.80 0.79 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.76 0.68
_2010 % retrieved 6.2 10.5 14.0 17.0 19.5 28.8 62.0
union
TFIDF 0.70 0.69 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.60
BM25 0.67 0.67 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.65 0.59
Qa LM1000 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.68
_2011 % retrieved 8.1 13.4 17.5 20.8 23.6 33.3 64.0
union
TFIDF 0.72 0.71 0.70 0.69 0.69 0.67 0.59
BM25 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.67 0.65 0.59
Qa LM1000 0.76 0.76 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.68
_2012 % retrieved 7.4 12.4 16.2 19.5 22.2 31.8 63.4
union
of all documents to quantify the overall bias imposed by the retrieval
model on the collection. We measured the retrievability and the over-
all bias in different scenarios in order to check how the retrievabil-
ity measure behaves under different retrieval models and different
search scenarios. We also investigated whether search results in Web
archives are influenced by varying number of versions, and how re-
trieval systems that are adapted to deal with them can be evaluated
using retrievability.
We assessed the retrievability bias induced by three retrieval sys-
tems using retrievability scores, which we computed for each doc-
ument’s version in the collection. Our results show that the three
systems induce bias at a document’s version level, and there is a rela-
tion between the retrievability score of a document and the difficulty
level of finding that document. Documents with higher retrievability
scores are significantly easier to find, thus confirming that the retriev-
ability score is a useful metric.
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Table 48: Retrievability subset analysis based on time-aware queries using
BM25 results. The fraction of retrieved documents per year to the
total documents retrieved using BM25 (%retrieved). The %gain rep-
resents the relative percentage of documents that we get per year
using the corresponding query set to the % retrieved of the same
year using the entire Qa query set (Table 44).
Qa _2009 Qa _2010 Qa _2011 Qa _2012
Mean %retrieved Mean %retrieved Mean %retrieved Mean %retrieved
r(d) (%gain) r(d) (%gain) r(d) (%gain) r(d) (%gain)
c = 10
2009 1.8 14.2 (+4.8) 1.7 9.9 (+0.5) 1.7 8.9 (-0.5) 1.6 8.7 (-0.7)
2010 1.5 26.0 (+1.3) 1.8 28.3 (+3.5) 1.7 23.9 (-0.8) 1.6 22.7 (-2.0)
2011 1.4 34.3 (-3.0) 1.6 35.8 (-1.5) 1.9 39.6 (+2.3) 1.7 36.4 (-0.9)
2012 1.4 25.5 (-3.0) 1.6 26.1 (-2.5) 1.8 27.6 (-1.0) 1.9 32.1 (+3.5)
c = 100
2009 2.7 11.4 (+1.6) 2.9 9.8 (0.0) 3.3 9.5 (-0.3) 2.9 9.4 (-0.4)
2010 2.3 25.9 (+0.5) 3.1 26.4 (+1.0) 3.4 25.1 (-0.3) 3 24.7 (-0.7)
2011 2.1 36.8 (-1.3) 2.7 37.5 (-0.5) 3.7 38.6 (+0.6) 3.1 37.9 (-0.2)
2012 2.2 26.0 (-0.8) 2.9 26.2 (-0.5) 3.6 26.7 (0.0) 3.6 27.9 (+1.2)
c = 1, 000
2009 7.4 10.8 (+0.3) 10.5 10.5 (0.0) 13.6 10.5 (-0.1) 11.7 10.4 (-0.1)
2010 6.7 25.7 (-0.2) 11.5 25.9 (0.0) 14.8 25.8 (-0.1) 12.6 25.7 (-0.2)
2011 6.4 37.4 (-0.3) 10.7 37.6 (-0.1) 16.1 37.8 (+0.1) 13.3 37.7 (0.0)
2012 6.7 26.1 (+0.2) 11.3 26.0 (+0.1) 16.2 26.0 (+0.1) 15.5 26.2 (+0.3)
Then, we studied the change in bias when the system is adapted to
deal with multiple versions of a document. We explored this using
two approaches to collapse versions of the same document. First,
we collapse document’s versions based on their content similarity
(clustering-based). Here, the cluster with more versions will get a
higher retrievability score. Second, we collapse the versions based
on their URL. Here, we embed a prior (based on the number of ver-
sions) with the scores given by retrieval systems; this means a doc-
ument with more versions gets a higher score. The clustering-based
approach takes into account that the content of document’s versions
may change over time, and thus collapses them into clusters. The
URL-based approach considers them similar and collapse them into
one URL. The bias was lower for the two collapsing approaches, as
compared with the systems which do not consider the multiple ver-
sions of the document. The three retrieval systems impose lower bias
in the URL approach, as compared to the clustering approach. We
have shown that retrievability is suitable to assess Web archive re-
trieval systems, by showing its ability to capture the bias based on
the approach followed to deal with multiple versions.
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The evaluation of Web archives in terms of accessibility is impor-
tant for both the institutions maintaining the archives and the users
searching the archive. Knowing which documents are particularly
hard to find allows the institutions to improve their retrieval systems
and the users to adapt their search strategies and be aware of the
retrieval bias and the source of that bias.
Part II
O P E N W E B ( L I V E A N D D Y N A M I C ) &
C R AW L E D W E B ( A R C H I V E D A N D S TAT I C )

7
T H E S T R A N G E C A S E O F R E P R O D U C I B I L I T Y V S .
R E P R E S E N TAT I V E N E S S I N C O N T E X T U A L
S U G G E S T I O N T E S T C O L L E C T I O N S
The most common approach to measuring the effectiveness of Infor-
mation Retrieval systems is by using test collections. The Contextual
Suggestion (CS) TREC track provides an evaluation framework for
systems that recommend items to users given their geographical con-
text. The specific nature of this track allows the participating teams
to identify candidate documents either from the Open Web or from
the ClueWeb12 collection, a static version of the web. In the judging
pool, the documents from the Open Web and ClueWeb12 collection are
distinguished. Hence, each system submission should be based only
on one resource, either Open Web (identified by URLs) or ClueWeb12
(identified by ids). To achieve reproducibility, ranking web pages
from ClueWeb12 should be the preferred method for scientific evalua-
tion of contextual suggestion systems, but it has been found that the
systems that build their suggestion algorithms on top of input taken
from the Open Web achieve consistently a higher effectiveness. Be-
cause most of the systems take a rather similar approach to making
contextual suggestions, this raises the question whether systems built
by researchers on top of ClueWeb12 are still representative of those
that would work directly on industry-strength web search engines.
Do we need to sacrifice reproducibility for the sake of representative-
ness?
We study the difference in effectiveness between Open Web systems
and ClueWeb12 systems through analyzing the relevance assessments
of documents identified from both the Open Web and ClueWeb12.
Then, we identify documents that overlap between the relevance as-
sessments of the Open Web and ClueWeb12, observing a dependency
between relevance assessments and the source of the document being
taken from the Open Web or from ClueWeb12. After that, we identify
documents from the relevance assessments of the Open Web which
exist in the ClueWeb12 collection but do not exist in the ClueWeb12
relevance assessments. We use these documents to expand the Clue-
Web12 relevance assessments.
Our main findings are twofold. First, our empirical analysis of
the relevance assessments of two years of CS track shows that Open
Web documents receive better ratings than ClueWeb12 documents, es-
pecially if we look at the documents in the overlap. Second, based
on an expanded version of the relevance assessments and on gen-
erating ClueWeb12-based runs from Open Web runs, we have investi-
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gated the representativeness of ClueWeb12 collection. Although the
performance of Open Web systems decreases, we find a representative
sample of ClueWeb12 collection in Open Web runs.
7.1 introduction
Recommender systems aim to help people find items of interest from
a large pool of potentially interesting items. The users’ preferences
may change depending on their current context, such as the time
of the day, the device they use, or their location. Hence, those rec-
ommendations or suggestions should be tailored to the context of the
user. Typically, recommender systems suggest a list of items based on
users’ preferences. However, awareness of the importance of context
as a third dimension beyond users and items has increased, for recom-
mendation [32] and search [131] alike. The goal is to anticipate users’
context without asking them, as stated in The Second Strategic Work-
shop on Information Retrieval (SWIRL 2012) [34]: “Future information
retrieval systems must anticipate user needs and respond with infor-
mation appropriate to the current context without the user having to
enter a query”. This problem is known as contextual suggestion
in Information Retrieval (IR) and context-aware recommendation in the
Recommender Systems (RS) community.
The TREC Contextual Suggestion (CS) track introduced in 2012 pro-
vides a common evaluation framework for investigating this task [79].
The aim of the CS task is to provide a list of ranked suggestions,
given a location as the (current) user context and past preferences as
the user profile. The public Open Web was the only source for col-
lecting candidate documents in 2012. Using APIs based on the Open
Web (either for search or recommendation) has the disadvantage that
the end-to-end contextual suggestion process cannot be examined in
all detail, and that reproducibility of results is at risk [99, 98]. To
address this problem, starting from 2013 participating teams were al-
lowed to collect candidate documents either from Open Web or from
the ClueWeb12 collection.
In the 2013 and 2014 editions of CS track, there were more submis-
sions based on the Open Web compared to those based on the Clue-
Web12 collection. However, to achieve reproducibility, ranking web
pages from ClueWeb12 should be the preferred method for scientific
evaluation of contextual suggestion systems. It has been found that
the systems that build their suggestion algorithms on top of input
taken from the Open Web achieve consistently a higher effectiveness
than systems based on the ClueWeb12 collection. Most of the existing
works have relied on public tourist APIs to address the contextual
suggestion problem. These tourist sites (such as Yelp and Foursquare)
are specialized in providing tourist suggestions, hence those works
are focused on re-ranking the resulting candidate suggestions based
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on user preferences. Gathering suggestions (potential venues) from
the ClueWeb12 collection has indeed proven a challenging task. First,
suggestions have to be selected from a very large collection. Sec-
ond, these documents should be geographically relevant (the attrac-
tion should be located as close as possible to the target context), and
they should be of interest for the user.
The finding that Open Web results achieve higher effectiveness
raises the question whether research systems built on top of the Clue-
Web12 collection are still representative of those that would work di-
rectly on industry-strength location-based search engines. We focus
on analyzing reproducibility and representativeness of the Open Web
and ClueWeb12 systems. We study the gap in effectiveness between
Open Web and ClueWeb12 systems through analyzing the relevance
assessments of documents returned by them. After that, we identify
documents that overlap between Open Web and ClueWeb12 results. We
define two different sets of overlap: First, the overlap in the relevance
assessments of documents returned by Open Web and ClueWeb12 sys-
tems, to investigate how these documents were judged according to
the relevance assessments gathered when they were considered by
Open Web or ClueWeb12 systems. The second type of overlap is de-
fined by the documents in the relevance assessments of the Open Web
systems which are in ClueWeb12 collection but not in the relevance as-
sessments of ClueWeb12 systems. The purpose is to use the judgments
of these documents (mapped from Open Web on ClueWeb12 collection)
to expand the relevance assessments of ClueWeb12 systems resulting
on having a new test collection. Figure 16 illustrates these different
test collections, the details given in Section 7.3.3. Then, we focus on
how many of the documents returned by Open Web systems can be
found in the ClueWeb12 collection, an analysis to assess the repro-
ducibility point of view. Finally, we apply the knowledge about the
tourist information available in the Open Web for selecting documents
from ClueWeb12 to find a representative sample from the ClueWeb12
collection. Specifically, we address the following research questions:
RQ5 Do relevance assessments of Open Web differ (significantly) from rel-
evance assessments of ClueWeb12 documents? Can we identify an
overlap between the two sets, and the documents in the overlap were
judged?
We divide this research question into the following sub-research
questions:
RQ5.1 Do relevance assessments of Open Web differ (signifi-
cantly) from relevance assessments of ClueWeb12 documents?
RQ5.2 Can we identify an overlap between Open Web systems
and ClueWeb12 systems in terms of documents suggested by both?,
how are those documents in the overlap judged?
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Figure 16: Illustration of the relation between pools and the source of the
documents. Subset 1 represents the documents in the Open Web
pool and were found in ClueWeb12 collection but do not exist
in the ClueWeb12 pool (this subset is used to expand the Clue-
Web12 pool). Subset 2 represents the overlap between the Open
Web pool and ClueWeb12 pool, documents in this subset were dou-
ble judged (we use this subset to show the bias between Open Web
and ClueWeb12 results).
RQ5.3 How many of the documents returned by Open Web sys-
tems can be found in the ClueWeb12 collection as a whole?
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: first we dis-
cuss related work (Section 7.2), followed by a description of the exper-
imental setup (Section 7.3). After that we present an analysis to com-
pare Open Web and ClueWeb12 relevance assessments (Section 7.4).
Then we discuss how much of the Open Web systems can be repro-
duced from the ClueWeb12 collection, and we evaluate them on the
ClueWeb12 test collection (Section 7.5). Finally, we discuss conclusions
drawn from our findings (Sections 7.6).
7.2 related work
In the Recommender Systems area, recommendation algorithms for
several types of content have been studied (movies, tourist attrac-
tions, news, friends, etc.). These types of algorithms are typically
categorized according to the information they exploit: collaborative
filtering (based on the preferences of like-minded users [143]) and
content-based filtering (based on similar items to those liked by the
user [126]). In the Information Retrieval area, approaches to contextual
suggestion usually follow a content-based recommendation approach.
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The majority of related work results from the corresponding TREC
track, focusing on the specific problem of how to provide tourist at-
tractions given a location as context, where many participants have
relied on APIs of location-based services on the Open Web. Candidate
suggestions based on location are then ranked based on their similar-
ity with the known user interests. In this case, the key challenge is to
model user interests.
Given the description of a set of examples (suggestions) judged by
the user, existing studies exploit the descriptions of the suggestions
to build her profile, usually represented as the textual information
contained in the description of the suggestions. [147] build two user
profiles: a positive profile represents terms from those suggestions
liked by the user before, whereas a negative profile is based on de-
scriptions of suggestions disliked by the user. In [105, 159] both the
descriptions and the categories of the suggestions are used to build
the user profiles. In [160], the authors proposed an opinion-based
approach to model user profiles by leveraging similar user opinions
of suggestions on public tourist APIs. If the user rated a suggestion
as relevant, then the positive profile represents all positive reviews
of that suggestion. The negative profile represents all negative re-
views of the suggestion rated as irrelevant to the user. The aforemen-
tioned approaches consider different ranking features based on the
similarity between candidate suggestions and positive and negative
profiles. On the other hand, a learning to rank model exploiting 64
features using information obtained from Foursquare is presented by
[83]. They used four groups of features: a) city-dependent features
which describe the context (city) such as total number of venues in
the city and total number of likes, b) category-dependent features that
consist of the count of the 10 highest level categories obtained from
Foursquare, c) venue-dependent features which describe the popular-
ity of the venue in the city, and d) user-dependent features describing
the similarity between user profiles and the suggestions. The most
effective features were the venue-dependent features, that is, those
indicating venue importance.
Besides recommendation, a critical part of our work is how to build
test collections and create sub-collections from them. Because of this,
we now introduce the topic and survey some of the most relevant
works on that area. Creating a test collection is the most common ap-
proach for evaluating different Information Retrieval systems. Any
test collection consists of a set of topics, a set of relevance assess-
ments, and a set of retrievable documents. Since the beginning of
IR evaluation by means of test collections, many researchers have
looked at test collections from different angles. For example, what is
the optimal number of topics to obtain reliable evaluations? In [156]
the authors find that to have a reliable order of the systems, at least
50 topics have to be used in the evaluation stage. The problem of
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analyzing the impact of different sub-collections (as a set of test col-
lections) is also studied in the literature. In [148], the authors split
TREC ad-hoc collections into two sub-collections and compared the
effectiveness ranking of retrieval systems on each of them. They ob-
tained a low correlation between the two rank runs, each run based
on one of the two sub-collections. Later, in [145] a more exhaus-
tive analysis is presented. The authors studied the impact of dif-
ferent sub-collections on the retrieval effectiveness by analyzing the
effect over many test collections divided using different splitting ap-
proaches. Their study was based on runs submitted to two different
TREC tracks, the ad hoc track from 2002 to 2008 and the terabyte
one from 2004 to 2008. The authors found that the effect of these
sub-collections is substantial, even affecting the relative performance
of retrieval systems. In [146], the authors analyze the impact of the
first-tier documents from ClueWeb09 collection in the effectiveness.
The analysis was carried out on the TREC 2009 Web track, where par-
ticipating teams were encouraged to submit runs based on Category
A, and Category B. These categories were extracted from ClueWeb09
collection. Category A consists of 500 million English documents,
Category B is a subset from Category A, it consists of 50 million doc-
uments of high quality seed documents and Wikipedia documents
(they represent the first-tier documents). By analyzing the number
of documents per subset and the relevance assessment, the authors
found a bias towards Category B documents, in terms of assessed
documents and those judged as relevant. In order to investigate this
bias, they analyze the effect of first-tier documents on the effective-
ness of runs based on Category A. First, they found that there is a
high correlation between effectiveness and number of documents re-
trieved from the first-tier subset. Second, by removing all documents
not from the first-tier subset, the effectiveness of almost all runs based
on Category A was improved.
In the context of the CS track these questions arise again, since
in this track participants share the same topics (profile, context) but
they have to return a ranked list of documents for each topic, where
these candidate documents can be selected from either the Open Web
or ClueWeb12 collection. Considering the potential impact that dif-
ferent collections may have on the retrieval effectiveness, one of our
main interests in the rest of the chapter is to study the gap in effec-
tiveness between Open Web systems and ClueWeb12 systems in order
to achieve reproducible results on a representative sample of the Web
from ClueWeb12 collection.
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7.3 experimental setup
7.3.1 DataSet
Our analyses are based on data collected from the TREC 2013 and
2014 Contextual Suggestion tracks (CS 2013, CS 2014). The CS track
provides a set of profiles and a set of geographical contexts (cities
in the United States) and the task is to provide a ranked list of sug-
gestions (up to 50) for each topic (profile, context) pair. Each profile
represents a single assessor past preferences for a given suggestion.
Each user profile consists of two ratings per suggestion, on a 5-point
scale; one rating for a suggestion’s description as shown in the result
list (i.e., a snippet), and another rating for its actual content (i.e., a
web page). There are some differences between 2013 and 2014: First,
the 50 target contexts used each year are not the same. Second, seeds
cities from which the example suggestions were collected: in 2013
examples were collected from Philadelphia, PA, whereas in 2014 ex-
amples were collected from Chicago, IL and Santa Fe, NM. Third, the
number of assessors also changed in these editions of the track. More
details about the CS track can be found in the track’s overview papers
[81, 82], for 2013 and 2014, respectively.
The evaluation is performed as follows. For each topic – (profile,
context) pairs – the top-5 documents of every submission are judged
by the actual users whose profile is given (resulting in three ratings:
description, actual document content, and geographical relevance as-
sessments) and by NIST assessors (an additional rating for the geo-
graphical relevance assessment). Judgments are graded: subjective
judgments range from 0 (strongly uninterested) to 4 (strongly inter-
ested) whereas objective judgments go from 0 (not geographically
appropriate) to 2 (geographically appropriate). In both cases, a value
of −2 indicates that the document could not be assessed (for example,
the URL did not load in the judge’s Web browser interface).
Documents are identified by their URLs (if they are submitted by
runs based on Open Web) or by their ClueWeb12 ids (if they are sub-
mitted by runs based on ClueWeb12). In our study, we use ClueWeb12-
-qrels to refer to relevance assessments of ClueWeb12 documents, and
OpenWeb-qrels to refer to relevance assessments of Open Web URLs,
both sets of assessments built from the three relevance assessments
files provided by the organizers: desc-doc-qrels, geo-user-qrels, and
geo-nist-qrels.
The following metrics are used to evaluate the performance of
the participating teams: Precision at 5 (P@5), Mean Reciprocal Rank
(MRR), and a modified Time-Biased Gain (TBG) [80]. These metrics
consider geographical and profile relevance (both in terms of docu-
ment and description judgments), taking as thresholds a value of 1
and 3 (inclusive), respectively.
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Table 49: Summary of judged documents form the Open Web and the Clue-
Web12 collection. The total column shows the total number
of judged documents, while the unique presents the number of
unique documents.
total unique in ClueWeb12
CS 2014 Open Web runs 35,697 8,442 1,892
ClueWeb12 runs 8,909 2,674 all
CS 2013 Open Web runs 28,849 10,349 2,894
ClueWeb12 runs 7,329 3,098 all
7.3.2 URL Normalization
A recurring pre-processing step to produce the various results re-
ported in the thesis concerns the normalization of URLs. We
have normalized URLs consistently by removing their www, http://,
https:// prefixes, as well as their trailing “forwarding slash” charac-
ter /, if any. In the special case of the URL referencing an index.html
Web page, the index.html string is stripped from the URL before the
other normalizations are applied.
7.3.3 Mapping Open Web qrels to ClueWeb12
We identify documents that are included in OpenWeb-qrels and ex-
ist in ClueWeb12 collection (these documents are subsets 1 and 2 in
Figure 16). We achieve this by obtaining the URLs from the OpenWeb-
-qrels, then, we search for these URLs in the ClueWeb12 collection. To
check the matching between qrels URLs and ClueWeb12 document
URLs, both were normalized as described in Section 7.3.2. We shared
this subset with the CS track community1. In Table 49 we summarize
the statistics derived from the Open Web and ClueWeb12 relevance
assessments in 2013 and 2014. We observe that the qrels do contain
duplicates, that are not necessarily assessed the same. The differences
can be explained by the CS track evaluation setup, where the top-5
suggestions per topic provided by each submitted run were judged
individually [81, 82].
We have separated these documents into two subsets: subsets 1 and
2 from Figure 16. First, the subset 1 represents documents that were
judged as Open Web documents and that have a matching ClueWeb12
document, however they do not exist in ClueWeb12 relevance assess-
ments; we refer to this subset as (OpenWeb-qrels-urls-in-ClueWeb12).
We consider these documents as additional judgments that can be
1 https://sites.google.com/site/treccontext/trec-2014/open-web-to-clueweb12-
mapping
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Table 50: URLs obtained from Open Web runs.
2014 2013
Total number of URls 15,339,209 35,949,067
Unique number of URLs 75,719 102,649
Found in ClueWeb12 10,014 26,248
used to expand the ClueWeb12 relevance assessments. The second
subset consists of documents that overlap between Open Web and
ClueWeb12 relevance assessments – that is, they were judged twice
–, we refer to this subset as ClueWeb12-qrels (qrels-overlap).
7.3.4 Expanding ClueWeb12 qrels
We expand the ClueWeb12 relevance assessments by modifying the
provided qrels files mentioned in Section 3.2.1. We achieve this by
replacing in the qrels the URLs with their ClueWeb12 ids (if they exist)
based on the subset identified in Section 7.3.3.
7.3.5 Mapping Open Web URLs to the ClueWeb12 documents Ids
In this section, we describe how we map all URLs found by Open
Web systems (in the submitted runs) to their ClueWeb12 ids. We need
this mapping to evaluate Open Web systems on ClueWeb12 collection.
In order to achieve this, we obtain the URLs from the Open Web
runs. Then, we search for these URLs in ClueWeb12 collection by
matching the normalized URLs against documents normalized URLs
in ClueWeb12 collection. The result of this process is a mapping be-
tween URLs in the Open Web runs and their corresponding ClueWeb12
ids (OpenWeb-runs-urls-in-ClueWeb12). Table 50 presents a summary
about the Open Web URLs and the number of URLs found in Clue-
Web12 collection. As we see in the table, for CS 2013 around 25.6%
of URLs have a matching document in ClueWeb12, while for CS 2014
only 13.2% exist in ClueWeb12 collection.
7.4 comparing open web and closed web relevance as-
sessments
In this section we present an analysis to compare Open Web and Clue-
Web12 relevance assessments. In [49], we already showed that Open
Web runs tend to receive better judgments than ClueWeb12 results,
based on analyzing the CS 2013 results. We repeat here the same ex-
periment in order to investigate whether such tendency is still present
in the 2014 test collection. We first compare Open Web and ClueWeb12
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in general (the distribution of relevance assessments of documents
returned by Open Web systems vs. those documents returned by Clue-
Web12 systems). Next, we focus on the documents in the overlap of
the relevance assessments between Open Web systems and ClueWeb12
systems.
7.4.1 Fair Comparison
In this section, we study RQ5.1 Do relevance assessments of Open Web
differ (significantly) from relevance assessments of ClueWeb12 documents?
We analyze the distribution of profile judgments of documents re-
turned by Open Web and ClueWeb12 runs. In our analysis, we leave
out the user, context, and system variables, and compare the judg-
ments given to documents from the Open Web against those from
ClueWeb12. In Figure 17, we observe that the Open Web histogram
is slightly skewed towards the positive, relevant judgments. Even
though we are not interested in comparing the actual frequencies.
This would not be fair, mainly because there were many more Open
Web submissions than ClueWeb12 ones. Specifically, in TREC CS 2013,
27 runs submitted URLs from the Open Web, and only 7 runs used
ClueWeb12 documents. However, it is still relevant to see the relative
frequency of −2’s or −1’s (document could not load at assessing time),
used in CS 2013 and CS 2014, respectively. 4’s (strongly interested)
in each dataset: this is an important difference which will impact the
performance of the systems using ClueWeb12 documents.
Figure 18 shows the same analyses based on 2014 test collection. In
that year of the track, 25 runs submitted URLs from the Open Web,
and only 6 runs used ClueWeb12 documents. We find that the judg-
ments of documents from Open Web are skewed towards the positive
(relevant) side, while judgments of documents from ClueWeb12 are –
again – skewed towards the negative (not relevant) part of the rating
scale, similar to the findings on the 2013 test collection.
7.4.2 Comapring Identical Documents from Open Web & ClueWeb12
In Section 7.3.3, we identified two subsets of overlap between Open
Web and ClueWeb12 results: first, OpenWeb-qrels-urls-in-ClueWeb12
that maps URLs from OpenWeb-qrels to ClueWeb12 collection, and
qrels-overlap that contains documents that exist in both OpenWeb-
-qrels and ClueWeb12-qrels. Based on these datasets, we investigate
RQ2: RQ5.2 Can we identify an overlap between Open Web systems and
ClueWeb12 systems in terms of documents suggested by both?, how are those
documents in the overlap judged?
Figure 19 shows the distribution of relevance assessments of doc-
uments in OpenWeb-qrels-urls-in-ClueWeb12 for both CS 2013 and CS
2014. We observe that the distribution of judgments of these docu-
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Figure 17: Judgments (document relevance) histogram of documents from
Open Web (left) and from ClueWeb12 (right). CS 2013







































Figure 18: Judgments (document relevance) histogram of documents from
Open Web runs (left) and ClueWeb12 runs (right). CS 2014
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Figure 19: Judgments histogram of documents from Open Web qrels which
exist in ClueWeb12 collection for CS 2013 (left) and CS 2014 (right)
ments have a similar behavior as the whole Open Web judged doc-
uments. More precisely, we observe that the distribution is skewed
towards the positive ratings when we look at 3 and 4 ratings for 2013
and 2014 datasets.
Now we focus on the qrels-overlap subset which contains documents
shared by both OpenWeb-qrels and ClueWeb12-qrels. Our aim here is
to detect any bias towards any of the document collections (the Open
Web vs. ClueWeb12) based on the available sample of the judgments.
In principle, the relevance judgments should be the same for the two
sources, since in each situation the same document was retrieved by
different systems for exactly the same user and context, the only dif-
ference being how the document was identified (as a URL or as a
ClueWeb12 id). Figure 20 and Figure 21 show how documents in the
qrels-overlap were judged as Open Web URLs and as ClueWeb12 docu-
ments in CS 2013 and CS 2014 test collections, respectively. We find
that the documents in the overlap were judged differently. The judg-
ments distributions of the documents shared by both OpenWeb-qrels
and ClueWeb12-qrels suggest that there is a bias towards OpenWeb-
-qrels and this bias is consistent in 2013 and 2014 data. For CS 2013,
part of the differences in judgments was attributed to a different ren-
dering of the document for each source2. Assessors are influenced by
several conditions, one of them is the visual aspect of the interface,
but also the response time, the order of examination, the familiarity
with the interface, etc. [114]. Therefore, it is important that these
details are kept as stable as possible when different datasets are eval-
uated at the same time. It is also interesting to note that the number
2 Confirmed via email with the organisers for 2013 dataset.
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Figure 20: Judgments histogram of documents that exist in both Open Web
qrels and ClueWeb12 qrels. Figure on the (left) shows how these
documents were judged as Open Web URLs, while the figure on
the (right) shows how the same documents were judged as Clue-
Web12 documents. CS 2013





































Figure 21: Judgments histogram of documents that exist in both Open Web
qrels and ClueWeb12 qrels. Figure on the (left) shows how these
documents were judged as Open Web URLs, while the figure on
the (right) shows how the same documents were judged as Clue-
Web12 documents. CS 2014
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of ClueWeb12 documents that could not load is higher in CS 2013 (−2)
compared to CS 2014 (−1), probably due to the efforts of the organiz-
ers in the latter edition of running a fairer evaluation [78].
7.5 reproducibility of open web systems
In this section, we investigate RQ5.3 How many of the documents re-
turned by Open Web systems can be found in the ClueWeb12 collection
as a whole? The goal of this analysis is to show how many of the
results obtained by Open Web systems can be reproduced based on
ClueWeb12 collection. In Section 7.3.5, we presented the number of
URLs found by Open Web systems and have a matching documents
in ClueWeb12 collection. Precisely in Table 50, we showed that for
CS 2013 26,248 out of 102,649 URLs have a matching with ClueWeb12
documents (25.6%), while for CS 2014 10,014 out of the 75,719 URLs
(13.2%) have ClueWeb12 documents match. In this section, we eval-
uate Open Web systems on ClueWeb12 data. Analyzing the impact
of ClueWeb12 documents on the effectiveness of Open Web systems
requires the following. First, we need to modify the Open Web runs
using the OpenWeb-runs-urls-in-ClueWeb12 dataset which has the map-
ping between Open Web URLs to ClueWeb12 ids. Second – for evalua-
tion completeness – we use the expanded ClueWeb12-qrels which was
generated based on the OpenWeb-qrels URLs found in the ClueWeb12
collection (OpenWeb-qrels-urls-in-ClueWeb12 subset described in Sec-
tion 7.3.4).
While modifying the Open Web runs, if the suggested URL has a
matching in ClueWeb12, we replace the URL with its corresponding
ClueWeb12 id. If the URL has no match, then we skip the line con-
taining that URL. We hence change the ranking after skipping those
URLs. We present the effectiveness of original Open Web runs and the
effectiveness of modified runs (replacing URLs with ClueWeb12 ids),
and we show the percentage of relative improvement in effectiveness
of Open Web systems (on Open Web data vs ClueWeb12). Nonethe-
less, replacing the URLs with their matching ClueWeb12 ids and push-
ing up their ranks by removing the URLs which have no ClueWeb12
match will overestimate the performance and not show the corre-
sponding impact on performance of those ClueWeb12 documents if
the ranking was preserved. To give an insight about the importance
of ClueWeb12 documents compared to the Open Web URLs that have
no ClueWeb12 match, we also include the percentage of ClueWeb12
documents occurring in the top-5. To achieve this, when modifying
the Open Web run, we replace the URLs with their match ClueWeb12
ids, and keep the URLs as they are if they do not have a match. Then,
for each topic, we compute the percentage of ClueWeb12 documents
in the top-5. The score for each run is the mean across all topics.
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For CS 2013 systems (see Table 51) and for CS 2014 systems (see
Table 52), we report the effectiveness of Open Web systems using their
original run files as submitted to the track based on the original qrels
(column named original). We report their effectiveness using the mod-
ified run files based on the expanded qrels as described above. Finally,
we report the percentage of ClueWeb12 documents in the top-5 as de-
scribed above (how many ClueWeb12 documents remain in the top-5
while preserving the URLs with no match).
In both tables, we observe the following: First, for some Open Web
systems we were not able to reproduce their results based on Clue-
Web12 data, mainly because some systems have no matching at all
with ClueWeb12 collection. For systems that rely on the Yelp API to
obtain candidate documents, we could not find any document whose
host is Yelp in ClueWeb12 collection, this is due to very strict indexing
rules3. Second, we observe that the performance of Open Web systems
decreases. However, this reduction in performance varies between
systems, suggesting that pushing ClueWeb12 documents up in the
submitted rankings by removing URLs with no ClueWeb12 id match
has a different effect on each Open Web system. Third, some of top
performing Open Web systems are performing very well when con-
strained to the ClueWeb12 collection. For example, in the CS 2014 edi-
tion, UDInfoCS2014_2, BJUTa, and BJUTb systems even perform bet-
ter than ClueWeb12 systems (underlined systems in the table). Fourth,
in terms of how representative ClueWeb12 documents in the top-5, the
percentage of ClueWeb12 documents in the top-5 ranges from 1% to
46% (19% the mean across all Open Web systems, median=22%) for
CS 2014 systems. For CS 2013, it ranges from 1% to 51% (22% the
mean across all Open Web systems, median=25%)
3 See http://yelp.com/robots.txt
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Table 51: Performance of Open Web systems on Open Web data vs. their per-
formance on ClueWeb12 data. Under each metric we present three
values: original, replaced, and the relative improvement in effec-
tiveness. The column named original presents the performance
of submitted runs using the original qrels as provided by the or-
ganizers, whereas the column replaced shows the performance of
modified runs (replacing URLs with their match ClueWeb12 id and
removing URLs with no match) using the expanded qrels. The
% of ClueWeb12 documents in top-5 column presents the percent-
age of ClueWeb12 documents in the top-5 after replacing the URLs
with their match ClueWeb12 ids while preserving the ranks. The
ClueWeb12 systems (underlined) are included to show how they
perform in comparison with Open Web systems evaluated on Clue-
Web12 data. For ClueWeb12 systems no replacement has been ap-
plied, denoted by n/a under replaced and % of improvement. CS
2013 systems
P@5 % ClueWeb12 MRR TBG
original replaced % in top-5 original replaced % original replaced %
UDInfoCS1 0.5094 0.1444 -71.7 3.6 0.6320 0.2375 -62.4 2.4474 0.2273 -90.7
UDInfoCS2 0.4969 0.1379 -72.2 6.6 0.6300 0.2448 -61.1 2.4310 0.2993 -87.7
simpleScore 0.4332 0.1063 -75.5 3.1 0.5871 0.1974 -66.4 1.8374 0.1970 -89.3
complexScore 0.4152 0.1000 -75.9 3.5 0.5777 0.1500 -74.0 1.8226 0.1900 -89.6
DuTH_B 0.4090 0.1509 -63.1 24.9 0.5955 0.2999 -49.6 1.8508 0.4280 -76.9
1 0.3857 0.1688 -56.2 35.2 0.5588 0.3371 -39.7 1.5329 0.5450 -64.4
2 0.3731 0.1696 -54.5 32.6 0.5785 0.3144 -45.7 1.5843 0.5290 -66.6
udel_run_D 0.3659 0.1898 -48.1 39.8 0.5544 0.4182 -24.6 1.5243 0.7448 -51.1
isirun 0.3650 0.1568 -57.0 38.0 0.5165 0.2862 -44.6 1.6278 0.4265 -73.8
udel_run_SD 0.3354 0.1238 -63.1 25.4 0.5061 0.3131 -38.1 1.2882 0.4463 -65.4
york13cr2 0.3309 0.1198 -63.8 36.9 0.4637 0.2633 -43.2 1.3483 0.3762 -72.1
DuTH_A 0.3283 0.0991 -69.8 15.2 0.4836 0.2009 -58.5 1.3109 0.2287 -82.6
york13cr1 0.3274 0.1159 -64.6 36.9 0.4743 0.2667 -43.8 1.2970 0.3943 -69.6
UAmsTF30WU 0.3121 0.1182 -62.1 22.0 0.4803 0.2459 -48.8 1.1905 0.3626 -69.5
IRIT.OpenWeb 0.3112 0.1149 -63.1 25.0 0.4915 0.2492 -49.3 1.4638 0.4248 -71.0
CIRG_IRDISCOA 0.3013 0.1006 -66.6 23.0 0.4567 0.2010 -56.0 1.1681 0.2303 -80.3
CIRG_IRDISCOB 0.2906 0.1074 -63.0 24.3 0.4212 0.2042 -51.5 1.1183 0.2550 -77.2
uncsils_param 0.2780 no match NaN no match 0.4271 no match NaN 1.3115 no match NaN
uogTrCFP 0.2753 0.1000 -63.7 1.0 0.4327 0.3700 -14.5 1.3568 0.3784 -72.1
ming_1 0.2601 no match NaN no match 0.3816 no match NaN 1.0495 no match NaN
uncsils_base 0.2565 no match NaN no match 0.4136 no match NaN 1.1374 no match NaN
ming_2 0.2493 no match NaN no match 0.3473 no match NaN 0.9673 no match NaN
uogTrCFX 0.2332 0.0500 -78.6 0.8 0.4022 0.1562 -61.2 1.0894 0.1542 -85.8
run01 0.1650 0.1722 4.4 100.0 0.2994 0.3194 6.7 0.7359 0.7735 5.1
baselineB 0.1417 n/a n/a 100.0 0.2452 n/a n/a 0.4797 n/a n/a
baselineA 0.1372 0.0841 -38.7 50.7 0.2316 0.1450 -37.4 0.5234 0.3001 -42.7
BOW_V17 0.1022 n/a n/a 100.0 0.1877 n/a n/a 0.3389 n/a n/a
BOW_V18 0.1004 n/a n/a 100.0 0.1971 n/a n/a 0.3514 n/a n/a
IRIT.ClueWeb 0.0798 n/a n/a 100.0 0.1346 n/a n/a 0.3279 n/a n/a
RUN1 0.0628 n/a n/a 100.0 0.1265 n/a n/a 0.2069 n/a n/a
csui02 0.0565 no match NaN no match 0.1200 no match NaN 0.1785 no match NaN
csui01 0.0565 no match NaN no match 0.1016 no match NaN 0.1765 no match NaN
RUN2 0.0565 n/a n/a 100.0 0.1223 n/a n/a 0.2020 n/a n/a
IBCosTop1 0.0448 n/a n/a 100.0 0.0569 n/a n/a 0.1029 n/a n/a
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Table 52: Performance of Open Web systems on Open Web data vs. their per-
formance on ClueWeb12 data. Notation as in Table 51. CS 2014
systems
10.8
P@5 % ClueWeb12 MRR TBG
original replaced % in top-5 original replaced % original replaced %
UDInfoCS2014_2 0.5585 0.2275 -59.3 22.0 0.7482 0.5506 -26.4 2.7021 0.8604 -68.2
RAMARUN2 0.5017 no match NaN no match 0.6846 no match NaN 2.3718 no match NaN
BJUTa 0.5010 0.1781 -64.5 28.3 0.6677 0.3290 -50.7 2.2209 0.4752 -78.6
BJUTb 0.4983 0.1805 -63.8 29.5 0.6626 0.3319 -49.9 2.1949 0.4955 -77.4
uogTrBunSumF 0.4943 0.0769 -84.4 0.9 0.6704 0.1628 -75.7 2.1526 0.1690 -92.1
RUN1 0.4930 no match NaN no match 0.6646 no match NaN 2.2866 no match NaN
webis_1 0.4823 0.1768 -63.3 25.8 0.6479 0.3600 -44.4 2.1700 0.6195 -71.5
simpleScoreImp 0.4602 0.1283 -72.1 4.2 0.6408 0.2632 -58.9 1.9795 0.2595 -86.9
webis_2 0.4569 0.1768 -61.3 25.8 0.5980 0.3600 -39.8 2.1008 0.6195 -70.5
simpleScore 0.4538 0.1147 -74.7 5.4 0.6394 0.2368 -63.0 1.9804 0.2477 -87.5
run_FDwD 0.4348 0.1581 -63.6 30.6 0.5916 0.3390 -42.7 1.7684 0.5429 -69.3
waterlooB 0.4308 0.0932 -78.4 11.0 0.6244 0.2263 -63.8 1.8379 0.2686 -85.4
waterlooA 0.4167 0.0951 -77.2 12.0 0.6021 0.2280 -62.1 1.7364 0.2587 -85.1
UDInfoCS2014_1 0.4080 0.1278 -68.7 17.7 0.5559 0.2629 -52.7 1.6435 0.3185 -80.6
dixlticmu 0.3980 0.1735 -56.4 29.0 0.5366 0.3210 -40.2 1.5110 0.5240 -65.3
uogTrCsLtrF 0.3906 0.0667 -82.9 0.9 0.5185 0.0903 -82.6 1.9164 0.1285 -93.3
run_DwD 0.3177 0.1177 -63.0 25.8 0.3766 0.1718 -54.4 0.9684 0.1721 -82.2
tueNet 0.2261 0.0258 -88.6 2.6 0.3820 0.0452 -88.2 0.9224 0.0825 -91.1
choqrun 0.2254 0.1145 -49.2 33.2 0.3412 0.2223 -34.8 0.7372 0.3314 -55.0
tueRforest 0.2227 0.0258 -88.4 2.6 0.3604 0.0452 -87.5 0.9293 0.0825 -91.1
cat 0.2087 0.0954 -54.3 46.4 0.3496 0.1807 -48.3 0.6120 0.2544 -58.4
BUPT_PRIS_01 0.1452 0.1000 -31.1 16.2 0.4475 0.2982 -33.4 0.7453 0.3564 -52.2
CWI_CW12.MapWeb 0.1445 n/a n/a 100.0 0.2307 n/a n/a 0.6078 n/a n/a
BUPT_PRIS_02 0.1425 0.0966 -32.2 17.4 0.3467 0.2080 -40.0 0.6601 0.2479 -62.4
gw1 0.1024 0.0386 -62.3 24.4 0.1694 0.0800 -52.8 0.3646 0.1150 -68.5
Model1 0.0903 n/a n/a 100.0 0.1979 n/a n/a 0.3411 n/a n/a
lda 0.0843 0.0457 -45.8 30.4 0.1564 0.0928 -40.7 0.2461 0.1159 -52.9
Model0 0.0582 n/a n/a 100.0 0.1023 n/a n/a 0.1994 n/a n/a
runA 0.0482 n/a n/a 100.0 0.0856 n/a n/a 0.1647 n/a n/a
CWI_CW12_Full 0.0468 n/a n/a 100.0 0.0767 n/a n/a 0.1256 n/a n/a
runB 0.0254 n/a n/a 100.0 0.0552 n/a n/a 0.0614 n/a n/a
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7.6 conclusions
We have analyzed and discussed the balance between reproducibility
and representativeness when building test collections. We have fo-
cused our analysis on the Contextual Suggestion TREC track, where
in 2013 and 2014 it was possible to submit runs based on Open Web or
based on ClueWeb12, a static version of the web. In both editions of
the track, there were more runs based on Open Web compared to those
based on ClueWeb12 collection, which seems to go against any repro-
ducibility criteria we may expect from such a competition. The main
reason, as we have shown in this chapter, for that behavior is that
systems based on Open Web perform better than systems based on
ClueWeb12 collection in terms of returning more relevant documents.
We have studied such difference in effectiveness from various per-
spectives. First, the analysis of relevance assessments of two years of
the Contextual Suggestion track shows that documents returned by
Open Web systems receive better ratings than documents returned by
ClueWeb12 systems. More specifically, we have found differences in
judgment when looking at identical documents that were returned
by both Open Web and ClueWeb12 systems. Second, based on an
expanded version of the relevance assessments – considering docu-
ments in the overlap of Open Web and ClueWeb12 systems – and on
generating ClueWeb12-based runs from Open Web runs, we have inves-
tigated the representativeness of ClueWeb12 collection. Although the
performance of Open Web systems decreases, we find a representative
sample of ClueWeb12 collection in Open Web runs.
8
I M P R O V I N G C O N T E X T U A L S U G G E S T I O N S U S I N G
O P E N W E B D O M A I N K N O W L E D G E
Contextual suggestion aims at recommending items to users given
their current context, such as location-based tourist recommendations.
Our contextual suggestion ranking model consists of two main com-
ponents: selecting candidate suggestions and providing a ranked list
of personalized suggestions. We focus on selecting appropriate sug-
gestions from the ClueWeb12 collection using tourist domain knowl-
edge inferred from social sites and resources available on the public
Web (Open Web). Specifically, we generate two candidate subsets re-
trieved from the ClueWeb12 collection, one by filtering the content
on mentions of the location context, and one by integrating domain
knowledge derived from the Open Web. The impact of these candidate
selection methods on contextual suggestion effectiveness is analyzed
using the test collection constructed for the TREC Contextual Sugges-
tion Track in 2014. Our main findings are that contextual suggestion
performance on the subset created using Open Web domain knowl-
edge is significantly better than using only geographical information.
Second, using a prior probability estimated from domain knowledge
leads to better suggestions and improves the performance.
8.1 introduction
Recommender systems aim to help people find items of interest from
a large pool of potentially interesting items. The users’ preferences
may change depending on their current context, such as the time
of day, the device they use, or their location. Hence, those recom-
mendations or suggestions should be tailored to the context of the
user. Typically, recommender systems suggest a list of items based
on users preferences. However, awareness of the importance of con-
text as a third dimension beyond users and items has increased, for
recommendation [32] and search [131] alike. The goal is to antici-
pate users’ context without asking them. This problem – known as
contextual suggestion in Information Retrieval (IR) and context-aware
recommendation in the Recommender Systems (RS) community – is
far from being solved. Depending on the type of context taken into
account (time, location, group, short-term preferences, etc.), differ-
ent techniques have been proposed. We use the definition of context
stated in TREC’s Contextual Suggestion (CS) track [79]: a context con-
sists of a geographical location (a city and its corresponding state in
the United States). The CS track investigates search techniques for
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complex information needs that are highly dependent on context and
user preferences. Submission based on documents collected from ei-
ther the Open Web or ClueWeb12 collection has been allowed since
2013, and the goal is to provide a list of ranked suggestions per (user,
context) pair. An earlier analysis of the track’s empirical results (in
2013 and 2014) has shown that runs based on the Open Web usually
achieve higher effectiveness than those based on ClueWeb12 collection
[81, 82].
The majority of existing studies have relied on location-based social
networks from the Open Web that are specialized in providing tourist
suggestions, such as Yelp and Foursquare; focusing on re-ranking
the candidate suggestions based on user preferences. The main prob-
lem addressed then is to model user interests through content-based
recommendation, considering evidence in the form of terms taken
from the textual descriptions [147] or categories [160] of suggestions
in the user profile and their associated ratings, and approaches to
rank suggestions based on their similarity with the user profile. Like-
wise, in [83] the authors combine various user-dependent and venue-
dependent features, including the aforementioned descriptions and
category features, in one ranking model. However, using the Clue-
Web12 collection as source of attractions requires first the selection of
candidate documents, to be ranked later based on user preferences.
The selection of candidate documents is a challenging task, since the
(potentially) relevant suggestions have to be selected from this large
collection.
In this chapter, we use domain knowledge inferred from location-
based social networks on the Open Web for selecting suggestions from
ClueWeb12. We evaluate our contextual suggestion model on two sub-
collections of the ClueWeb12 collection. One of the two sub-collections
was generated using location-based social networks to annotate the
candidate documents from ClueWeb12 collection. We discuss how
explicit representation of knowledge about the tourism domain avail-
able on the location-based social networks improves the effectiveness
of our contextual suggestion model. We show that the same contex-
tual suggestion model for recommendation achieves an order of mag-
nitude difference in effectiveness, depending on the approach used
to derive the candidate suggestions from ClueWeb12. We address the
following research questions:
RQ6 Can we identify a representative sample from the ClueWeb12 collec-
tion by applying filters from the Open Web tourist APIs tailored for
the CS track?
RQ6.1 Do results differ based on the relevance dimensions con-
sidered (contextual vs profile relevance)?
RQ6.2 What is the impact of the type of domain knowledge in-
ferred on recommendation effectiveness?
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RQ6.3 Can we improve the results by modeling the candidate
selection process probabilistically?
8.2 experimental setup
The models and approaches presented in this chapter have been eval-
uated by participating in the TREC 2014 Contextual Suggestion track
(CS 2014). Our initial analysis is based on the two runs that our
team submitted for evaluation. Both runs are based on sub-collections
of candidate suggestions belonging to the ClueWeb12 collection; the
first using the GeographicFiltered sub-collection that we describe
in Section 8.3.3.1 and the second one using the TouristFiltered sub-
collection described in Section 8.3.3.2. In our analyses, we refer to
these runs by the name of the sub-collection that it is based on.
8.3 contextual suggestion model
In this section, we formulate the problem and describe a general
framework for finding and providing personalized recommendations
based on user preferences. Then, we describe the two main compo-
nents of our model. The first component represents our approach
for generating personalized ranked suggestions to the user based on
her preferences (Section 8.3.2). The second component describes our
approach for modeling the selection of candidates from ClueWeb12
collection (Section 8.3.3).
8.3.1 General Model and Problem Formulation
We assume that we have a set of suggestions – represented by a URL
and a description – that have been judged by a set of users. The goal
is to provide a ranked list of personalized suggestions for the users
in new contexts. We exploit the user preferences and the given sug-
gestion descriptions to model a textual user’s positive and negative
profiles into a similarity ranking model that is able to regulate the im-
pact of the positive and negative profiles to generate a final scoring.
We adopt a standard approach to content-based recommendation to
determine a ranked list of suggestions:
Prel(u, s) = P(s) · SIM(u, s) (8)
P(s) is a probability that estimates how likely it is that suggestion s is
relevant to the task, and controls the suggestions considered. We have
experimented with different approaches to estimate this probability,
described in detail in Section 8.3.3. Note that P(s) does not necessar-
ily depend on the user (the equivalent to the queries in traditional
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retrieval models), although it may depend on the context; it can be
compared to the “prior probability of relevance” of traditional infor-
mation retrieval models. If the range of P(s) is restricted to discrete
values 0 and 1, then P(s) acts as a Boolean filter that selects candidate
suggestions based on some features.
8.3.2 Personalization
Similarity function SIM(u, s) represents the (content-based) similar-
ity between user interests and candidate suggestions, and determines
the personalization of recommendations to the user’s interests. We
follow an approach to modeling user preferences that has been used
widely in the literature on contextual suggestion; consider for exam-
ple [144, 33, 147]. Descriptions of the previously rated attractions pro-
vide the basis to construct two user profiles for each user. The positive
profile u+ represents the attractions that the user u likes, whereas the
negative profile u- represents the attractions that the user u dislikes.
We use the value 2.5 (since ratings are on 0 to 4 scale) as a threshold
to discriminate between liked and disliked attractions. We compute
the similarity score between a candidate suggestion s and a user u as
follows:
SIM(u, s) = λ · SIM(u+, s) − (1− λ) · SIM(u-, s) (9)
where SIM(u+, s) is the similarity between user’s positive profile and
the candidate document, while SIM(u-, s) is the similarity between
user’s negative profile and the candidate document. λ is the param-
eter that regulates the contribution of the SIM(u+, s) and SIM(u-, s)
to the final score. We used 5-fold cross-validation on training data to
find the optimal λ = 0.7, which was selected from [0, 1] in 0.1 steps.
For this experiment, we considered the cosine similarity (based on
term frequencies). This has been done after transforming the sugges-
tions and the user profiles from text-representation into a weighted
vector-based representation. In this transformation, we filter out the
HTML tags from the content of the documents, apply common IR
parsing techniques including stemming and stop-word removal.
8.3.3 Selection Methods of Candidates
The selection of candidate suggestions plays an important role for
providing good suggestions to the users. We have already presented
how previous works address the contextual suggestion challenge by
using a variety of public tourist APIs – including Google Places, Wiki-
Travel, Yelp, and Foursquare – to obtain a set of suggestions. Queries
issued are usually related to the target context (location), either given
by its name (i.e., Chicago, IL) or its latitude and longitude coordinates
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(i.e., (41.85003, −87.65005)). Collecting suggestions from the Clue-
Web12 collection poses however new challenges, different from “just”
constructing the right query to issue at location-based web services.
We formulate the problem of candidate selection from ClueWeb12 as
follows. We have a set of contexts (locations) C – which correspond
to US cities – provided by the CS track organizers. For each context
c ∈ C, we generate a set of suggestions Sc from the ClueWeb12 collec-
tion, which are expected to be located in that context. We investigate
two different approaches toward generating Sc. The first approach is
to apply a straightforward geographical filter, based on the content of
the ClueWeb12 documents. In the second approach, we exploit knowl-
edge derived from external resources available on the Open Web about
sites that provide touristic information, and apply this knowledge to
ClueWeb12 collection.
8.3.3.1 Geographically Filtered Sub-collection
Our main hypothesis in this approach is that a good suggestion (a
venue) will contain its location correctly mentioned in its textual con-
tent. Therefore, we implemented a content-based geographical fil-
ter (named geo_filter) that selects documents mentioning a specific
context with the format (City, ST), ignoring those mentioning the
city with different states or those matching multiple contexts. With
this selection method we aim to ensure that the specific target context
is mentioned in the filtered documents (hence, being geographically
relevant documents). The documents that pass this filter form sub-
collection, GeographicFiltered. In Equation (8), we express this geo-
graphic filtering process through probability P(s), which defines the
probability of a ClueWeb12 document to be a candidate suggestion.
In the simplest instantiation of our model, the probability of any doc-
ument in ClueWeb12 to be included in the GeographicFiltered sub-
collection is assigned to 0 or 1 depending on whether it passes the
geo_filter:
P(s) =
1, if (s) passes geo_filter
0, otherwise
(10)
Approximately 9 million documents (8, 883, 068) from the ClueWeb12
collection pass this filter.
8.3.3.2 Applying Domain Knowledge to Sub-collection
The sub-collection described in Section 8.3.3.1 only takes the context
into account, however, users are not equally satisfied by any type of
document when receiving contextual suggestions: they expect those
documents to be entertaining [80]. This implies that documents about
restaurants, museums, or zoos are more likely to be relevant than
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stores or travel agencies [144]. We incorporate this information into
our sub-collection creation process by sampling from the ClueWeb12
collection considering knowledge from the tourist domain. In the fol-
lowing, we present alternative ways to select candidate documents
from ClueWeb12 collection using different filters. Each filter repre-
sents a domain knowledge about tourist information inferred from
the Open Web.
domain-oriented filter The first type of domain knowledge de-
pends on a list of hosts that are well-known to provide tourist infor-
mation, and are publicly available. We manually selected the hosts
H := {yelp, tripadvisor, wikitravel, zagat, xpedia, orbitz,
and travel.yahoo}. We consider these hosts as a domain filter to
select suggestions from ClueWeb12 collection. The probability of a
document in ClueWeb12 to be a candidate is either 0 or 1 depending
only on its host. We define the probability P(s) as:
P(s) =
1, if host(s) ∈ H
0, otherwise
(11)
We refer to the set of documents that pass the domain filter defined
in Equation (11) as TouristSites.
We assume pages about tourist information also have links to other
interesting related pages, acknowledging the fact that pages on the
same topic are connected to each other [75]. In order to maximize the
extracted number of documents from the tourist domain we also con-
sider the outlinks of documents from touristic sites. For each sugges-
tion s ∈TouristSites, we extract its outlinks outlinks(s) and combine
all of them together in a set O; including links between documents
from two different hosts (external links) as well as links between
pages from the same host (internal links). Notice that some of the
outlinks may also be part of the TouristSites set, because of satisfying
Equation (11). Next, we extract any document from ClueWeb12 whose
normalized URL matches one of the outlinks in O. The probability of
document s to be selected in this case is defined as:
P(s) =
1, if URL(s) ∈ O
0, otherwise
(12)
The set of candidate suggestions that pass this filter is called Tourist-
SitesOutlinks.
attraction-oriented filter We will now consider a different
type of domain knowledge, by leveraging the information available
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Table 53: Number of documents for each part of the TouristFiltered subcol-
lection.





on the Foursquare API 1. For each context c ∈ C, we obtain a set
of URLs by querying Foursquare API. If the document’s URL is not
returned by Foursquare, we use the combination of document name
and context to issue a query to the Google search API e.g., “Gannon
University Erie, PA” for name Gannon University and context Erie,
PA. Extracting the hosts of the URLs obtained results in a set of 1, 454
unique hosts. We then select all web pages in ClueWeb12 from these
hosts as the candidate suggestions, with its probability defined in the
same way as in Equation 11. The set of documents that pass the host
filter is referred to by Attractions.
Together, the three subsets of candidate suggestions TouristSites,
TouristSitesOutlinks and Attractions form our second ClueWeb12 sub-
collection that we refer to as TouristFiltered.
TouristFiltered := TouristSites∪ TouristSitesOutlinks∪Attractions
Table 53 shows statistics about the documents that pass each filter.
8.3.3.3 Candidates Selection Prior Probability
In Sections 8.3.3.1 and 8.3.3.2, we introduced probabilities, used as
binary filters so far, to decide which documents from the ClueWeb12
collection should be selected as candidates. Each of these filters repre-
sents a different kind of knowledge related to tourism inferred from
the Open Web. Now, we introduce three different methods to esti-
mate prior P(s) from the TouristFiltered sub-collection. Two non
content-based priors exploit the correlation between relevance judg-
ments, the depth of URLs, and the filters based on location-based
social networks. The third prior is based on the content of the docu-
ments found by the best location-based filter. We evaluate the effect
of these different estimations P(s) = Pis, where i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, by ap-
plying our contextual suggestion model on the GeographicFiltered
sub-collection.
Previous research has shown that correlations between relevance
and non content-based features such as document length can be ex-
ploited to improve retrieval results, e.g. [150]. Similarly, the authors of
1 https://developer.foursquare.com/docs/venues/search
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[120] presented a general model of embedding non content-based fea-
tures of web pages (document length, in-link count, and URL depth)
as a prior probability in the ranking model. By studying the cor-
relation between the URL depth and the relevance of the webpage,
they observed that the probability of being a home page is inversely
related to URL depth. Motivated by these studies, we carry out a
similar analysis on the URLs of ClueWeb12 documents and the URLs
of documents in the CS track ground truth. We use the number of
slashes in the normalized URL to find the depth; a more fine-grained
analysis like the four categories used in [120] is deferred to future
work. Table 54 shows the depth distribution of URLs in the Clue-
Web12 collection. We estimate the relationship between URL depth
and the prior probability of relevance by analyzing the ground truth
of the Open Web qrels, the ClueWeb12 qrels, as well as the URLs in the
Open Web qrels that also exist in the ClueWeb12 collection. We observe
in Table 55 that approximately 72% of the documents in the Open Web
qrels exist at the top levels of a website (depth zero and one), and
that 75% of these are relevant, consistent with findings reported in
the literature; we also find that the probability of a document being
relevant is inversely related to the URL depth. However, the distribu-
tion of URL depth and their corresponding relevance is different for
the ClueWeb12 qrels, where the highest percentage of webpages pre-
sented (and relevant) in those runs are at depth two, one, and three
(in that order).
We can now estimate a prior probability of relevance at each URL
depth by combining the statistics derived from the qrels (based on
the correlation between URL depth and relevance of the ClueWeb12
ground truth information presented in Table 55 with the URL depth
distribution of the complete collection, Table 54):
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Table 55: Distribution of URLs depth over the documents in the Open Web
qrels, and documents in the ClueWeb12 qrels.
Open Web runs ClueWeb12 runs
All Relevant All Relevant
depth count % count % depth count % count %
0 23,657 66.31 9,271 67.69 0 159 1.79 22 2.53
1 2,113 5.92 636 4.64 1 1,856 20.89 208 23.88
2 6,957 19.50 2,758 20.14 2 4,537 51.06 479 54.99
3 2,211 6.20 853 6.23 3 1,412 15.89 86 9.87
4 434 1.22 113 0.82 4 688 7.74 57 6.54
5 179 0.50 47 0.34 5 168 1.89 13 1.49
6 52 0.15 5 0.04 6 43 0.48 3 0.34
7 61 0.17 6 0.04 7 9 0.10 1 0.11
8 14 0.04 8 0.06 10 9 0.10 2 0.23
11 1 0.00 13,697 13 4 0.05 871
35,679 8,885




Similar to how we derive a prior probability of relevance from the
URL depth data, we may also use the number of relevant documents
generated by each subset filter to inform the prior probability of rel-
evance. In this case, the probability of a document to be relevant
considering that it has passed a filter is defined as follows:




Here, we use the statistics shown in Table 53 for the total number of
documents that pass each TouristFiltered subset filter, to normalize
the total number of relevant documents in each filter. The outcome
is a filter-specific approach to estimate the prior probability of rele-
vance. A document in GeographicFiltered sub-collection will get the
prior probability of the filter that it passes, and the maximum prior
is considered if multiple filters are satisfied. For the rest of the doc-
uments in GeographicFiltered sub-collection that do not satisfy any
filter, they will get a prior estimated by the number of relevant doc-
uments in GeographicFiltered sub-collection normalized by its total
number of documents.
The third prior P3s is a content-based derived prior, where we use a
language model constructed from documents that pass the best filter
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Table 56: Distribution of URLs depth over the documents from Open Web
qrels that exist in ClueWeb12 collection.
overlap
All Relevant
depth count % count %
0 8,847 87.78 1,891 81.54
1 473 4.69 180 7.76
2 423 4.20 149 6.43
3 210 2.08 52 2.24
4 78 0.77 19 0.82
5 36 0.36 17 0.73
6 11 0.11 3 0.13
7 1 0.01 0 0.00
8 13 0.13 8 0.34
10,079 2,319
in terms of highest performance values. Specifically, we learn from
the documents that pass the Attractions filter which were part of the
TouristFiltered run to compute the prior probabilities. The goal is
to boost documents from GeographicFiltered sub-collection that are
similar to the attraction documents. We construct two different lan-
guage models. The first is from documents that pass the Attractions
filter and were judged as relevant. The second is from documents
that pass the Attractions filter and were judged as not relevant. After
that, both sets are processed in a similar way to generate a language
model: first the stop words and non-alphabetic words are removed;
then, terms are ranked based on their relative frequency in each set.
8.4 sub-collections discussion
In Chapter 7 we have shown that there exist documents in ClueWeb12
that are relevant for the Contextual Suggestion task, namely because
systems based on Open Web can still be competitive when the candi-
date documents are constrained to the ClueWeb12 collection. How-
ever, the candidate selection process is very challenging, and the use
of external, manually curated tourist services make this task easier,
by promoting those relevant documents at the cost of reducing the
reproducibility of the whole process.
In this section we aim to understand the candidate selection pro-
cess and to provide recommendations in order to improve it. With
this goal in mind, we study the GeographicFiltered and Attractions
sub-collections by comparing the actual documents that pass the cor-
responding filters, so that we can analyze these sub-collections from
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Figure 22: Distribution of the document length in words for the Geographic-
Filtered (left) and Attractions (right) sub-collections. Note the dif-
ferent range in the X axis.
the user perspective (what will the user receive?) instead of from the
system perspective (what is the performance of the system?).
A first aspect we consider is the document length (in terms of
words included in the processed HTML code), which gives an in-
sight about how much information is contained (and shown to the
user) in each sub-collection. We observe from Figure 22 that docu-
ments from the GeographicFiltered sub-collection are much larger
than those from Attractions: their average length is twice as large as
those from the other filter. This may suggest that relevant documents
in the tourist domain should be short or, at least, they should not
present too much information to the user. If this was true, it would
be more interesting to retrieve – in the contextual suggestion scenario
– home pages such as the main page of a museum or a restaurant,
instead of their corresponding Contact or How to access sub-pages.
Because of this, in the future we aim to take information about the
URL depth into account when selecting the candidates, since it has
been observed in [120] that the probability of being a home page is
inversely related to its URL depth.
Related to the aforementioned aspect, we now want to check man-
ually the content of some pages from each sub-collection. For this
analysis we aggregate the judgments received to the documents sub-
mitted in each sub-collection, and then focus on documents with
very bad or very good ratings in any of them. Specifically, we have
found two candidate documents (presented in Figure 23) that clearly
illustrates the main difference between these two sub-collections,
and further corroborates the previous assumption: the Geographic-
Filtered subcollection requires pages where the target city and state
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Figure 23: Screenshots of a document retrieved by the GeographicFiltered
sub-collection (left) and by the Attractions sub-collection (right).
The document in the left (clueweb12-0202wb-00-19744) was rated
in average with a value of 1.9, whereas the one in the right
(clueweb12-0200tw-67-19011) with a 3.
are present, which in turn favors pages containing listings of places
located in that city, resulting in documents not very informative for
an average tourist. On the other hand, the Attractions sub-collection
tend to retrieve the home page of significant tourist places.
Finally, we have run an automatic classifier on the most popular
terms used in each sub-collection in order to gain some insights about
whether the content of the pages are actually different. We have
used decision trees and decision rules and tried with different com-
binations of parameters (stemming, stopwords, confidence value for
pruning, number of words to consider, etc.). Further experiments are
needed to fully discriminate texts from each sub-collection, but some
examples from our preliminary results show that the term university
tends to appear more in documents from the GeographicFiltered sub-
collection, whereas park view is more frequent in those in the Attrac-
tions sub-collection. In the future we want to exploit this information
to improve the candidate selection process and the corresponding fil-
ters.
8.5 effect of using external domain knowledge for
candidate selection
In this section we study RQ6 Can we identify a representative sample
from the ClueWeb12 collection by applying filters from the Open Web tourist
APIs tailored for the CS track? We compare the performance of our
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contextual suggestion model (see Section 8.3) used to rank sugges-
tions from the two presented sub-collections GeographicFiltered and
TouristFiltered. We show empirically that the additional information
acquired from location-based social networks provides the evidence
needed to generate high quality contextual suggestions.
Table 57 summarizes the results from the evaluation, where we
are initially only interested in the entries that take all relevance cri-
teria into account, labeled by suffix _all. Clearly, the effectiveness
using the TouristFiltered sub-collection outperforms the Geographic-
Filtered results by a large margin. Also, among the results obtained
for the runs submitted in TREC 2014, the former approach was su-
perior to all other submitted ClueWeb12 runs, while the latter ranked
near the bottom [82]. We should emphasize that the actual method
that ranks the documents is exactly the same in both cases (Sec-
tion 8.3.2), and hence, the difference in performance should be at-
tributed to the differences in the candidate suggestions.
We can inspect the differences in more detail by comparing the two
runs on a topic by topic basis. Table 58 shows the percentage of top-
ics where the run based on the TouristFiltered sub-collection is better
than, similar to, or worse than the run based on the Geographic-
Filtered sub-collection. We see that in approximately one third of
the cases (it fluctuates per metric) the TouristFiltered sub-collection
gives better results than GeographicFiltered, while for approximately
10% of the topics it leads to a lower performance. The fact that one
method does not lead to improved results for every topic may indi-
cate an opportunity to create a hybrid approach, where each topic
is processed using the optimal sub-collection, following an approach
based on query performance prediction, e.g., [63].
8.6 insights on the results
We now present how we have addressed the three sub research ques-
tions mentioned at the beginning of the chapter and the results ob-
tained in each situation. The measures are averaged after running a
5-fold cross-validation.
8.6.1 Analysis per RelevanceDimensions
In this section, we investigate RQ6.1 Do results differ based on the rel-
evance dimensions considered (contextual vs profile relevance)? Let us
inspect the evaluation outcomes in more detail, by considering rel-
evance dimensions individually. Recall that assessments are made
considering geographical and profile relevance independently from
each other. The latter one is further assessed as relevant based on the
document or on the description provided by the method. Consider-
ing this information, we recomputed the evaluation metrics for each
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Table 57: Performance of GeographicFiltered and TouristFiltered runs.
Analysis per relevance dimension is considered; description (desc),
document (doc), and geographical (geo) relevance. We denote














Table 58: Comparison between the two runs based on GeographicFiltered
and TouristFiltered sub-collections, by showing the percentage of
topics where the TouristFiltered subcollection gives better, equal,
or worse performance compared to the GeographicFiltered sub-
collection.
TouristFiltered is Better Similar Worse Metric
33.11 58.53 8.36 P@5
than GeographicFiltered 32.44 58.53 9.03 MRR
41.47 47.49 11.04 TBG
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topic while taking into account the geographical relevance provided
by the assessors, as well as the description and document judgments,
both separately and combined (that is, a document that is relevant
both based on the description and when the assessor visited its URL).
Table 57 shows the effect of the relevance dimensions on the
P@5 and MRR metric. When all the dimensions are considered
(all), the TouristFiltered sub-collection is significantly better than the
GeographicFiltered one. However, the difference in the performance
between the two sub-collections decreases when we look at the rel-
evance of a document and its description, that is, when we ignore
the geographical aspect of the relevance. This means that both sub-
collections are similar in terms of their appropriateness to the users.
At the same time, we observe that the TouristFiltered sub-collection
is more geographically appropriate, implying that using the domain
knowledge to select the candidates improves the performance in that
dimension. A similar observation is found when looking at the
best relevance dimension, for the GeographicFiltered sub-collection
it is the document description, whereas for the TouristFiltered sub-
collection it is the geographical aspect, evidencing their pros and cons.
The geographical, description, and document relevance assessments
affect in the same way P@5 and the MRR metric.
8.6.2 Impact of used Filters
In this section, we investigate RQ6.2 What is the impact of the type of
domain knowledge inferred on recommendation effectiveness? We provide
a deeper insight on why the domain knowledge-based sub-collection
improves so much over the other sub-collection on the different rel-
evance dimensions. Table 59 presents the contribution to the rele-
vance dimensions of each of the TouristFiltered sub-collection sub-
sets, where each subset was selected based on a different domain
knowledge filter.
We start modifying the run based on the TouristFiltered sub-
collection by computing effectiveness based only on suggestions from
the TouristSites subset (second column), then we add to them sugges-
tions from TouristSitesOutlinks, and finally suggestions from Attrac-
tions are added. The main conclusion drawn from this table is that
the larger improvement in performance occurs after adding the can-
didates from Attractions subset. It is interesting to note that the per-
formance of this part alone (last column) is comparable to that of the
whole sub-collection.
8.6.3 Effect of Prior Probability
In this section, we investigate RQ6.3 Can we improve the results by mod-
eling the candidate selection process probabilistically? In this section, we
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Table 59: Effect of domain knowledge filters on TouristFiltered run perfor-
mance. Union means adding suggestions from the subset filter
shown in column header of current column to the previous one.
The percentage shows the relative improvement in effectiveness
due to filter.
TouristSites ∪ TouristSitesOutlinks ∪ Attractions Attractions
Metrics score score % score % score
P@5_all 0.0392 0.0518 32.1 0.1374 165.3 0.1057
P@5_desc 0.0917 0.1200 30.9 0.2788 132.3 0.1973
P@5_doc 0.1008 0.1310 30.0 0.2949 125.1 0.2101
P@5_geo 0.2067 0.2659 28.6 0.4808 80.8 0.4667
Table 60: Effect of using a prior-probability of relevance on the Geographic-
Filtered run performance. no prior means applying the gen-
eral ranking model with P(s) = 1 for documents that pass the
geo_filter.
Metrics no prior depth prior filter prior
P@5_all 0.0431 0.0660 0.1300
P@5_desc-doc 0.2081 0.1024 0.1912
P@5_desc 0.2828 0.1273 0.2350
P@5_doc 0.2620 0.1468 0.2579
P@5_geo 0.1549 0.3515 0.4842
TBG 0.1234 0.3007 0.5574
TBG_doc 0.1287 0.3281 0.5988
investigate the effect of adding a prior probability that we discussed
in Section 8.3.3.3 on the performance of the contextual suggestion
model. Table 60 shows the effect of depth prior, and the effect of
the filter prior when applying the contextual suggestion model on
the GeographicFiltered sub-collection. As shown in this table, there
is a significant improvement on the performance of the Geographic-
Filtered sub-collection after applying the two priors independently.
We observe that the domain filter prior has more impact on the per-
formance.
Next, we study the effect of the third prior, which is a content-
based derived prior, where we use a language model constructed
from documents that pass the Attractions filter which were part of
the TouristFiltered run. We experimented with different cut-offs for
selecting the top words to form the language model, precisely the
top 500, 1, 000, and 5, 000 words. Without finding a clear relation be-
tween cutoff and performance, we present results based on the top
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1, 000 terms. Table 61 shows the effect of using the similarity be-
tween the language models and the GeographicFiltered documents
as prior. We observe that the performance is worse than without
a prior (compare with first column of Table 60). However, this can
also be explained by analyzing the number of documents that have
judgments in the rankings generated by each method. We therefore
reported also the percentage of judged documents in top-5 as well
as the percentage of relevant documents among the judged, and the
precision@5 with a condition that the document is judged. We now
conclude that the language model generated from the relevant docu-
ments improves the performance.






%rel of judged@5 38.18 54.75
P@5_doc(judged) 0.2185 0.4824
8.7 conclusion
We have presented an approach for improving contextual sugges-
tions based on ClueWeb12 collection. Our approach focused on se-
lecting candidate documents from a large Web crawl (ClueWeb12), us-
ing tourist domain knowledge inferred from the location-based social
networks from the Open Web. First, we presented Boolean filters for
modeling selection of candidate suggestions, where each filter rep-
resents a different type of knowledge about the tourist domain. The
filter is then integrated in the ranking model via a prior probability of
relevance. Our empirical evaluation shows that using domain knowl-
edge drawn from location-based social networks improves the perfor-
mance of the contextual suggestion model when compared to the per-
formance of the same ranking model, using the GeographicFiltered
sub-collection that is created without any domain knowledge. Sec-
ond, we found that the two sub-collections have different correlations
with the dimensions of relevance considered in the evaluation (geo-
graphical and profile relevance), which opens up to investigate more
the relation between the filters and the relevance dimension. Third,
our analysis shows that filters used to create the TouristFiltered sub-
collection vary in impact on contextual suggestion effectiveness. We
exploit the knowledge of each filter to estimate a probability prior
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embedded in the ranking model using 5-fold cross-validation analy-
sis. We also consider the correlation between URL depth of the doc-
ument and its relevance, as an alternative prior. The results of this
analysis on the GeographicFiltered sub-collection suggest that both
priors improved the performance. The domain filter prior has more
influence on the performance, suggesting that the domain knowledge
filter captures relevance better than the depth prior. In the future, we
aim to investigate the effect of the filter prior by incorporating dif-
ferent sources of information, such as the relation between the filter
criteria and URL depth, and the relation between filter criteria and
the individual dimensions of relevance.
9
C O N C L U S I O N S
We presented our research of analyzing large-scale Web archives. In
Part I of the thesis, we applied large-scale analysis of the content
of different crawls / archives from the Web. In order to answer our
research questions, we applied our analysis on different Web archives
or crawls collected from the Web. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we
based our analysis on a part of the Dutch Web archive, which has
been preserved by the National Library of the Netherlands (KB). In
Chapter 5, we based our analysis on a part of the Dutch Web archive,
and a crawl collected by Common Crawl.
We investigated what has been archived, and from that found
traces to Web pages that were not archived (Chapter 3). Based on
the link structure, we found that the number of unarchived pages is
equal to the number of archived pages, i.e., only half of the target
pages have been archived. We used the link Anchor Text to represent
the unarchived pages. We showed that Anchor Text can be a useful
resource to make unarchived pages retrievable among the archived
pages; where archive pages have their raw content available in the
archive. In this study, we showed how to expand the coverage of the
Web archive by using aggregated Anchor Text as a representation of
unarchived pages. Then, we showed how to use Anchor Text com-
bined with timestamps to provide an estimation of what was popular
on the Web at or before the crawling time (Chapter 4). Here, the
analysis was based on a depth-first archive collection which uses a
selection-based approach to select websites to be archived.
The content in an archive depends on the crawling strategy. For
example, the websites included in the archive, the crawling depth
and frequency. Therefore, we extended our analysis of using Anchor
Text to estimate what was popular on the web by comparing Anchor
Text of two Web crawls, each collected following a different crawling
strategy (Chapter 5). Namely, a crawl from the Dutch Web archive
collected using a depth-first strategy, and a crawl from Common Crawl
collected using a breadth-first strategy
The presence of a Web page in an archive is highly dependent on
the crawling process. Another source of bias that affects the accessi-
bility of Web pages in the archive is the retrieval system used to find
resources in the archive (Chapter 6). Retrievability has been used to
quantify accessibility bias on community-collected collections such as
TREC collections which are not real Web archives. The documents in
Web archives are typically available in multiple versions which can
be an implicit source of bias. We used the retrievability measure to
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quantify the bias imposed by a retrieval system on documents in the
Web archive collection.
In Part II of the thesis, we integrate knowledge that exists in the cur-
rent Web (Open Web) to improve access to information from a crawled
Web collection. We based our analysis on two years of participation
in the Contextual Suggestion TREC track. The goal of this track is
to provide personalized recommendation to users given their profile
preferences and locations (City). Participating teams are allowed to
suggest documents from the Open Web or from the ClueWeb12 collec-
tion. In order to see if there is overlap between the two sets, and how
the documents in the overlap were judged, we used the relevance
assessments of both documents from the Open Web and those from
the ClueWeb12 collection. We expanded the test collection of the Clue-
Web12 collection using the documents from the Open Web. We found
a large number of documents returned by Open Web systems that ex-
ist in the ClueWeb12 collection, but were not retrieved by any of the
ClueWeb12 systems. We showed how to use them to expand the rele-
vance assessment of the ClueWeb12 collection (Chapter 7). Finally, we
showed how to use the knowledge available in the Open Web to filter
candidate documents from the ClueWeb12 collection (Chapter 8).
9.1 main findings
We summarize our main findings by answering the six main research
questions that we posed in Chapter 1.
Using Link Structure & Anchor Text to Uncover and Reconstruct
the Unarchived Web
Web archives preserve content of pages from the Web before they
are lost. Despite the important attempts to preserve parts of the
Web by archiving, a large part of the web’s content remains unar-
chived. In practice it is not feasible to archive the entire web due to
its ever-increasing size and rapidly changing content. The overall con-
sequence is that our web archives are highly incomplete. In RQ1, we
show how to increase the coverage of the archive by using the Anchor
Text.
RQ1 Can we uncover and provide representations of unarchived Web
pages exploiting references to them from the archived Web pages?
We tested our method on the Dutch Web archive that has been
collected from the Web using a depth-first strategy based on a seed
list of manually selected websites. We found that the archived pages
contain evidence of a remarkable number of target pages and web
sites that have not been archived (Section 3.3). The archive contains
almost as many mentions of unarchived pages as the number of the
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actually archived pages. While it is known that Web archives are
incomplete, the assumption was the coverage of a depth-first crawl
around the seed list to be higher.
Then, we build an implicit representation of missing unarchived
pages based on link evidence and Anchor Text (Section 3.4). Anchor
text is a short text which is used in the source page to describe the
target page. In order to test the usefulness of the aggregated An-
chor Text for providing description of the missing pages, we setup a
known-item search experiment to investigate how it is easy to retrieve
the unarchived pages based on the aggregation of their Anchor Text
(Section 3.5). Anchor text is short text compared to the raw text con-
tent available for archived pages. Therefore, the main concern while
testing the usefulness of Anchor Text was how they will be retrievable
among other archived pages. We found that Anchor Text can be used
to find and retrieve the page in the first ranks. The aggregated An-
chor Text of unarchived pages has a skewed distribution, home pages
have more unique words in their aggregated Anchor Text compared to
the deeper pages (non-homepages). However, both unarchived home-
pages and non-homepages received similar satisfactory MRR average
scores.
Our result shows that Anchor Text is useful to increase the effec-
tive coverage of the archive; while we have the content of archived
pages, we can use Anchor Text to describe (a part of) the unarchived
pages. This analysis is important for both the Web archive creators
and the users of the Web archive, by being aware of the number of
archived pages and what is missing from the archive but still can be
reconstructed. For users searching the Web archive collection, it will
be disappointing for them to get missing page or unarchived page mes-
sage, knowing that the page existed in the Web, but was not archived.
By adding the aggregated Anchor Text of unarchived pages, a partial
recovery seems feasible and users will be able to get insight into the
content of the missing pages. From the designer of the Web archive
collection perspective, this analysis of Anchor Text and our analysis in
the following two research questions may help in providing sugges-
tion to expand the crawler’s seeds list based on the link structure and
Anchor Text.
There are some limitations in our study which can be extended in
the future work. First, we applied our analysis on one year from the
Dutch Web archive and our analysis was based on a one-year gran-
ularity. The analysis can be extended by considering a finer-grained
time granularity, and on a longer time-frame. The Web archive col-
lection consists of several crawls collected over time and the crawl-
ing frequency varies among websites in the seeds list. The content
on the Web is dynamic, therefore, the aggregated Anchor Text of the
unarchived page might change over time. Second, we applied our
approach on a breadth-first archive collected using selection-based ap-
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proach of choosing seeds list, which was expected to cover a high
percentage of the target pages from the seeds list. We did not take
into account the crawler settings, for example, excluded domains, and
websites. Third, the approach of generating known-item queries. One
way to automate this approach is to follow the query-simulation ap-
proach as in Chapter 6. Fourth, to measure the usefulness of aggre-
gated Anchor Text to find unarchived page, we could build an index
which has two representations of each page that has been archived;
using the aggregated Anchor Text, and the actual raw text content.
In the following research question, we show how to use Anchor Text
with their associated timestamps to reconstruct past popular topics.
We use topic as in Section 4.1 and Section 5.1, to refer to user infor-
mation needs which might consists of one or multiple words. One of
the main advantages of using Anchor Text is that it is available in the
Web archive for both the archived and the unarchived target pages.
Thus, we still can get insight into what was popular on the Web even
if some content is missing.
Using Anchor Text with Timestamps to Reconstruct Past Popular
Topics
Queries that represent the past interests of real users, using the
archived Web as it was, are usually not available, because they were
not preserved. Initially the main purpose of Web archives creators
was to preserve the Web (or at least part of it) before being lost,
by repeatedly crawling the Web. Later on Web archive initiatives
started to make their collection available for URL-based search. Only
recently, some Web archive initiatives started to allow full-text search
of their collection. Therefore, user-logs which represent a good re-
source of users implicit feedback for Web search, are not available
for Web archive search. Motivated by studies which showed that An-
chor Text is similar to documents titles and real users queries, and the
lack of user query-logs, we propose to use the Anchor Text also to re-
construct the past popular topics, by making use of their associated
timestamps.
RQ2 Can we identify past popular topics using anchor text associated
with hyperlinks of the Web archive?
We used the link structure extracted from the Dutch Web archive
to identify the most popular target hosts over time, and to get the
most popular Anchor Text over time. The link structure was extracted
from the text/html archived pages in the Dutch Web archive in the pe-
riod between February 2009 and December 2012. First, we investigate
the evolution of target hosts in the link structure (Section 4.3.1). We
found that target hosts evolve significantly. Based on a one-month
granularity, on average 25% among all hosts per month are new. Af-
ter extracting, cleaning, de-duplicating and aggregating Anchor Text
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(Section 4.2.2) and sorting them based on their frequency of use in the
archive (Section 4.3.2), we need a way to evaluate them. For that we
used the WikiStats dataset which has the aggregation of the number
of views of Wikipedia pages over time (Section 4.2.3). By matching
Anchor Text with titles of Wikipedia pages, we found that the match-
ing is high for the most frequently used Anchor Text, and that matched
Anchor Text covers Dutch entities, such as names of cities, newspapers
(Section 4.3.3).
Based on this analysis, we conclude that Anchor Text can be used to
help users exploring the archive and help them to understand what is
in the archive. Finding the popular topic using Anchor Text can help
choosing the crawling seeds.
In this study, the main limitation is the lack of user-logs. Queries
over time that represent how users searched the Web archive collec-
tion are not available. Therefore, we looked into other sources for
evaluating the representativeness of Anchor Text for past popular top-
ics. We carried out our analysis on a Web archive collection created
following a depth-first crawling strategy on a manually selected Web
sites from the Dutch Web. In the following research question, we
expand our analysis on a dataset collected from the entire Web fol-
lowing a breadth-first crawling strategy.
What is the Impact of the Crawling Strategy on Anchor Text Cover-
age of Past Popular Topics?
Web archives are created following a crawling strategy, thus the crawl-
ing strategy has a great influence on the data that is archived. In
RQ2, we based our analysis on the depth-first dataset that has been
crawled from the Dutch Web using a selection-based approach for
selecting the websites to be archived. We extend our analysis of us-
ing temporal Anchor Text to identify past popular topics by study-
ing two datasets collected from the Web following different crawling
strategies. Precisely, the depth-first dataset is from the Dutch Web
archive collected by National Library of the Netherlands (KB), and
the breadth-first dataset is from Web crawls collected by the Common
Crawl foundation.
RQ3 How does the crawling strategy impact the Web archive’s coverage
of past popular topics?
We explore how well the collections resulting from different crawl-
ing strategies cover content related to topics that were in the focus
of Web users in a particular time period. We used Anchor Text from
the link structure of the two collections crawled from the Web fol-
lowing two different crawling strategies. We had access only to the
Web pages crawled in 2014 from Common Crawl. Therefore, we lim-
ited our analysis to pages crawled in 2014 in the collections. We used
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three different sources that identify topics that were popular on the
Web: Google Trends, WikiStats, and queries collected from users of
the Dutch historic newspaper archive (Section 5.2.4). Our initial as-
sumption was that the KB dataset would cover more topics from the
Dutch domain, while the Common Crawl dataset would cover more
global topics. To validate our assumption, for topics from Google
trends and WikiStats, we split them into two groups; topics that were
popular at global level and those that were popular in the Dutch do-
main. We found that the breadth-first dataset covers more topics, not
only from the global but also topics from the NL domain. There are
many differences between the breadth-first collection and the depth-first
in terms of size, number of crawled Web pages and websites. There-
fore, for a fair comparison, we generated subsets from the Common
Crawl collection (Section 5.2.3), one subset based on the .nl domain,
here we kept any link that belong to the .nl. The second subset based
on the websites used by the KB to collect the Dutch archive, here, we
kept any link that originates from a website in the KB seeds list. We
found that the first subset covers more topics, and the second subset
has comparable coverage compared to the KB collection, for both the
global and the NL topics (Section 5.3).
Based on our analysis, we conclude that to increase the coverage of
the archive of the popular topics the breadth-first strategy is preferable.
We found that the Common Crawl collection (a breadth-first crawl) cov-
ers more topics than the KB collection (a depth-first crawl). This is not
limited to popular topics from the entire Web but also applies to top-
ics that were popular in the .nl domain. While it is difficult to answer
the question which crawling strategy is better than the other, a mix
of both would make sense based on the goal of the Web archive. For
example, while applying a depth-first strategy of selected websites for
completeness, the analysis of Anchor Text or other external resources
should be used to identify additional pages that were popular. These
may be then crawled at shallow level.
In our analysis to answer RQ2 and RQ3, we used the same time-
frame to compare Anchor Text and topics from different sources.
While interesting topics might appear immediately on the live Web,
it may take time until they are included in the archive. This might be
addressed in future work.
In Chapter 5, we used different sources to identify past popular
topics. There are some difference between these sources. For top-
ics taken from the Google trends it might be clear that they are the
most queries submitted by users and represent the most popular top-
ics in the provided time-frame. The case is different for the WikiStats
source, here pages’ titles (topics) were treated the same by aggregat-
ing their views in the year on which we focused our analysis. In
order to improve this, we could take into account the peak in page
views across several time-frames. The third source that we used was
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the queries submitted by users of the digitized new papers collection
using Delpher Web service system. This collection contains digitized
news papers articles published in period between 1618 and 1995, and
the queries were submitted by users in 2015. Our motivation behind
using these queries is that they are Dutch queries submitted by users
to a Dutch collection, and we can view Web archive as a continua-
tion of the digitized news papers archive. Also in the user-log of the
Delpher system, there is a large number of queries with names and lo-
cations [152]. In the current Web, a high percentage of queries submit-
ted to Web search engines consists of named entity queries [161, 134].
Motivated by this, N. Kanhabua et al. proposed an entity-oriented
search system that supports retrieval from the Internet Archive [113].
Retrieval Bias Among Archived Web Documents
The Web content that can be made available to users depends on the
crawling process. In different words, the accessibility of a Web page
from the past depends on whether the page has been archived. In
the previous research questions we focused on exploring the Web
archive, in order to understand what has been archived, and what
not. We used link structure and Anchor Text to uncover and provide
representation of the unarchived pages. We showed the usefulness
of this method to increase the coverage of the archive (RQ1). To
compensate for the lack of user-logs, we used Anchor Text to estimate
past popular topics (RQ2, and RQ3). Now, we shift our attention to
the accessibility of the archived data. One way for users to access Web
archives is through full-text search systems. Retrievability has been
used in research to quantify accessibility bias on community-collected
collections such as TREC collections. We explored the applicability
of this approach on Web archives, where documents are typically
available in multiple versions. This multiplicity of versions can be an
implicit source of bias, that we quantify using this analysis.
The number of versions of each document varies depending on the
frequency by which a specific website is crawled, and the point in
time when the website was added to the crawler seeds. We explored
how the retrieval bias is affected by this variance. We investigate
whether search results in Web archives are influenced by varying
number of versions, and how retrieval systems that are adapted to
deal with them can be evaluated using retrievability. We investigate
the suitability of retrievability for Web archive collection to measure
the retrieval bias, and investigate how to rely on retrievability to eval-
uate systems that adapt and take into account the multiple versions.
RQ4 What can we learn about Web archive access from studying the
collection using a measure of retrievability?
We used the retrievability measure to quantify retrieval bias in-
duced by different retrieval systems on a subset of the Dutch Web
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archive collection (from February 2009 until December 2012) from
the National Library of The Netherlands1 (KB). Here, the retrieval
systems consider every version of a document in a Web archive as
an independent document. We show that the retrievability of doc-
uments can vary for different versions of the same document, and
that retrieval systems induce biases to different extents (section 6.5).
Then we used retrievability to quantify the change in bias when the
system is adapted to deal with multiple versions of a document (Sec-
tion 6.6). We explored this using two approaches to collapse versions
of the same document and thus refining the search results. First, we
collapse document’s versions based on their content similarity (clus-
tering). Here, the cluster with more versions will get higher retriev-
ability score. Second, we collapse the versions based on their URL.
Here, we embedded a prior (based on the number of versions) with
the scores given by retrieval systems, this means a document with
more versions gets higher score. The clustering takes into account
that the content of document’s versions may change over time, and
thus, collapse them into distinct clusters. The URL, considers them
similar and collapse them into one (URL). The bias was lower for the
two collapsing approaches, as compared when the systems which do
not consider the multiple versions of the document. The three re-
trieval systems impose lower bias in the URL approach, as compared
to clustering approach. Collapsing similar versions of the same docu-
ment is a common practice in Web archive search systems, supported
by our analysis where we showed the impact of the clustering behav-
ior on the retrieval bias.
We investigate also whether the number of documents crawled in a
particular year correlates with the number of documents in the search
results from that year (Section 6.7). First, the analysis is based on
documents’ timestamps in the search results returned by the retrieval
model for all queries, assuming queries are not inherently temporal in
nature. The results show a relation between the number of documents
per year and the number of documents retrieved by the retrieval sys-
tem from that year. We further investigated the relation between the
queries’ timestamps and the documents’ timestamps. First, we split
the queries into different time-frames based on their timestamps us-
ing the one-year granularity. Then, we issued the queries against the
retrieval model. The result show that our temporal queries indeed
retrieve more documents from the assumed time-frame. Thus, the
documents from the same time-frame were preferred by the retrieval
model over documents from other time-frames. This means that the
temporal queries increase the bias of documents from a specific time-
frame, but this bias might be desirable. Issuing queries from a spe-
cific time-frame will help finding documents from that period and
help exploring the content of the archive.
1 www.kb.nl
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We have shown that retrievability is suitable for the assessment of
Web archive retrieval systems, by showing its ability to capture the
bias based on the approach followed to deal with multiple versions.
This gives room for the designer of Web archive search systems to
design their retrieval approach and rely on the retrievability measure
for evaluation.
In order to compute the retrievability score of all documents in the
collection, we need a set of queries to run against a given retrieval
system. Ideally, we would use queries collected from users searching
the collection. Again such a query log is not available for the Web
archive. We used different approaches for generating the query set.
First, we follow the approach used in [39] by simulating the queries
from the content of the documents in the collection. Second, we use
Anchor Text associated with hyperlinks in the Web archive. In our
analysis of retrievability, we used the two query sets independently.
We have left, the cross analysis between the two query sets for future
work. The two query sets can be used to investigating the similar-
ity between Anchor Text and the top single-term and bi-term queries
drawn from the content of the document.
Integrating Online & Crawled Web
In the second part of the thesis, we investigated the integration of the
Open Web and the archive Web in the context of the contextual sugges-
tion. The specific nature of this track allows the participating teams
to identify candidate documents either from the Open Web or from
the ClueWeb12 collection, a static version of the web. We compare the
effectiveness of systems with a personalized algorithm based on top
of documents collected from Web by relying on public tourist APIs,
and systems that build their algorithms based on documents from the
ClueWeb12 dataset.
Reproducibility vs. Representativeness of Search Systems Built on
Top of the Online (dynamic) Web and the Crawled (static) Web
RQ5 Do relevance assessments of Open Web differ (significantly) from
relevance assessments of ClueWeb12 documents? Can we identify an overlap
between the two sets, and the documents in the overlap were judged?
We focused our analysis on the Contextual Suggestion TREC track
(CS), where in 2013 and 2014 it was possible to submit runs based
on Open Web or based on ClueWeb12, a static version of the web.
We based our analysis on the relevance assessments of documents
from the Open Web and documents from the ClueWeb12 collection.
We found that documents returned by Open Web systems receive bet-
ter ratings than documents returned by ClueWeb12 systems. More
specifically, we have found differences in judgment when looking at
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identical documents that were returned by both Open Web and Clue-
Web12 systems (Section 7.4). Then, we looked at documents returned
by Open Web systems that exist in the ClueWeb12 collection, but have
not been retrieved by the ClueWeb12 systems. We used these doc-
uments to expand the relevance assessments of ClueWeb12 systems.
Based on an expanded version of the relevance assessments – consid-
ering documents in the overlap of Open Web and ClueWeb12 systems
– and on generating ClueWeb12-based runs from Open Web runs, we
have investigated the representativeness of ClueWeb12 collection (Sec-
tion 7.5). Although the performance of Open Web systems decreases,
we find a representative sample of the ClueWeb12 collection in the
Open Web runs.
Our analysis shows that result obtained from the Open Web needs
a special care to make sure that results are reproducible. While con-
tent on the Web is very representative of real-time search, it is very
dynamic, and hence there is risk that documents found by Open Web
systems will be unavailable after some time. We contributed to the CS
track by participating twice (2013 and 2014) in the track and raising
the attention to the mapping between Open Web and ClueWeb12 (see
2). For the purpose of producing reproducible results, in the version
of CS track in 2015, the organizers of the track introduce a pre-task
for collecting candidate documents. At retrieval time, participating
team use a fixed collection.
Using Knowledge Available in the Online Web to Annotate the
Crawled Web
In Chapter 7 we have shown that there exist documents in ClueWeb12
that are relevant for the Contextual Suggestion task, namely because
systems based on Open Web can still be competitive when the candi-
date documents are constrained to the ClueWeb12 collection. How-
ever, the candidate selection process is very challenging, and the use
of external, manually curated tourist services make this task easier,
by promoting those relevant documents at the cost of reducing the
reproducibility of the whole process. We proposed an approach for
selecting candidate documents from the ClueWeb12 collection using
the information available on the Open Web, and hence increasing the
representativeness without scarifying the reproducibility.
RQ6 Can we identify a representative sample from the ClueWeb12 collec-
tion by applying filters from the Open Web tourist APIs tailored for the CS
track?
Our contextual suggestion ranking model consists of two main
components: selecting candidate suggestions from ClueWeb12 collec-
2 https://sites.google.com/site/treccontext/trec-2014/
open-web-to-clueweb12-mapping
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tion and providing a ranked list of personalized suggestions (Sec-
tion 8.3). To provide users with a good personalized list of doc-
uments, we need to first find the candidate documents that are
geographically related. We focus on selecting appropriate sugges-
tions from the ClueWeb12 collection using tourist domain knowl-
edge inferred from social sites and resources available on the public
Web (Open Web). We compared the performance of two contextual
suggestion (CS) systems which ranked suggestions from two sub-
collections generated from the ClueWeb12 collection (Section 8.3.3);
the GeographicFiltered, and TouristFiltered generated using filters
derived from the Open Web. Our empirical evaluation shows that us-
ing domain knowledge drawn from location-based social networks
improves the performance of the contextual suggestion model when
compared to the performance of the same ranking model, using the
GeographicFiltered sub-collection that is created without any do-
main knowledge (Section 8.5).
Then, we investigated the evaluation of the two systems build on
the two sub-collection in more details. The relevance assessments are
made considering geographical and profile relevance independently
from each other. The latter one is further assessed as relevant based
on the document or on the description provided by the method. We
found that the two CS systems build on top of the two sub-collections
have different correlations with the dimensions of relevance consid-
ered in the evaluation (geographical and profile relevance), which
opens up to investigate more the relation between the filters and the
relevance dimension (Section 8.6.1).
After that, we investigated why the performance of our contextual
suggestion model on the domain knowledge-based sub-collection
(TouristFiltered) improves so much over the other sub-collection
(GeographicFiltered) on the different relevance dimensions. Dif-
ferent filters were used to create the TouristFiltered sub-collection,
where each filter represents a different type of knowledge about the
tourist domain. The filter is then integrated in the ranking model via
a prior probability of relevance (Section 8.6.2). Our empirical evalua-
tion shows that using domain knowledge drawn from location-based
social networks improves the performance of the contextual sugges-
tion model when compared to the performance of the same ranking
model, using the GeographicFiltered sub-collection that is created
without any domain knowledge.
Finally, our analysis shows that filters used to create the Tourist-
Filtered sub-collection vary in impact on contextual suggestion ef-
fectiveness. We exploit the knowledge of each filter to estimate a
probability prior embedded in the ranking model using 5-fold cross-
validation analysis. We also consider the correlation between URL
depth of the document and its relevance, as an alternative prior (Sec-
tion 8.6.3). The results of this analysis on the GeographicFiltered sub-
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collection suggest that both priors improved the performance. The
domain filter prior has more influence on the performance, suggest-
ing that the domain knowledge filter captures relevance better than
the depth prior. In the future, we aim to investigate the effect of the
filter prior by incorporating different sources of information, such as
the relation between the filter criteria and URL depth, and the rela-
tion between filter criteria and the individual dimensions of relevance.
Our approach for selecting candidate documents from the ClueWeb12
collection based on information obtained from the Open Web makes
an improvement step towards partially bridging the gap in effective-
ness between Open Web and ClueWeb12 systems, while at the same
time we achieve reproducible results on well-known representative
sample of the web.
9.2 future work
The analysis that we carried out in Part I of the thesis was an ex-
ploratory study of the content in a large-scale Web archive.
Uncovering the Unarchived Web Study
In Chapter 3, we proposed an approach to use link structure and An-
chor Text to uncover and provide representation of unarchived pages.
This analysis was applied on a crawl which has been collected from
the Web using a depth-first based on a manually selected websites.
There are several possibilities for extending this study:
Apply on a breadth-first Collection
This analysis can be applied on different Web crawls collected
with different crawling strategy. For example, the Common
Crawl collection which has been collected using a breadth-first
strategy.
The crawling strategy followed to create the archive has an in-
fluence on the content included in the archive. By following the
depth-first crawling strategy, the target is to crawl as much as
possible of pages from Web sites in the seeds list. By follow-
ing the breadth-first crawling strategy, the goal is to discover as
much as possible of the outgoing links but not in depth. There-
fore, it is expected that the coverage of Web sites and top-level
domains is higher. In a breadth-first dataset, the assumption is
that the number and the diversity of Web pages linking to a tar-
get unarchived pages will be higher, and hence distinct Anchor
Text will be used to link to the target page which might give
different representation.
Along the Time-Axis
In our analysis of uncovering and reconstructing missing pages
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from the Web archive, we focused on one year of the Dutch
archive. Another possibility for future work is to extend the
analysis along the time axis. How does the aggregated content of
Anchor Text change over time for the missing pages? Content on
the Web is very dynamic, the aggregated Anchor Text might give
different representation of the missing pages over time which
might reflect on how the missing page change over time.
Consider Crawler’s Settings
The Dutch web archive has been initiated in 2007, and the seed
list keeps growing. Studying the impact of the crawler’s seeds
and the time when they have been included on the coverage of
the crawl would be another direction of research. The settings
of the crawler, such as the crawling frequency, inclusions and
exclusion of websites, domains or top-level domains has an in-
fluence on the crawled data. Therefore, these settings will have
an influence on the coverage of the Web archive. For example,
the crawling frequency varies among websites in the seeds list.
Considering the crawling frequency in a given time-frame while
studying the archive’s coverage was left for future work.
Reconstructing the Past Popular Topics
Our analysis of using Anchor Text to identify past popular topics in
the Web was applied along the time axis using four years of a depth-
first collection (Chapter 4). In Chapter 5, we extended this analysis
on a breadth-first collection, we used a crawl from the Common Crawl
collection. The goal was to compare the coverage of the past popular
topics in two crawls collected with different crawling strategies. How-
ever, the analysis was limited to the crawl from 2014, mainly because
we had access to this crawl which was hosted by Surfsara, a Dutch
high performance computing center. In the following, we highlight
possibilities for future work related to this study.
Along the Time Axis
All crawls collected by Common Crawl (since 2008 up to now)
are available on Amazon as a public dataset. The availability of
these crawls open the possibility for making the comparison of
topics coverage along the time axis.
Inter-Crawl Analysis
Another possibility for future work, is to check the coverage of
missing pages from the Dutch archive in the Common Crawl col-
lection, especially the home pages and pages at shallow depth.
Topic Modeling of Anchor Text Along the Time Axis
In our analysis, we matched Anchor Text with topics taken from
different sources to identify past popular topics using string
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matching after applying basic preprocessing. This analysis can
be extended by aggregating and modeling the topics taken from
different into sources into broader topics, as well as Anchor Text.
Retrievability Bias
Based on our retrievability bias study in Chapter 6 there is room for
future work.
Impact of Crawling Strategy
We applied our analysis on a depth-first Web archive collected
from manually selected Web sites. Therefore, most of the pages
are all from the same Websites and are expected to be similar,
which might influence the retrievability analysis starting from
the queries drawn from the content of Web pages in the Web
archive collection. This analysis can be extended by applying
the retrievability on the Common Crawl collection which has
been collected from the entire Web following the breadth-first
crawling strategy, and thus the diversity of Web pages and con-
tent is expected to be higher.
Impact of Adding Representation of Unarchived Pages
Expand the archive by adding the content of unarchived pages
using our approach in Chapter 3 and investigate how the re-
trievability bias will be affected.
Modeling Queries Importance Over Time
In our analysis, all queries drawn from the content of docu-
ments in the collection. We left modeling the weight of the
queries based on their appearance over time for the future work.
Integrating Online & Crawled Web
Our research in Part II was about integrating the knowledge on the
Open Web with crawled content. In the context of TREC Contextual
Suggestion track, we analyzed the difference in effectiveness between
systems using input documents from the online Web vs. system us-
ing input documents from crawled content from the Web (Chapter 7).
In Chapter 8, we proposed an approach for selecting candidate docu-
ments from ClueWeb12 collection using the information available on
the Open Web. Our results are promising, and evidence that there
is still room for improvement by using different and more informa-
tion available on the Open Web. Content on the Web represent what
is currently important or relevant for users of the Web. However,
this information is very dynamic, content of Web pages changes and
disappear overtime. Therefore, many Web archive initiatives started
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crawling the Web (or at least part of it) repeatedly and keep it in
Web archives. For tasks such as Contextual Suggestion which rely on
sources from the Open web it is recommended to archive documents
taken from the Web for the reusability purpose.
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Chapter 3 - Uncovering the Unarchived Web
This chapter presents how to use the link structure extracted
from the crawled content to establish evidence of web pages
outside the archive. They existed at crawling time, but were
not archived. A reference or mention of the unarchived page in
the content of the crawled pages included in the Web archive
represents the link evidence of its existence. While going back in
time to collect the uncrawled pages is impossible, we reconstruct
basic representations of target URLs outside the archive which
otherwise would have been lost.
Chapter 4 - Temporal Anchor Text as Proxy for Past User Queries
This chapter proposes an approach to reconstruct the informa-
tion that would be provided by query log in the past using
temporal Anchor Text. First, we study the link graph of four
years of Web archive in order to show how the target hosts and
Anchor Text evolve over time. Second, we investigate the impor-
tance of Anchor Text over time. Our approach is to rank Anchor
Text based on popularity in the archive at specific points in time.
Then, we check the importance of the top ranked Anchor Text
in the public Web at the same time (time in the archive). In or-
der to understand the importance of the Anchor Text, we rely
on the WikiStats dataset, which provides an aggregation of page
views of Wikipedia pages over time.
Chapter 5 - Comparing Topic Coverage in Breadth-first & Depth-
first Crawls
This chapter considers the influence of the used crawling strat-
egy on Anchor Text coverage of the past important topics. We
perform our analysis on the links Anchor Text extracted from
two Web crawls. One of our crawls was collected by the Na-
tional Library of the Netherlands (KB) using a depth-first crawl-
ing strategy on manually selected websites from the .nl domain.
The second crawl was collected by the Common Crawl founda-
tion using a breadth-first crawling strategy on the entire Web.
We used different sources as evidence of what the trending top-
ics on the Web at the time of our used crawls. Since our crawls
originate from the entire Web and from the Dutch domain, we
looked for important topics both worldwide and on the national
level. These sources are: Google Trends, WikiStats, and queries
collected from users of the Dutch historic newspaper archive.
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The two crawls differ in terms of size, number of crawled web-
sites, and the domains of the crawled websites. Therefore, in
order to allow fair comparison between the two crawls, we cre-
ated sub-collections from the Common Crawl dataset based on
the .nl domain and the KB seeds.
Chapter 6 - Quantifying Retrieval Bias in Web Archive Search
In the previous chapters, we used the link structure and Anchor
Text, first to uncover and reconstruct the unarchived pages. One
advantage of using anchor is its availability of both archived
and unarchived target pages. Second, we used Anchor Text to
reconstruct topics of interests to users in the past. In this chap-
ter, we focus on the content of the crawled pages, pages that
exist in the archive. One way to access Web archives is through
full-text information retrieval systems. These retrieval systems
influence which part of the Web archive is accessible, potentially
imposing a retrieval bias among documents. This bias can be
quantified using the Retrievability measure, a measure to quan-
tify the relative likelihood of a document’s retrieval over a large
set of queries. In this chapter, we investigate the suitability of
the retrievability measure to assess the retrieval bias induced by
different retrieval systems among documents in a collection of
four years of the Dutch Web archive.
Part II – Integrating Online & Crawled Web- Open Web (live and
dynamic) & Crawled Web (archived and static)
In this we part, we consider the integration of the current web and
the archived (crawled) web, the use case is the Contextual Suggestion
TREC track.
Chapter 7 - The Strange Case of Reproducibility vs. Representa-
tiveness in Contextual Suggestion Test Collections
This chapter considers the task of integrating the current web
and crawled web. The Contextual Suggestion (CS) TREC track
provides an evaluation framework for systems that recommend
items to users given their geographical context. The specific
nature of this track allows the participating teams to identify
candidate documents either from the Open Web or from the Clue-
Web12 collection, a static version of the web. We focus on ana-
lyzing reproducibility and representativeness of the Open Web
and ClueWeb12 systems. We study the gap in effectiveness be-
tween Open Web and ClueWeb12 systems through analyzing the
relevance assessments of documents returned by them. After
that, we identify documents that overlap between Open Web
and ClueWeb12 results. We define two different sets of overlap:
First, the overlap in the relevance assessments of documents
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returned by Open Web and ClueWeb12 systems, to investigate
how these documents were judged according to the relevance
assessments gathered when they were considered by Open Web
or ClueWeb12 systems. The second type of overlap is defined
by the documents in the relevance assessments of the Open Web
systems which are in ClueWeb12 collection but not in the rele-
vance assessments of ClueWeb12 systems. The purpose is to use
the judgments of these documents (mapped from Open Web on
ClueWeb12 collection) to expand the relevance assessments of
ClueWeb12 systems resulting on having a new test collection.
Chapter 8 - Improving Contextual Suggestions using Open Web
Domain Knowledge
The majority of existing studies related to contextual sugges-
tions have relied on location-based social networks from the
Open Web that are specialized in providing tourist suggestions,
such as Yelp and Foursquare; focusing on re-ranking the can-
didate suggestions based on user preferences. In this chapter,
we consider the use of domain knowledge inferred from such
location-based social networks on the Open Web for selecting
suggestions from ClueWeb12.

S A M E N VAT T I N G
Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift focust zich op de analyse van om-
vangrijke webarchieven. In deel I van het proefschrift hebben we
een grootschalige analyse gedaan van de inhoud van verschillende
crawls / archieven van het web. Om onze onderzoeksvragen te
beantwoorden hebben we onze analyse toegepast op verschillende
webarchieven en crawls die zijn verzameld op het web. In hoofd-
stuk 3 en hoofdstuk 4 hebben we onze analyse gebaseerd op een
deel van het Nederlands Webarchief, dat door de Koninklijke Bib-
liotheek (KB) wordt vastgelegd en bewaard. De analyse in hoofd-
stuk 5 is gebaseerd op een deel van het Nederlands webarchief en
een crawl verzameld door Common Crawl. We zijn nagegaan wat er
is gearchiveerd en in het gearchiveerde materiaal hebben wij sporen
gevonden van webpagina’s die niet zijn gearchiveerd (hoofdstuk 3).
Op basis van de linkstructuur constateerden we dat het aantal niet-
gearchiveerde pagina’s gelijk is aan het aantal gearchiveerde pagina’s.
Dat wil zeggen dat slechts de helft van de pagina’s waarnaar links ver-
wijzen is gearchiveerd. We hebben de link Anchor Text gebruikt om
de niet-gearchiveerde pagina’s te representeren. We hebben aange-
toond dat Anchor Text een nuttige bron kan zijn om niet-gearchiveerde
pagina’s terug te vinden onder de gearchiveerde pagina’s, terwijl de
inhoud van archiefpagina’s beschikbaar is in het archief. In dit hoofd-
stuk hebben we aangetoond hoe de dekking van het webarchief uitge-
breid kan worden door gebruik te maken van geaggregeerde Anchor
Text als een voorstelling van niet-gearchiveerde pagina’s. Vervolgens
lieten we zien hoe Anchor Text in combinatie met tijdsaanduidingen
gebruikt kan worden om een schatting te maken van wat op of vóór
het tijdstip dat een pagina is vastgelegd populair was op het web
(hoofdstuk 4). De analyse in dit hoofdstuk is gebaseerd op een depth-
first archiefcollectie die een selectiegerichte aanpak gebruikt om web-
sites te archiveren. De inhoud van een webarchief is afhankelijk van
de crawlstrategie. Deze strategie omvat onder meer de websites die
worden vastgelegd, de crawldiepte en de frequentie van archivering.
Daarom hebben we onze analyse met het gebruik van Anchor Text
om te beoordelen wat populair was op het web uitgebreid door het
vergelijken van Anchor Text van twee webcrawls, die worden verza-
meld via verschillende crawlstrategieën (hoofdstuk 5). De eerste is
een crawl uit het Nederlands Webarchief die is verzameld met be-
hulp van een depth-first strategie, waar de tweede crawl van Common
Crawl is, verzameld met behulp van een breadth-first strategie. De aan-
wezigheid van een webpagina in een archief is sterk afhankelijk van
het crawlproces. Een andere bron van bias die de toegankelijkheid
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van webpagina’s in het archief beïnvloedt, is het retrievalsysteem dat
gebruikt wordt om bronnen in het archief te vinden (hoofdstuk 6).
Dit proefschrift gebruikt retrievability om de toegankelijkheidsbias
in gemeenschappelijk verzamelde collecties te kwantificeren, zoals
TREC-collecties die geen echte webarchieven zijn. De documenten in
webarchieven zijn meestal beschikbaar in meerdere versies die een im-
pliciete bron van bias kunnen zijn. We hebben de retrievability measure
gebruikt om de bias te kwantificeren die door een retrievalsysteem op
documenten in de webarchiefcollectie wordt opgelegd. In deel II van
het proefschrift integreren we kennis die bestaat in het huidige web
(Open Web) om de toegang tot informatie uit een gecrawlde webcol-
lectie te verbeteren. We hebben onze analyse gebaseerd op een twee-
jarige deelname aan de Contextual Suggestion TREC track. Het doel
van deze track is om gebruikers persoonlijke aanbevelingen te doen
op basis van hun profielvoorkeuren en locaties (City). Deelnemende
teams mogen documenten van de Open Web of ClueWeb12 collectie
voorstellen. Om te kijken of er overlap tussen de twee sets bestaat
en hoe de documenten in de overlap werden beoordeeld, hebben we
de relevance assessments gebruikt van documenten, zowel in de Open
Web als in de ClueWeb12 collectie. We hebben de testcollectie van de
ClueWeb12 collectie uitgebreid met behulp van de documenten van de
Open Web en vonden een groot aantal documenten dat door de Open
Web systemen is teruggegeven en in de ClueWeb12 collectie bestaat,
maar niet door een van de ClueWeb12 systemen werd opgehaald. We
hebben laten zien hoe deze documenten kunnen worden gebruikt om
de relevantiebeoordeling van de ClueWeb12-collectie uit te breiden
(hoofdstuk 7). Tenslotte hebben we aangetoond hoe de beschikbare
kennis in de Open Web-collectie toegepast kan worden om kandidaat-
documenten uit de collectie ClueWeb12 te filteren (hoofdstuk 8).
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